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FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST 
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INITIAL RECOMMENDATION 

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE 

REMARKS 

In cleaning out some old files in 
Mr. Chenery's office, I have found 
the attached original incoming 
letters which we no longer need. 
If they are useful to you, please 
file. Otherwise, discard. 

FROM ROOM NO. EXTENSION 

N. Freeman El239 3667 
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NOV 2 0 1973 

COUNCIL ON fOREIGN RELATIONS, INc. 

THE HAROLD PRATT HOUSE Iss EAST 68TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 I TEL. (212) 535-3300 1 CABLE: COUNFOREL, NEW YORK 

Dr. Hollis B. Chenery 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 H Street, N.W. - Room Al221 
Washington, D. c. 20433 

Dear Hollis: 

s 

November 15, 

We are pleased to invite you to join a small Council group on Southeast 
Asia this year. This area has been less frequently in the headlines in recent 
months than in years past, but important developments are taking place in 
several countries and in the area's relations with the outside world. We 
think that a discussion of such matters as trends within key countries, the 
evolving pattern of relationships in the region, and policies of the major 
external powers by an interested and knowledgeable group at the Council can 
be most useful. 

This group will represent a new type of activity for the Council. A num
ber of such groups, which we are calling Cu rent Issue Review Grou s, are being 
organized this year on an experimental basis. They are designed to achieve two 
major objectives: more than other Council groups they will be able to respond 
rapidly to current international developments, and to make it possible for many 
more members to share in small group interchanges at the Council. Each Current 
Issue Review Group will include in its membership some specialists on the sub
ject involved as well as interested Council members whose expertise and perspec
tives are different. Selection of members will draw heavily upon the replies 
received to Bayless Manning's letter of June 21 inviting expressions of interest 
from members wishing to participate in small group activity at the Council. 

Normally, meetings of the group will be opened by someone with particular 
knowledge of the topic, but active participation of all members of the group 
will be emphasized. The work of the group will not be rigidly or elaborately 
programmed and the group will in considerable degree set its own agenda. In 
addition to meeting occasionally for self-generated discussion, it may come to
gether on an ad hoc basis when special Council guests of interest are available 
or when important:events relating to Southeast Asia occur. Each group will 
evolve a pattern of its own, and its success will be largely dependent on the 
ideas and enthusiasm it generates among its own members. William J. Barnds, 
Senior Research Fellow at the Council, will help shape the agenda and make the 
necessary arrangements for the meetings. 
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The first meeting of the Current Issue Review Group on Southeast Asia will 
be a dinner session on December 12, 1973 from 4:45 to 9:15 p.m. at the Harold 
Pratt ouse. At that time we shall discuss the situation in Vietnam at the 
end of 1973 -- nearly a year after the cease-fire agreements -- and the out
look for the future. George Carver of the Central Intelligence Agency will 
open the discussion. Lionel Landry, Executive Vice-President of the Asia 
Society, will chair the meeting. 

Please let us knnw oon as possible whether u would like to oin the 
group, a f so, whether or not you are able to attend the first meeting. We 
hope very much that you will find it possible to be with us. 

Sincerely yours, 

William J. rnds 
Senior Research Fellow 

Richard H. Ullman 
Director of Studies 

? ? ,y 
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INSTITUTO DE INGENIERIA 

CIUDA D UNIVERSIT A RIA 

MEXICO , D. F. 

Dr. Hollis Chenery 
International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
U.S. A. 

Dear Dr. Chenery: 

May 17, 1972 

AY ?. 3 1972 

Following Mr. Leopolda Solis' suggestion, we sent 

to you on March 28, 1972, a proposal for research 

on the subject of mechanisms for generation of 

]
employment, which we discussed with you briefly 

on your visit to Mexico City last April. 

We are very interested on doing research along the 

lines described in that proposal, and would appre

ciate if you give us an indication of the chances 

of its approval. 

Daniel Ruiz Fernandez 
Director 



INSTITUTO DE INGENIERIA 
CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA 

MEXICO , D . F . 

( 

Mr. Hollis Chenery 
International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
U.S. A. 

Dear Mr. Chenery : 

March 28 , 1972 

R 5 

At the suggestion of Mr. Leopolda Solis, we are 

submitting to BIRF the attached proposal for a 

study of mechanisms for generation of emp loyment 

in Mexico .. ---
~ 

The proposed research would be conducted by an 

interdiciplinary group of this Institute accord

ing to the schedule and budget included in the 

proposal. 

Daniel Ruiz Fernande z 
Director 

c.c. p . Lie. Leopolda Solis, Director de Estudios 
Econ6micos, Se cretarfa de la Presidencia 

~DRN/cqg . 



PROPOSAL FOR 

A STUDY OF THE MECHANISMS FOR GE ERATION OF EMPLOYMENT 

1. Introduction 

Models of economic development that emphasize concepts like 

consumption-per-capita , income-per-capita, etc., tend too

verlook the process by which wealth concentrates in the hands 

of national and international minority groups, and by which 

the relative impoverishment of the majorities increases. This 

becomes clear when observing the apparently contradictory 

situation of some countries of the third world which exhibit 

high " indexes " of economic development while experiencing at 

the same time an increasing polarization and conflicts be

tween its social strata. 

This proposal for studying different mechanisms for the gen

eration of employment parts from the conviction that the dif

ficulties in solving some of the problems that our society 

confronts depend a great deal on the rigidity of the concep

tual framework that is used to formulate them. For example 

when the problem of generation of employment is formulated 

from a financial point of view in a country like Mexico, 

where capital is expensive, qualified labor is scarce and 

non-qualified labor is super-abundant, the possible solutions 

might be restricted from the very beginning to those which, 

according to past experience, would take many years in having 

a significant impact in the problem of unemployment. Further-
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more, in some instances one may be running the risk of making 

the situation even worse , since it is generally recognized 

that the problems of unemployment and underemployment are not 

accidental events, but they are rather the products of the 

type of economic and social structure of the countries in 

which they occur. 

Under the above considerations, it seems plausible to assume 

that the potentiality of the contribution of applied research 

to the solution of the problems mentioned above might depend 

directly on the flexibility of the conceptual framework that 

is used to formulate and study such problems. 

In the study that is being proposed here, we inted to explore 

ways of reaching such flexibility. It is for this reason that 

we are not proposing a specific list of mechanisms for the 

generation of employment to be investigated, but rather the 

steps that we inted to follow in order to arrive to the def i 

nition of such mechanisms. 

2. Objective and Methodology 

The objective of this study is to define and explore some 

mechanisms for the generation of employment. In order to a

chieve the flexibility that we desire for approaching and 

formulating the problem, we inted to follow two basic tac

tics : 
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a) to base this work on theoretical elements extracted 

from the various scientific disciplines that have dealt with 

the phenomenom we call "development " , and 

b) formulate the problem in such a way as to incorporate 

in the decisions the subject to whom the problem of under

employment affects the most : the underemployed himself. 

In order to implement the first tactic, we will count the 

collaboration of senior researchers in economics, sociology, 

anthropology and operations research , who will work on the e

laboration of a common model of the problem that might consti

tute the language of the group. 

In order to implement the second tactic, the problem will be 

formulated in such a way as to minimize the use of resources 

that are not easily accessible for underemployed, placing 

more emphasis in the resources that are within his reach. 

This constraints lead us to a statement of the problem at the 

level of the local communities. Hence, we inted to explore 

ways of working in small population nuclei, searching for 

ways of establishing methods for data recollection refering 

to both, the local natural resources and the resource repre

sented by the organization of the local community. 

Besides the gathering of information relevant to the natural 

and organizational resources in the communities, we inted to 

explore in this study different alternatives for inducing an 
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efficient combination of these resources, at a local level. 

We inted to approach this by organizing small social promo

tion groups wich will move to the selected localities, and 

try to initiate in them a certain productive activity, organ

izing for this purpose a local "Committee for Promotion", 

with which we will study and experiment different possibili

ties with regards to the efficient combination of the re

sources mentioned. We will use, as a basis, the theoretical 

elements previously selected by the researchers group. 

With this in mind, the project will be focussed at the exper

imental exploration of alternative responses to each of the 

three following questions: 

a) How to form and organize the "local promotion commit

tee" in the communities in wich the work will be done 

b) What type of productive activity should the promoter 

recommend, as consultant to the community 

c) In wich way should the promoter groups be formed and 

integrated. 

The alternatives to be explored will have to meet certain es

sential characteristics that will define the approach t9 this 

project. Thus, for the first question, the alternatives to be 

explored for the integration and organization of the local 

promotion committee will be based on the use of several ele

ments of the existing community organizational patterns. 
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For the second question, we will study those alternatives 

that will emphasize the use of hand labor, which means that 

the demand on the initial financial investment will be low. 

Besides the fact that these characteristics will ad]ust to 

the general conditions of the country, that is: the lack of 

technicians and equipment, and the surplus of nonqualified 

hand labor, they also constitute the necessary conditions to 

make the promotion program applicable to a number of communi

ties. 

An additional characteristic of the alternatives that will 

be explored for the second question will be the continuity; 

that is, we will investigate types of activities that will 

have a high probability of initiating an occupational process 

for the community, as we consider that an eventual job, being 

an isolated fact for the community, might create frustration 

and alienation in the community. 

For the third question, different forms of organizing the 

group of promoters will be explored. They will have a commu

nication system which will anable them to organize efficient

ly their experiences, to transmit them in such a way that 

they can be useful for other promoters, and to share with the 

group of promoters some of the most crucial de6isions to be 

taken. 
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A model which will enable the evaluations of the efficiency 

of use of the available promotion resources (including organ

izational resources) will be elaborated. 

The hypotheses on which such a model will be based will not 

only be submitted to field tests, but its own formulation 

will be made through an interaction process among theoretical 

elements and an empirical field study. For this purpose we 

will count on the collaboration of researchers with theoret

ical specialization in the anthropological and sociological 

field, as well as in the economic-echological field. These 

specialists will in turn be assisted by a group of field re

searchers which will engage in testing the alternatives for 

action which will be proposed. 

Once the fundamental hypotheses are explored, these same 

field researchers will participate in experimenting the al

ternatives in the communities previously selected for this 

purpose. 

3. Project Schedule 

This project will be developed in two phases of three and 

four months respectively. The first phase will be devoted to 

the theoretical elaboration of the study, and will terminate 

with the statement of the specific hypotheses to be tested, 

and the design of the corresponding alternatives of action. 

The second phase will consist of the field work necessary to 
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carry out the selected alternatives and to test the hypothe

ses involved. 

The first phase will be carried out in five different stages : 

1) initiation of the theoretical work , survey of the lit

erature, and pre-selection of the communities to work with 

(4 weeks) 

2) observation research trips to the pre-selected commu

nities (2 weeks) 

3) elaboration of a preliminary conceptual framework and 

final selection of the communities (6 weeks) 

4) conducting preliminary field tests of some of the the

oretical concepts (3 weeks) 

5) summary of Phase I (1 week) 

The second phase will consist of: 

6) conducting the promotion designed in Phase I in the 

chosen communities (12 weeks) 

7) evaluation of the program and formulation of the re

port (6 weeks) . 



4. Budget 

Project leader, 1/2 time : .............. . 

6 months of senior researcher time : ...•. 

Three Junior researchers, full time: .••. 

Three Research assistants, full time: 

Salaries subtotal: 

Computer ............................... . 

Trips .................................. . 

Insurance 

Direct costs, subtotal : 

Indirect costs: 

Total: 

3,948.00 

6,768.00 

9,583.20 

4,356.00 

24,655.20 

1,120.00 

6,665.60 

448.00 

32,888.80 

19,733.28 

52,622.08 
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I TERNATIO AL DEVELOPME T I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

0 \CE MEMO A DUM 
TO: F I L E S DATE: April 11, 1972 

FROM: Hollis B. Chenery · --
. '/ 

/ " 
I f.../ 

SUBJECT: Research Prospects in Latin America 

This memorandum covers observations on research gro 1 ps 
of interest to the Bank in Chile, Costa Rica, and Mex · co 
based on my visit to those countries between March 26 and 
April 7. Together with earlier notes on visits to Colombia, 
Peru, and Brazil in November, 1971, it completes a survey 
of the principal countries and research centers in Latin 
America apart from Argentina. 

My earlier trip led to an extensive follow-up of the 
possibilities for collaboration in Brazil by Peter Clark 
of the DRC and to proposals to relate the next Bank economic 
report to research undertaken in that country. On the 
present trip I was fortunate to be accompanied by 
Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski and we explored similar possibilities 
in Costa Rica and Mexico. 

In addition to individual country research, I had 
the opportunity to discuss the ECIEL program of research 
cooperation in each country and to confirm earlier judgments 
that the Bank should support this program to some degree. 
I have suggested to Joe Grunwald ·that he investigate the 
possibility of joint sponsorship by the Bank and IDB (in 
addition to the Ford Foundation) before coming to us with 
a formal proposal. 

MEXICO 

We visited three research groups of potential 
interest: the Solis group in the Ministry of the Presidency, 
the Nacional Financiera, and the Colegio de Mexico. The 
first two seem as well staffed as any I have encountered 
in Latin America, but the Colegio is rather unimpressive. 

Solis Group. The policy functions of the Ministry of the 
Presidency are described in the last economic report on 
Mexico (pp. 3-5). The Ministry is now taking on many of 
the functions of a planning commission although its effect
iveness remains to be tested. The DRC has been working 
closely with the long-term planning unit under Solis, and 
he speaks quite warmly of the results to date. However, 
these have been rather academic exercises so far, and 
Kuczynski and I feel that we should try to make them more 
operational both in the Mexican government and in the Bank. 
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The posting of Roger Norton from the DRC to Mexico for a 
year should help in this effort. In addition to the DRC 
models, an alternative multi-sectoral model is being tested 
by Saul Trejo, and I think some reconciliation of Dinamico 
and this effort should be brought about. 

Solis introduced us to the Director of the Institute 
of Engineering of the Nationa University. According to 
Solis, the Institute has been working on various studies 
on the application of technology. They are studying 
employment-creating road construction techniques (along lines 
similar to those of our East Africa and Ivory Coast study) 
for ~hich they would like Ba- k financial help. Altho~;h 
the ~- oject makes sense, the written outline sent to me will 
require a thorough _ev~ s ion ~e~o~e it can be considered by 

he Research Committee. 

Nacional Financiera. The research division under Gerardo Bueno 
is working on a multi-sectoral model for industrial planning 
using the same original 1960 input-output table as the Solis 
group but with a different set of objectives and adjustments 
to the data. In some ways I found this work more interesting 
as a research project since it starts with an evaluation of 
the structural changes in the economy over the past 20 years. 
There seems to be very little connection between the two research 
groups despite their use of a similar methodology. I feel 
that we should be more engaged with Financiera than we have 
been and should ask the DRC to explore this possibility. 
Financiera has the advantage of a long-term involvement in 
ind strial planning and greater operational responsibility 
than Presidencia. 

Colegio de Mexico. The research program of the Center for 
Economic and Demographic Studies has been forwarded separately 
to the DRC. Two projects struck me as being worth further 
investigation: the study of urbanization and the work being 
done by Gerard Boon on technology and labor capital substi
tution (copies sent to Helen Hughes). Gus Ranis is also 
producing an interesting paper on technological choice. 

COSTA RICA 

The University of Costa Rica has a competent young 
research group of a dozen faculty members directed by 
Hernando Naranjo, (a recent Ph.D. from the University of 
Pennsylvania) that struck me as being as competent as any 
I have encountered in Latin America. They have collaborative 
projects with Reynolds of Stanford (flow of funds analysis) 
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and with Eckaus of M.I.T. (compar'son of financial structure). 
They also have under way (i) an econometric model design~d 
to simulate policy · n the monetary, fiscal and foreign 
sectors, (ii) an unemployment survey, and (iii) a study of 
transport and urban problems. Requests have been submitted 
to the Central American department for support of the latter 
two p· ojects and will be forwarded to the Research Committee. 
Bank ~ .- sistance for the survey of unemployment would consist 
of he p'ng them with methodology and financing about half of 
the cost of the first two six-month ly surveys, for which a 
useful beginning has been made with a · survey of consumption 
in 3,200 households. The study of the demand for social 
services is somewhat more ambitious, and a more comple te 
outl ine will be submitted in the next few weeks. 

Since the birth rate has dropped very markedly i L 
Costa Rica in the past ten years, I found the demographic 
research of particular interest. Kuc zynski has a volume 
containing some of the preliminary results and this aspect 
might be investigated further in our next economic report. 

Given its advanced social policies and the existence 
of a competent and a cooperative research group, Costa Rica 
seems to offer an exceptional opportunity for Bank collaboration 
on a range of topics. There would be advantages in concent
rating several studies there so that we could study the 
interaction among different aspects of development, such as 
e ~ ucation, employment, population, fiscal policy, etc. I 
think we would also encounter less possibility of being accused 
of interference or empire-building on the research area here 
than in some of the larger and more nationalistic countries. 

CHILE 

Most of the research talent from the previous 
administration has been assembled in two research groups at 
the Catholic University under Cauas and Foxley. While there 
is some division of labor by subject matter between them 
(the Cauas group being more devoted to short-term analysis) 
the division seems to be largely on personal rather than 
academ~c grounds. The Ford· Foundation thinks well of both 
groups and supports both. Peter Clark is in touch with 
Foxley and some further collaboration there would seem 
possible. I have invited Cauas -- who will be at M.I.T. 
for the next three weeks -- to visit the Bank to discuss 
research possibilities. Despite the financial and political 
difficulties of the government, I see no reason that we 
should not have close ties with the academic community, 
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particularly in areas such as income distribution and 
employment in which Chile is undertaking some interesting 
experiments. The Ford Foundation seems to be successfully 
working with governmental and academic groups o£ varying 
political views without too much difficulty and I think 
the Bank could well do the same. 

cc: Messrs. E. Stern, L.M. Goreux, P.D. Henderson, 
E. Gutierrez, G. Alter, B. Balassa, 
D. Avramovic, P. Kuczynski, E.K. Hawkins, 
A. Churchill, P. Clark, J. Duloy 

Mrs. Helen Hughes 
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FROM: 

SvBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION R~CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFlCE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. L.M. Goreux DATE: April 10, 1972 

Hollis B. Chenery l~ ,c 

Mexico Volume 

I agree with the general trend of Balassa's conment : 
on the presentation of the Mexico results. I am particu_ ~rly 
concerned, as he is, that this should not be regarded as 
a purely academic exercise and that the way in which t he 
results are useful for policy should be brought out in non
technical terms. The use of Part I for this purpose is a 
good idea and while it would invoive you in more work, 
I think it will be well worth it. You may wish to get 
someone who has not been involved in the project to help 
in drafting or commenting on the draft from the point of 
view of the less technical audience. 

-\..-- ~ - . - . - ' }.--vv ?-- . l ~-J:... ., f.,,_, • • L • z-. !.~.:.- ;::., If ? • I {~ ;· ) !..- . ~ • . " } I 

{ . ~ ..... -.. ,~ -- ;.. .... -L.: .... i c~L- ~ - ') t-C~ ) L ~ ........ -_./ 

cc: Messrs. B. Balassa, E. Stern 
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-:;.f of Read r t s .Report on Mul ti-I.ovel Planninr-: : ------+- in Mcx.i. 

By : Larry E. Westphal 

rrhi& i:~1i tinl draft report is based 0 8.
1 o1l ·;~ rough reo.ding 

of tbc entire volume and is for the most part concerned with 
comments of a general natur~:. o ~.1 the organization o f the volume 
and the conten l and style of component chapters . More de~ailed 
commento olt c-or.1e of the :Lndi.vidual chapters Hill come later .. 
~he comments here shou_d be regarded as p~eliminary,for a 
careful re-reading of some chapters is requiredfi TheSe· comme~t~ 
c..r~ gj.-ven at this tim(! to .serve n.s the basis . for discussion 
while I a m in lt.1ashington on April 13 c:tnd lL~ .. 

There can be no doubt that the l 'esearch reported in t he 
volume ic- ext~emely signi ficant and constit~te~ a fundamen{al 
cont ~ ibut i on to the groHing literatu· con "·ppliecl " deve lopment 
plunninc. Individually, each of the major models represcntn 
a sign:i. fic a c '·· c-:..d.vance. In p rticular, I would ci tc IvraJJ.ne' s 
inclusion cf labor in a m"aningful v1ay in an economy-lvide, 
multi-sectoral programming model aud the careful articulation. 
'of. producti9rr and · demand relation~hi~s in the agricultural 
sector in CHAC which· permits meaningful policy analysis. In 

·term& of its careful modelinB of the agricultural sector 
and substantial potential for policy analysis, CHAC is the 
morJt economically tr,eanine;ful and operationally useful p .. anning 
model (either sccto:r:al or multi-·::;ectoral ) \vith \Jhich I a.m 
famil1ar. Vhon taken in total ac a sy3t~m 6f ~cdels, the 
wl_ol.o is no doubt less than the- su.n of. ..,. its parts. Sev'-'re1 of 
the J.J.n ~e·lr;e experiraents appear· contrived and there is a good 
deu:. more of ad ho<,- e ry in linking the mode1s than one vJould 
exp~ct e:ivc~n the aanounced intention to coitstr,JCt a set of 
related multi-level planning models. With respec: t o mulLi-level 
planning~ perhaps the most significant finding · concerns the 
(insurr:wuri t able?) problems that ai..:i s e in t.~yinc; to formulate 
a compatible set of multi-level planning models- One ~pporent 
s hortcoming in prese~ting the research findings is that these 
pr0blems are not forcefully discussed in a single section; 
they are rathe:r .. brol.-! t;ht out in scattered referr;nces that 
suggest continuing debate. Kornai's contribution is Lhe 
exceptio.cl.,far·he deals explicitly with these problems; · but 
I for one ~auld like to see a more explicit discussi on with 
.respect to the models cmployede . 

. The over-all organization of the volume •is f'Or.lewho..t 
puzzling. Ti1is appears in larc;e measure due to t ·he content 
of the int~oduction and the inclusion of Kornai's contribution 
in Part V r ·'lther than Part I. r_Phts the· followLng comment~ 
rea.lly pertain to the introduction.. IL is .·nc -rer quite cleo.r 
to tlH~ reader exactlv \ hat is th (~ <Jim of the introduction 
( i.ee Pa rt I): is i~ a reader'~ cuide to the ctable of 
model's, a ,_ u nm1o..ry of fi n d i n c s rer; -:.t rding mul ti-1cvc1 I.>lnnninr; , 
a. st a t c mc n L J f r.H .. i hodolo g-, c on c e1 n . ;_ ~lg the o rnb e c d i11 g of pre j c ct 
appr~t j, G:).l i n 'LLc ec o no my ~.:.rid n ~1l ann·i nr:; pr CJble r:L. etc .. ? In my 
v.: eH -i t j.~: o.n o ii.; e n c cn f u ~,; .. :d tol ' !{J.t2 of n l l of ' · !v~r.- e , vrh i c.;h 
1c·u.vcc tl'c rc:ulc r r..; o :11ev:ha.t 'JnGt..n"' o o:~ t:.L c u i ~;n.i. :l i!_; ;_•:lG t! a n d 
r olnti ('ll c l:ip:; <.iliJ0 ll f'" l h ~ v.:1 "'.i o u s sLd: eL,on t~~ conta .i....r. .. ~ d... I f it 
i r> rn ·.::a11t to h ·.:: ei t iler a rf~: ;. d(' l'.' ' G c; 1 ~ i ~.t ~ or a st a t e ment of 
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findings, and particularly if it is meant to introduce the issue 
of multi-level planning, then I would judge that Kornui ' s piece 
belongs in Part I; b~ryirig hi ~ piece in Part V (which. is thereby 
made a r~pository.of miscellany) seem~ inappropriate in t hat it 
is the most forceful .:1l1d honest overvie\v or t ho problem.s o f 
multi-level planning. The only possible problem in placing his 
piece in the introduction is its franl honesty whi ch might lead 
some re.:1der s to put the volume down at that point. But, given 
the ·udience to which this volume appears t o be addressed , I doubt 
that this would be a Eerious consideration. 

rrhe il~ucti~.., a so appe.ar.s to be too clubby' i.e . it 
seems to be addresccd ore to those \vho worked on the volume than 
to i_ts r_jaders. This seems due to the penchant of the authors 
t~ use the modele to · address economic issues j ust ~s easily 
stated Hithout reference to tho specific models empJ.oyed i n 
the volume . For a summary of flndings this may be appropriato, 
but for a methodblogical discusoion it is not. The style f 
Part I also suggests that the volume's audi ence has not be n 
clearl identified; Chapter I.2 in particular mixes quite 
simple: and supcrf~ctal_statements of so,~e issues with quite 
fechnioal nnd·sopHisticated statements of others . 

I would suegest that Part I- b re-organized for the 
reasons cited above and for yet another. I have tried ~o read 
the introduction as one with no p~ior acquaintence 1ith the 
models (having seen draf~G along the way this was not ensy ) 
it ·is my distinct inpt'ession that the frequent references 
to specifi~ details f the· vatious models will serve to 
confus e the reEder. One·almost has to have read tle entire 
volume to underotand the overvi ew ! This might be taken as 
a suggestion that at least Chapt er .I~2 follow Part~. I would 
draw a somewhat different conclusion, in keeping with the 
spirit of an ov erview: · Chapter I.3 should preceed Chapte~ I.2 
to give t he reader a chance to Gain additional familiarity 
with the mode s prior to the ~isc scion o f their ~inkea~es . 

I wo~ld therefo·e "uegest the following re-orga nizRtion : 
the sequence of chapters in Part J should be I.l , V.3~ I . 3 , and I .2 . 
Chapter 1.1 should be re-written to l) remove the second sect ion 
on the models (moved to Chapter ·r . ~ ) and 2 ) introduce t lte i s~ue 
of in~crdependence in a more comple te fashion, perhaps relying 
on d parable of the additional information gained movinc· up 
le¢vels ~-!1 the. case l singl e pro.jcct. (canal lin:i.n._g? )_ and ointing 
to fQrmal ·v. informal ~odel linkecge~. Chapter I . j ne~ds a 
clearer and more forceful ~tatement of the operational (or pol i cy ) 
content of euch of the models. 

A few specific comments: The term 11 Guboptirni~ation 11 is no t 
one I 1ould have closen , and it seems never to be fully defined . 
Why not define interdependence at the· outset in terms of the 
changes in efficiency pricer, induced by a chanr;e in res urce 
allocrr"L5.on? ln ClW.J1l:er 1.2, iG Gomethi.nr profo1 nd or gc:ncral 
bcinr~ nu .n;c- ted in th~1t moving frorr1 a pr:i ce to a demand schE.dule 

. to r..;hiftr3 in the Jcr . .:.1n E;chedul · sorncho':J is :!CJ.U.i. · nlent to 
i c.lutli1Jg a r~rr~o..tcr number of lin1-;:cat_;cr;? The discucsion o.r 
d.:1ta ballkG on r.J .. 19 of Chapte I ... ; sc<~ms out of p o.cc . 
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To whom is this volume addressed? From the ~ay it is written 
it appears to be addressed to a rather narrow audience of planning 
speci3Jist~. Parts III and IV in particular rely heavily upon 
the reader's having the intellectual baggage of a nearly post-doctoral 
stude~~ in the· field. This may well be the appropriate audience, 
so l~ng as the editors are aware of the assumed level of competence 
necessary to read the volume. But it does seem a pity that at 
least the overvie~ can not be written in such a way that it can 
be aGsigned in eraduate courses on dcv lopment or centrallized 
planning, as could a ll of Part II as now written. 

There follow general comments on the remaining chapters 
where there appear to be at least stjlistic.·problcms : 

Within·Part .I I, it seems strange that the Manpower Projectionr 
preceed the formal statement of DINJ\MICO. This leo.ds to a good 
deal of rcp~tition, and, in any ev6nt, one has to read Chapter II.3 
to jud~e the ·adequacy of and understand the bases for the manpower 
projections. 

Chanter II.5 does not appear to merit being a chapter, though 
the. comments t here ·are _higli.ly relevant." As to Chapter II.~· -
EXfORTA is clearly the least well articulated model of the lot. 
And, the author's claim that the level of disaggregation is 
sufficient to warrant faith in and give operational meaning to 
the comparative advantaee rankings seems unfounded. There are 
a number of problems in the specification of EXPORTA -- in several 
respec ts its specification seems seriously in ·error ( eg. labor ) . 
And, EXPORTA is the only model not realli integrated into the 
"model · system11 ; it stands as a .separc: te and , I vrould judge, 
rather poor ~odel. On this basis I would argue that EXFORTA 
should not be included in the volume. 

Chapter III.l seems to do an ~nadequate job -of comparing 
project appraisal in isolation with INTERCON and INTERCON with 
a more aggregate approach. Why didn't Manne formulate an 
aggregated version of INTERCON dropping the seasonal· and regional 
disaggregation for purposes of comparison? His conclusions on 
pp. 39 - 41 seem to be "educated guesses" when more vJould be 
pocsible. For example, for a given demand within a region, 
why isn't the result of a project appraisal in isolation compared 
with the model's results • 

. In Chapter IV .3 ,. I think that the laying out of the policy 
~lt~rn~tives tonsidered should be delayed until after the · 
"basic 1968 and 19'7LI- solutions" have been discussed. 

In Chapter IV.4 , at the beginning , BAJIO and BAJITO are 
used interchangably without definition to th~ confusion of the 
reader. 

In Chapter I .3, pp. 22 - 26a, and in the discussion of 
rcsultG ir ChaptcrR 1Vc4 - 6, the style is choppy and the 
dir;; cllcsion very difficult to fo11ov!. ~1.1e r .o.der (this one at 
leaGt) gets hopcleGsly tnngled in the mire of case Gpccifications 
and result differences. 

I . I 
I 
I 
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In Chapter IV.3, the verbal discussion of policy interaction 
is a bit hard to follow and could be more forceful. In IV.4, 
for 0 olutions of type II -- do the domestic prices of the products 
chanGe as· th~ interest.rate and wage rate change or are the 
product ·prices from a single run of CHACI'ro used? If the latter~ 
a better explanation of the comparability between Solutions II 
ard III seems needed~ 

Parts 1, 2, and 3 of Chapter V.2 are very hard to follow, 
particularly part 3 Hhere it appears the author hns been a bit 
too cryptic. I am not sure that the conclusions on p. 23 
are warranted -- I could not find comparative solution times, etc. 
for solution by decomposition, by decompos"tion exploiting the 
structure of the model, and by solution without decompos ition. 
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Mr. Ian Bowen 

I-IJ\.ltV /\RD UNIVERSITY 

CENTER FOR INTElZNATIONAL 1\fFAIRS 

April 3, 1972 

In~terna tional .. Bank for . Reconstruction 
& Development · 

1818 H Street, l-TI\7 

Washington, D.C. 20433 

· Dear Mr. Bov.ren: 

DF.VF.LOl'~ltNT RnrARCH GRouP 

173/ c ... ~Illl:JvcE STRnr 
CAMDRJncF., 1-.fA~ACliUst-.rrs 02138 

Attached please find my-detailed comments on the DeveloP
ment Research Center manuscript, J'-10.1 ti--Levc:_l__p_~a nnjJ2..:.J....:_ ca~ 

Studies i~ Mexico. I h~ve not attempted to edit these notes , 
on the though t :t ha 'f.:· s om c~vT11 2. t rep e t it i v e o b s e r vat ions on recur r
ing problems will be of ~ore use tci the authors. Let me sum
marize my con6lusions . regarding the manuscript briefly here. 

There is no doubt that the manuscript . is publishable 
in its present form. There are t6o many tables and the same 
discussions of certain concepts (particularly the way the mode ls 

o treat 'unemployment) ).q~ep reappearing in diffe.tent chapters, 
but this is nothing ne in academic books& If one wanted to 
cl~ar up these problems, a good, independentEditor could do 
the job in a matter of days . . At a guess, the manuscript could 
be cut at lea~t 100 pages without loss of content. 

But ther~ is another way in which the.manuscript, despi~e 
its man¥ excellences, is less than the sum of its parts. It 
·seefus to me ~hat all the m6dels presented are relatively .simple 
partial arid general eqni1ibrium· constructs, the theory of whici1. 
has been well known for quite some time (at least since Samuel
son's 1953 article on •• prices of Factors and Goods in General 
Equilibrium) . Yet very little use is m~de of general eqtilib
rium concepts in the discussion of the models and their inter-
actions. A much more integrated description of the models 
could be achieved by tying the~ tog e ther from this point of 
view, perhaps through a series of editors' introductions on 
the simi l arities and differences of each succeeding chapter's 
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Nr. -Ian Dowen -2- April 3, 1972 

model with the ot11ers. 'rhis is now done in pL1rt through th~ 
introductory chL1pters in Part I. Even here, however, much 
that could be said is missing. · · (See the detuiled comments .) 

.-:'·. 

In.:.__ summary, I certainly would have m ove.L\-Jhe lming obj cc
.· tions to the munuscript' s publication as is. I do feel, how

ever, that it could be substantially tightened up at not too 
·much cost.by a ruthless editor. And probably at substantial 
cost, the boo)~ · could be improved by including an introductory 
chapter and chapter introductions written explicitly from an 
integ~a tive, general equilibrium viewpoint. If the decision 

. wei~e mine I I w-ould probably recommend the editing I ~eav ing 
the talent which would be required for a thorough rewriting free 
for new research. 

.Sincerely I 

Lance Taylor 
Assistant Professor of Economics 

la 

P.S. At Alan Manne's request, I have sent my marked-over 
copy of the manuscript to him at Stanford. 

··- -- ---- ---- .. -- --·-----·--·-... 
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Par.t I, General 

~1cse chapters provide a general introduction to the book. 
In the versions I have . (dated Marcl1 , 1972 ) the presentation is 
clriar and reusonably succinct. I have a nurubcr of obs e rvations 
on content, ~h~ch are given in detail in the followin~ chapter
specific co~meh~s: 

Chapter I. 2. 'I'he Pro)?lcrn of Interdependence 
This di scusse s the desirability of setting up a heirarchy 

of planning models, of the type discussed in this book. · The 
discuss ion is l a rgely theoretical--the most severe pr~blem, 
that of data collection and compat9bilizution, is mentioned 
only in . pas~ing. In a book of this length, some hints to t1ie 
statistical agencies as to how users want data tQ be organized_ 
would be a good addition. There are frequ e nt mentions in this 
chapter of "prices,'' but it is often unc lear whether market 
or shadow prices are meant (e.g. on ~- 3 in the 3rd paragraph) . 
Similar confusion attaches to references to a 11 price-quantity 
demand curve" on p. 4 . (are cross-price terms considered?), 

. to th.e discussion of' capital inflows and capital goods prices 
dn p. 5 (in a ~ulti-capital model, capital gains due to price 
changes in each sector can in principle make O'.Vn-rates of re
turn differ.ent; they don't in DINAl·liCO, but in general 
knowing the supply cu r ve of "foreign capital 11 is not enough) , 
and to ·the concept of a "premium" on ·fo.t~eign exc11ange ( ·the rnag
ni tude of w11ich in DI NAMI CO ·partly stems from accounting conven
tions--see comments on chapte r Ir.3· below). Also, the ~1ole 
suboptimization concept might become cleare r if the discussion 
began with the perfect competition property that prices are all 

·c ·· one needs to define a •rcut" be·tween . a sector and the rest of 
the ~conomy, and then went on to consider the problems raised 
if the sector is a monopolist (as CHAC vis-a-vis the rest of 
the econ6my ~eems to be ) has ~ncre~sing return~, etc. 

The discussion of decomposition procedures beginning . 
around page 17 is quite clear; Figure 3 is new and useful~ 
On the.ot~er hand, if the sole function of the model PACIFICO 
is to underpin this section (and this appears to be the case ) , 
brevity might well justify · dropping both. If this discussion 
is retained, anattempt should .be made to specify a bit more 
formally how one dete rmines how many price vectors · "have to be " 
transmitted in the first iteration of PACIFICO. It should also 
be mentioned that PACIFICO's speed may come from including 
the demand balances in the master program • 
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'l.'hc discussion of wcrgi1 ~r E Tl~RGr:rrrcos i:lnd CI1AC \·.J i th DIUA
MICO is f0irly clear. In the ENEl'GErrrcos cusc, · inscnsi tiv i ty . 
comes fran l:i mi ted choice of technique in t1K~ encygy model ( cl~s
t i c i tic s o f i m po r t and c ~pi tal usc w i t h r c ~; p c c t to t 11 c c.: c 11 0 n g c 
and discount rutes ure on the order of l1undredths) L'tnd fixed 
coefficients intcrmediute uses in DINAJliCO. Hhat. causes tl1e 
former, and whe1t' happens if tl1e latter assumption is relaxed? 
Some discussion of v:llat in principle a general equilibrium 
model liJJ~ DIHAMICO v:ould want by way of information. from a 
sector would help illustrate the DINAMIClii\C discussion. Trade 
theory· suggests th~t all~u need to know are a production 
~unction arid th~ world price (or.post-tariff price) as a func
tion of the sector's output. These are precisely the data men
ti.oned. on p. 26 •· 

Chapter I~ 3. Cl1ar c.cteri s tics of the .!'1_odeJ-_~ 
rrhis runs over the main f cu.tures of the rr.odels. It is 

.compl~t~. and sophisticated in its disqussion, but a~ain marred 
by sn1all slips and some repetition. On p. 3; for example, it 
~s suggested that one would ne~d .a process analysis model to 
e~timate capital-~abor ~ubstitutiori in a sector. · Why not just 
make a piece~ .. 1ise. approximation to an econometric productio!! 
function? On p. 4, lack of . price sensitivity in demand func
tions is £?,id to be a ch.aracteristic of lfinput-output" models. 
The work of Chenery-Raduchel and lJohansen shows that 11 linear · 
programming 11 is the appropriate mo~ifiero On the same pag~, 
EXPO .. RTA is implied to mea~ure 11 Corr.parative adva.ntagee 11 In some 
~erise, this would be true if one accepts fixed input-output 
coefficients; if this Leontief ~s~umption does not hold in 
Mexico, EXPORTA' s trade predictions v.d.ll err as badly as DINA
MICO' s ·. On p . . ? , the 1knife-cdge 11 export be~avior will stem . 
from ~he - production slructure of the aggregate models--the· trans
formation . surface will be quite flat under constant returns 
with few variable factors (the labor ·supplies, capital and 
foreign exchang·e are variable in DINAlvliCO, but capital rents 
are -determined as a residual) so that exports will move easily 
from upper to lower bounds in response to small price changes. 
This willre less of a problem in CHAC, where the larger number 
of regioh- ·and crop-spec if~c factors will make for decreasing 
returns and a curved transformation surface. 

On p. 6,· explicit definition of a 11 gradualist 11 consump
tion path would help; the concept is still pretty new. Also 
the discussion of the· 11 reservation wage 11 could be amplified 
by referring to some simple surplus l abor model; on p. 16 for 
·example it is by no means clear that efficiency wages are 
determined by reservation wages. T11.is }Jasically depends on 
the elasticity of substitution of the p r oduction function be
tween tlle Galenson-Lcibcns tein (lab or mZlrginal product equals 
reservation wage) and product exhaustion (l abor consumes all 
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product) points in the surplus labor set up. 

on p. 13, CHAC doesn't approximate a competitive equilib
r i urn any m or c tl1 an D I Ni'\f·1I C 0 ct o c s • B o t h a. r e cons tan t returns 
models with .-~ fo\V' specific dislo.t~tions suc11 as export bounds, 
suvings constr,_<;lint in base year prices, etc. DINAt·liCO r~aximizes 
a discrete Bc.Hr\il toni an. at each time point, w11ich is the sum 
of produ.ccrs' and consumers' surpluses in s11adow prices; CI:U\C 
maximizes this sum in base year prices. Both models lead to 
·a Paret6 efficient allocation (subject to the ad hoc restric
tions) which could be supported by perfect comeptition modi
fied by taxes and subsidies. CHAC's social welfare function 
may pick out a resource a 11 o cation \·1 hi c h is c 1 o s e r to t 11 e act u a 1 

· one than· DINAHicois, but both are on the contract curve, v.·hich
is all that "competition" means. 

On p. 20, the absence of relative price shifts allows 
equal own-rates of interest, since differential capital gains 
don'~ much affect the . costate equations •. This once again re
flects the fla.tn.ess ·of the transformation sur face, resulting 
from constant returns and a relatively narrow range of factor 
proportions in the production functions. Moshe Syrquin finds 
essentially the same t~ing for Hexico in a neoclassical frame
work. . (His results on labor absorption s11ould also be con-.pared 
with DINAL\.liCO Is). Flatness pops up again on p. 22--the exchange 
rate is inve·rsely unit elastic v.ri th a- general tar iff increase. 
This means that little reallocation between traded and non-traded 
goods is possible (given the bounds on exports and the necessity 
~o produce non-traded goods) or that the transformation sur-

"· face is flat. The only way the price system can maintain non-
~ specializtion given this production set-up is via exchange rate 

changes which exactly compens~ te the cost increase (see rny 
paper-on optimal growth shadow pricing in Chile for more on 
this) .• 

Part II. Multi-Sectoral Models 

· This section presents . results on two linear. programming_ 
models of the Mexican· economy~--DINAMICO and EXPORTA. · The bulk 
of the discussion is devoted to the former. It contains 
a number of innovations in the state of the art, and there is 
no question of merit of publication. However, ·the discussion 
of the model, based on a series.of papers presented at con
ferences or published at different times, is far from succinct. 
Abo 1t 155 J11unuscript p~:tges are devoted to DINA1·1ICO. V-lith re-
\'· ri ting and consolidution of the various papers, this could 
easily be cut to 100 p.:'1ges.. Given the problems of multiple 
authorship, etc., this may not be feusiblc editorially, but it 
shciuld dcfinit9 y be ~onsidcrcd as a possibility. In particu-
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1 a r , t J 1 e r c i s a g rca t de~ 1 of o v c r 1 <:1 p in t h c c1 i :- cu s s ions o f 
DIPAMICO' s labor usc c·pcci fica tion in all the chapters, which 
could be consolidated. Also, some tables could be sucrific?d 
with lJ.ttlc narr~tivc los s--complete present~tion of results 
is always dcsiretble, but it may })ave been . carried too far in 
this case. chapter-specific comments follow: 

C11<-lJ~~tcr II .1. !'-1anDo\·Jer Pro"i_~S2_~ions 
Sections 2 and 3 here ~re largely repeated in Ch~pter 

.rr.3, and section 7 could also be consolidated with later ma
terial. Some of the tables (particularly those giving coeffi-· 
cient arrays for the model) might be dropped. Also some of 
U1e tables (nos. 5 and 7, in particular) appear to be written 

·in FOR'fRJ\.N, and v.;ould benefit from t1Je addition of e~plana.tory 
material. The discussion of the economic issues inv~lved in 
DINAHICO' s labor spec ificution is gE~nerally clear and interest
ing; I have few complaints. I do feel unhappy, ho~ever, about 
a lack of ~recision in all these chapters (e.g. p. 8) as to 
w~ether "price~~~ refer. to shado'rd. price, 1960 market prices, 
or whatever. · In -addition, it is not clear on p. 14 what base-:
year price system is used in calculating productiv~ty changes, 
and wh8ther there have been small enough price shifts over time 
to rule out worries about the Gerschenkron effect in the long 
run proj ections. Another pricing problem relates to wage rates: 
are sectoral wage differentials assumed to disappear within 
each skill class, or what? One finds in Chapter II.2 that they 
apparently are asiumed out of ~xiste~ce; this might be brought 
forward. Finally, no reference is made to recent econometric 
work on elasticities of substitutj.on between different labor 
types (Do~gherty, Bo~les ), on the evolutioD of wage strvctures 
over . time (Selowsky, Dougherty), and on futu~e employmeni possi
bilities in Mexican m~nufacturing (Syrquin). Since these 
papers, based on a neoclassical framework, give results similar 
to . the specification here, they might be mentioned as supporting 
evidence for the rather strong conclusions ~1ich are reached. 

Chapter II.2. Numerica~ Data ..• 
O,nce again, tables could be removed here. Five or six 

input-output tables for the Mexican economy (all cooked up from 
o~e i960 study) a~~ perhap~ of interest to a c6intry specialist; . 
but to the general reader? In terms of the substantive dis
cussion, prices once again get s1!ort shrift: are the input-

·output tables in purchasers' or producers' prices, for example? 
And what price system do the big entries in the "commerce " 
row of Tuble 7 imply? I also '{dander wl1y the RAS method was 
not applied in full, because a rows-only correction turned out 
to give a good fit "on the average" or v:hat? Also, it is not 
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clcur why tl1is input-output row correction, wl1ich refers to 
intermediate uses of a secto1~ 1 s product, should be applied to 
consumption ond cupi tal uses as well. 'I'l1e discussion of factor 
rents in section 5 should be better tied in wi tl1 the preceding 
chapter, in particular as regurds the role played by . the strong 
assumption of equal returns to the ·same skill in all occupations. 
This is clearly unreulistic, and leads to some of the computed 
sprec.:dcfreturns to capital. In any case, ·similaF" return spreads 
are observed in other models, e.g. Leif Jol1ansen 1 s J-lul ti-Scc toral 
Study. 

Chapter II.3. DINAMICO.,.~ 

Why doesn '· t t11is chupter come first? Theoretical spe
~ c~fi6ation rio~mally precedes. data description, and some of 

.. . _.the pr.oblems understanding what . goes on in the first two cha!_)-
ters (even ori row labelling i1 tables, etc.) could be avoided 
by putting this on~ first. As _mentioned above, I think that 
.there is unnecessary _overlap between discussion of the labor 
force srec,ifica tion here and il~ chapter II .1. Also I the de-

.. scription of the · high..:..cost ~xport activities on p. 6 is ellip
tical. On p. 10, the problem of cross-sectoral wage differen
tials is aga;Ln touched too lightly. More substantively, the 
interpretation of export . costs in Table 4 and throughout the 
chapter is erroneous--a· constant returns system (with outputs 
by sector necessarily a~sumed homogeneous) cannot produce 

· "high cost" .exports · and other products simultaneously; costs 
of all sector.products must be equ~li~ed, regardless of~stina
ti"on·. Hence the 11 cost. factor" 1. 3 can only be inte.rpreted 
as a misplaced marginal revenue ~actor of _(1/1.3). That is, 
manufactured exports can be produced and sold for a price of 1.0 
in the foreign market (ignoring accounting difficulties with · 
services and the time d~scounting of tl1e "high costs") until 
~n upper·bou nd is rea6hed. Then they can besold for a price 
of ( 1/1.3) • . rlhe marginal cost of thes.e exports is the domes
tic price of manufactured goods, P . The marginal revenue is 
(l/lo3) times the foreign · exchangemshadow price Pf. Harginal 
revenue equals marginal cost is the gist of Table 10. As mar-
ginal ~ev~nue falls (1.3 increases to.l.S), Pf must r~se in in
verse proportion to :keep near the same producfion point, · 
which must occur with a flat -transformation su·r face--any very 
small price shift \vould lead to specialization. This explains 
the editor's note to chapter II.S. But t:!.e problem is really 
even more complex, for the price of 1.0 on the -first increment 
of exports must be a tariff-ridden price, since •v.:e are told 
repeatedly the Mexican exports require protection. Thus 1.0 = 
(l+ t .)q , where t is the advulorem tariff on the first incre-
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mcnt of manufc::1cturcd exports and q is t11e world price measured 
in pc·!~os <:1 t t11c ba~.>c year cxch0ngemra"tc. Say t == 0. 3 and 
a ~ D.77. Then the marginal export return of T/l.J really . 
111 -2 . 
co~rcsponds to a mc::1rginal revenue of (1.3) == .59. Is th1s 
reasonoble? Is it reasonable to assume that the Nexican govern
ment will allow its exporters' returns to fall to the marginal 
revenue level? 

The opposite assumption, which is 
consistent with ·the treatment of non-marginal exports , is to 
·assume that· marginal exports will be given sufficient protec
tion to m::d.ntain the price level. But this means that the 1nar

. ginal return to -the exporte·r will be unity (lower .wor;Ld price 
q' is exactly compensa ted by a higher t• so that (l+t')q' = 1) 

md t1 · · 1 d · · · b hm fm m t an 1e ·9r1g1na 1St1nct1on etween t e two types o - expor· s 
is meaningl~ss as far as the insulatedcomestic producer is con
cerned. 

The appropriate resolution of the paradox \~ould be to 
set the right world prices for the non-marginal expo.rts and a 
lower price for the marginal ones--this would amount to bas-
ing the s~adow price system _on marginal world prices, instead 
of the_present mixture (which at the margin goes to incorrect 
estimates of the world prices) . Since domestic prices would 
be essentially maintained by the flat transformation surface 
when this correction is made, tbe foreign exchange shadow price 
would have to r~se to compensate for the lower marginal reve
nues, behaving like some sort of optimal tariff: But this makes 
.the foreign e~change ~shadow price look in effect like an . appen
dage-~it can be modified at will by putting an arbitrary mul-
tiplier on the foreign-exchange constraint (one plus the general 
tariff) and moving it up ~nd down. When Pc acts like this, · 
a11· welfare judgments based on it a·re bound to be suspect. 

On another point, I think some comment onp. 33 ·as to why 
the marginal propensity to save should stay constant in base
year pri9es would be appropriate. If we are-worrying about 

·_foreign exchange allocations in shasJow prices, then why_ not 
savings? There is no such thing as -a volume index of savings 
(as opposed to a sector's output) and the economics of bring
ing it in is murky. Does the savings constraint have a role 

."in determining own-rates of interest? How about the graduu.list 
assumption? The already excellent discussion of own-rates might 
be amplified along these lines. · 

Cl1aptey II .. 4. · Economic 7\1 t0.rna.tives ... 
Few comments here. Typically for the author, the para

metric variations arc well choccn andde~rly discussed. I 
do wonder again if all the tables are necessary. They're pretty 
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forbidding--arc t11cy likely to be studied by anybody? It is . 
not clC.!Clr' to me~ what prices arc nscd as a busis for section · 
five's calculutions. I also wonder w11crc the monE!y for t11e 

· pub1ic investments at the top of p. 25 is corning from. 

Cl1 aptci:' II. 5. ComiT.ents ••• 
fJ:'hesc arc not mo.t:c vapid than the average set of comrnents 

from a conference. Not. less vapid, either·. 'rh~ ·point in the 
editor's note is again not surprising, when one considers the 
above-mentioned flatness of transformation surfaces, on co~
stant returns. 

Chapter II·.6. EXPORTAR •• 
This i's . like · DI NI~.:.liCO, e x cept · t1?-a t ~he labor constraints 

don't pcrmi·t substitution among skill classes, so· that un
skilled labor is unemployed. The constr~st in specification . 
could be brought ou~ in fewer words. More words and even tables 
could be added to describe and compare the patterns of exports 
selected by both models in their free-trade and tariff-ridden 
incarnat{o~s - ~ . Compar~ti~e a~vant~ge is ~r~qucntly alluded 
to throughout these chapters, but its implications in terms 
of trade patterns are not spelled out concretely. Also the 
point on p. 17 regarding the labor-intensity of exports is in
triguing c Jol1n Shehe:"ln of \"'illiams has found t1le san1e thing 

·fo Mexico (no surprise--he probably used the_ same data), and 
·i f the phenomenon is real, it is cert~inly interesting and im
portant as a ~ontrast . to the usual South American findings. 

"Part III. The Enerqv Sector 
~----~~----------

This part is a lot less repetitive than Part II, and the·. 
papers. are clear and in teres ti11g ( al thougl1 again there ·. are 
t~o many not-iikely-to-be-read tables)~ In terms of organiza
tion, it might be preferable to make the firstoc0apter of Part 
V the first chapter h~re, ~s an introduction to planning with 
economies of scale--Chapter v.l is constantly referred to, in 
any . case. · Also, more discussion of simple technological facts 

·would .enliv~n the pr~sentation of the process analysis.· For 
ex~mple, it i~ nev~r · stated ~hy ther~ ~re separat~ de~arids . 
for peak power and ·energy--how many economists know the dif
ference between po\·ler and energy? And in the ENERGETICOS chap
ter, one wonders why the Hcxicans \·.rant to set up a steel plant 
in the first place--a plant of one mill.'on tons is scarcely 
going to be in a position to compete with the Japanese, or even 
the Americans, if its output is valued at world prices. Some 
di s cussion 11ere tvoulc1 be illun ina ting. 

. I 
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.~_bZlp t cr J I I .1. ·- -~Ele_ctr:ic Power PI~_Qj ccts 
I }1av · few s peci f ic comments here: mo.L·c discussion of · 

simple~ lcchnol oCJY iJ.nd a reul mop of .rv1exico (he1:-c or elsE.Jwhcre 
in t11c b o ok) \voul d be help f ul. In addition, more explicit. 
~iscu !::·si on of t 11e differ e nt ~~..r0.ys in v1bic11 a merit order of ex
isting plants i s deri vcd (endog enously in· IN'TERCON, semi-cxoge
}1ou s ly in ENE FC~t·~TICOS) v1ould help the reader understand the 

·dif f e r enc e s b c t\·;e en the two models. Finally, if there are 
any. olhe r studie s of this type v1hich do or don't dernonstrate 
the s ame basic r esults as INTE HCON (z e ro marginal capacity costs 

' f~r o f f-p c u.k periods, little annual or seasonal variation of 
m~rgina l ener~y costs, etc.), a summary of them would be of 
inte rest . Do these pl e a san t finding s come n a turnlly from the 
spec ific a tion of the mode ]., ~r the particular Mexican data? 

Chapte r II I . 2. . El\JT~RGET1f_OS ~ . 
Be ing n eocl as sical I I v/onder \vhy demand targets are set 

up fo r . s teel a nd petrol e um products here--bo t h are eminently · 
tradabl e a nd th e ir co·st to 1'1exico is surely given by world . 
~Jrice.s . Or .isn't it? Some discussion of the welfare loss 
resulting from a·u tarchy v/ould be of interest. On p. 27, · it is 
nbt clear to mci that choice of exploitation level ~as much 
freedom ~n the model, by th~ specification of oilfield costs~ 
wny not just specify it·exogenously? Also, the tables describ
ing both the steel and petroleum~ecifications are mind-boggl~ . 

ing. Is anyone (even a sector spe cialist) likely to go through 
them? . For economists at le a st, graphical pre s entation of . cost 
cu~ves, etc., re3ulting ai different levels bf operation 
would b e infinit e ly cl~arer. Graphical presentation of 
the econom ic results of the exercise, \·lhic11 finally begin to 
appez~r · on p. · 33 and _ are tied up in Tables ,12 and 13 ·\vould help. 
These show that both .investmetlt and import dGmands for the 
energy s ector are very inelastic with re s pect to exchange rate 
and discount rate ch&nges. How much of this isd1e to tl:eexoge
n6us dema nd specification, and how much of the consistency these · 
results have with DI NAN ICO (next chapter) is due to the latter's 
fixed coefficients specification for inter~ediate inputs? 

Chanter III. 3. Link inq E~'"E PGEr:I'ICOS t ·o DINP.1'·1ICO 
The discus s ion in section 1 of the interactions between · 

big and little models is very nice. Why not put it at the front 
of the book? · Again, the lack of sensitivity in the energy 
sector to changes in efficiency prices discussed in section 
3 (and alre a dy i mplicit in Table 13 of last chapter) may be wrong 
on the derived d e ma nd s ide , i ~ in the real world derived de
mands fo r e nerg y in other sec tors are sen s itive to fac-
to r pr i ce s hi f t s , as t hey wo u l d b e u nde r non-Le ontief assump
t i o ns .. 
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Part IV. T11C 7\S]r icu 1 tu1:-0l Sec tor 

Tl1 is is a fascinating section. In the world of program
ming ·model s , the onalysis here is based on two almost-new te·ch
nique s- -thc inclusion of a fixed money wCJ.ge for uns):.illcd labor 
and t'hc explicit mux imi?.;otion of surplus in. base-yc<Jr , not· · 
shadow, pri c e s. 'l'he authors make good usc of bot:l1 of , these to 
tell. interes ting stories CJ.bout Mexican agriculture. Although 
their specification is weak in so~e other places, which are dis
~ussed b e lciw , their . innov a tions carry them a long way. This and 
Part III at~ the best ones in the book. PerhRps programming 
model~ are best -applied to micro-studies after all ••• 

Chuoter IV. 1. CHl'~C .•. 
This ch2.p fe1.~ describes in general terms the · s truct\1re 

of the agricultural mode l. It is generally quite clear, but 
like 6ther chapters in this book, too long. Section 2 could 
probably be -dropped without gre a t loss, and perhaps _Section 3 
also. On the other hand, addition of a map would again be help
ful. 

In terms of specific comments, I think tbat the model is 
not so much surplus labor (p . 4a) as Keynesian, with a fixed 
money wage for th2 farmers and a demand curve which is more 
sen s i t'i v e to price increases t 11 an income increases • Host of 
the results in Table 6 of Chapter IV.3 would be derived from 
.an aggrega ternodel like this 1 I sus pee t. In any case I surplus 
labor model s ha\~e usually assumed tl1at the real wage is fixed , 
which is closer to the version of CHAC where an agricultural 
.income constra_int is i~posed. Also 7 on p. 5 it is true that 
any programming.mod~l~ wil1 appr6ximate a ma~ket equilibrium 
in sbadovl prices. This may be -a silly equilibrium because of 
an unrealistic aggregate demand function, etc., but it is 
still there. CHAC - probo.bly approaches base-year equilibrium 
more ·closely. On the other hand, it is a partial analysis 
because cross-price elasticities (both within the agricultural 
~ector a6d between agricult~re and other sectors ) are i~nored, 
along with ' income effects. 

-On p.- 9 a·nd elsewhere-;' more explicit discussion · of migra..:.. 
tion activiti~s would help. There is no wage responsiveness in 
interregional migration (as there probably would be in the real 
wqrld) ~nd the supply function just reduces to an upper bound. 
Explicit mention of this would help. 

0 n p • . 15 , an e xp 1 ana t ion of how \vat e r s u pp 1 y is cos ted 
would help, since this is always a complicated business. Also, 
on p. 16 I wo~der why the draft animal constraint is regional-
as the au t hors point -out, you can •t drive mules around from 
district to distri~t all th<Jt rapidly. On p. 21, the position 
of the "b cavy line" in tl1e figure is no t obvious . 
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on p. 24, is it reasonable to assume Hcx:Lco is a price 
tc:t).: 81~ on all its crops, ex docs it f~-::~;d--x:lining demand curves in 
c >~ po L' t m r1 1.): c t s ? For t h c s. t u f f expo r t c d to t 11 c U • S . I s 11 o u 1 d 
n :;surnc t11e latter. Also the paragrt~p11 on the bottom of tr1c 
p~1 gc sJ1ould be r.cwritten--demclnd elasticities offect ·resour:c~ 
alloc~tion but capital-labor substitution still takes place 
only in productionc Like all practicul models, CI-ffiC is recur-
s i v c in t 11 c sen s c t 11 at · demand and prod u c t. ion par am e t e r s enter 
the supply-demand balances, but only production parameters enter 
tl1e cos t-Jninimi za t ion equa t .ions. · 

on p. 27, a figure with 11 little triangles" would please 
the traditionalists. It would also show that in the example 

. chos en~ ·producers '· surplus is zero at the QJUilibrium , which 
mig 11 t }) e 1 p i 11 us t rate what is going on • A 1 so , s u·r plus maxim i
zotion may first have been proposed by Samuelson in a programming 
context. But in d~scribing market equilibrium (and finding optimal 
policies, as in peak load pricing and setting bridge tolls) it 
is as old as the hills in economics. See the review article 
in the "1"2/71· EJ . . 

On p. 31, wby weren't capital recovery factors used to 
value investments? And on p. 53, competitive imports of agri
cultural goods enter only the cost function, but are not re
stricted in any other way. Are the prices CIF or post-tariff? 
(This w.lll ·affect the whole price st1.·ucture .of the n1odel.) 

·And are price controls the only ~ .. :ay t.0e Mexican gove.rnrnent 
manipulates imports., or should quotas be considered also? 

Chapter IV o 3.. CIL~C Results . ., . 
On p .. 7r did cboice of technique · enter the Thorbecke

Stoutjeskijk exeicise? r ·f so, was it~~ narrow as Mexico's? 
And on p. 10, some discussion of the regional impact of sea
sonal unemployment would be of · in terest. . I gath~r it ~ust 
diffei greatl~ from North to South. On Pc lla, the profit
ability measure is not really Bruno's, since he subtracted 

· import costs of prbductiori from ·the denominator . As far as 
I can see, CHAC treats all production. input s as non-tradable 
by policy·fiat, since otherwise the costs of certain inputs 

·.such _ as c11emicals and nachine services should clearly be evalu
ated a"t w.orid ·,. not r·iexican, ·prices. Tbe main p·oint o.f Brun.o- · 
type analysis is to underline· that many apparently profitable 
import-substituting and export projects are really quite costly 
when their hidden interrr.ediate import costs are.· taken into 
account. This may not be a problem in Mexi c an agriculture, 
but it is not even considered in the discu~sion here. Also, 
the Table 2 analysiP is based on an assumption of completely 
elastic export demands. Again, is this reasonable? Fin~lly, 
the e xp lana t ion of co 1 . 6 of rr a b 1 c 1 ought to b c mo v c d for
ward froin 'rable 2, and amplificc~. 
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on p. 25, it sl1oulcl be not :c1 thut CJJl\C is parl:.iul equili~-
1 r i 1n wi tl1 rc spec t to t1J c budget, und ignores income e f fee ts . 
For '>: ,nnp lc , un increa~_;e in sectoJ~ income. \·Jill surely l1ave soinc 
po ~ ;i tivc effects on the budget V.'11ich 2tre not considered here . 
D< ni . sc11ydlo\·J~~ }~y thin)· s cxpo1~ t sub~;-; idies cun be self-financing 

n l\ 1~ 0 c n tin a be c <l usc o f t h i e f fcc t . Co u 1 d t 11 e s e1 me b c true 
iri nexico? ,. / 

_QhaEtcr TV. 4 .... ACTr icnltural District 
At tl1c beginning of t1-Jis ch0ptcr , the word Dl\J'ITO is 

introduced before it is de fi ned, and there is general con
.fus ion betveen th e ·models . Bl':J IO and BAJI'I'O. There is a more 
serious omission of any discussion of the institutional struc-

. t u r e o f t h e .t-1 c xi can farm ~; . I s 1 and a g 9lo rn e r a t ion ru 1 c d out 
l egally, for example ? 'r11e results m(}ke some farm types 
look more profitable than others. If this is the · case, ·why 
doesn't all agriculture s11i ft iri this dir e ction between 19 68 and 
1974? . If not, why not? On p. 6, are the prices from CHAC sha
dow, or bf the endogenous equilibrium"variety? 

Ch§.E_ter_: IV .. 5. Investment and Em?lQ.):rment Alternatives ... 
The ana lysis is nice, espccinlly in the discu~ston of 

Figures 1 and 2 ·( al t11 ough "right 11 shou ld replace ''left" in line 
16 of p. 7). More substantively, the whole analysis of section 
5 is conditional on fixed product prices. This means that in 
the profit functions · implicit in the production side of the 
model--\•?hich ad just product a nd factor prices to a competitive 
resource. allocatio~ via changes in technique--many degrees of 
freedom will have b een used up .by this exogenous price specifi
cation. This. may 11 ave sometr1ing to do \-vit1l tl1e low su.bstitu
tion elasticities between l abor and capital, although only 
•simul ation~ under varying prod0ct prfces would tell. Also . some 
iridependent verification o f the big possibilities for machine- · 
mule substitution on small dryland farms would be reassuring. 

Ch apter IV. 6 ~ I,inkinq .. .; 
This is qu~te a clear chapter; I have few comments. 

·Talking about t11e "decentrali zed nature of rea·lity" on p. 2 · 
is slightly grandiose, and on p. 3 it seems to me that ·some
thing like a n export demand curve is also ·an importa nt input 

· f~om. CHAC t .o . DINA.t-1ICO (or at least Part I says s o). once 
again on p. 9 , . DI NA~1ICO will .be maxi~izing a Hamiltonian-- . 
a measure of surplus in shadow prices--in each time period; 
CHAC just does the same in s ome thing closer to base-ye ar 
prices. Also, on p. 9 it should be stated explicitly that the 
fixed money wage disappears in DINAMICiffiC linkages ; this should 
be u nderlined tllroughout. On p. i2, · third line from the bottom, 
DCE must. mean ACE, and CD must mean ~C in the last line. I 

·~- .. . ·-·~·-· ... ~--.-· · .. ~. ,_ ,.__ .. .,.. , _ , .... _ ,... ___ .---.-_ -........ ·--·-·--------.....-· ---- ·---... : ___ ---- ------ .. ----..._ .. 
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t h:· t •r abl ~ 3 s hould definitely be con!:> olida tcd into 
,);, co J.umns--i t' s l1C1rd to read n o\.Y . Finull.y, declining 
I ' 

c u eves could easily cc:1pturc the intC?rna t ion u l r : t C1r)~e t_-_ 
; . l ~ 

f icultics mentioned on p. 31. 

~ .. _ 

r ·wonder why this Part is included at all. The first 
.h.:11 tcr on integer programming \·;ould be better as the first 

ch < ptcr in Purt I-II; the ot11cr two h ave little to do with 
r.: c:.-: ico. 'The ch0ptcr on-decomposi tion techniques is (even more 
l1F1n t11c othC'L~s ) a computer exercise. _It says interesting 
t hi n g s e1 b o u l h Ov! to s c t up a _ mode 1 to u se t11 c Dan t zig- ~·J o 1 f e 
al~J OI: i t1 n~1 , bu! thc:t \·.;ould look b et t er in Eco_0_9m_et rica than in 
th · s boo)·.. l"'nd the Irornai c1lapter, illuminatin(J as· the memoirs 
of a disillusioned d Gcompositor , doe sn 't have much to do with 

. prcc e cling Parts e i t1ler-·-despi te supcxfic ial Ncxican references~ 
Giv en that fhe book {s like ly t o cost o ver $30 at its present 
.length, is it neces sary to include t! ·~ese ? 

Chapter y-: 1. A I,1ixed rntes..§:.E._l\_~i thrn. c . 

Few con-u'tlents here--a nic e chapter. I3ut on p. 2, did 
Gate ly find any thing s~ecific or not in his compar ison of IPE 
and branch-and-bound? rf . not, why_ mention it? 

Chapter v_~ 3.. Thouqhts on t-1u l ti-T.Jevel __ Plannincj .. . 0 

·These are in tere_sting, but are the y technical enough for 
the book? Also , it l ooks ·as if th~ footnote on p. 24, although 
well taken in spirit, is in direct con tras t \vith t1"Je results 
on the· efficiency of the master.program's requesting multiple 
solutions fro~ sub~program~ iri PACIFICO. 

.. .. ...._ ..... ...---...,. .. -.. ... . ___ _ ..... _'"' .. - ::.. -... 
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INTERN ATI ONAL DEVELOPMENT I IN TERNATrO~AL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL F I NANCE 
AS SCC IATI ON RECONSTRUCT ION AND DEV ELOPMEN T CO RPORATI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Louis Goreux DATE: March 29, 1972 

FROM: Bela Balassa 
\ 

SUBJECT: Mexic o Volume 

1. I have read the latest version of Part I of the Mexico volume with 
interest. I provide some general comments and suggestions concerning ap
proach, organization and style below. · Detailed comments are given in my 
copies of the individual chapters in the margin. 

2. The first question to be answered audience one should im 
I would suggest that the summary chapters of Part I need to be made 

understandable to nonspecialists who wish to form a judgment as to the 
usefulness of multisectoral models in general and of the Mexican model in 
particular. The group includes departmental directors and chief economists 
at the Bank as well as high-level civil servants in the economics-planning 
field in developing countries. This is an important audience as it compri
ses those who decide on whether such models should be built and, if built, 
whether and how they should be utilized in practical work. Part I should 
also help people in the Bank to evaluate the usefulness of the DRC. 

3. In its present form, Part I does not meet the described objective. 
In particular, there is the danger that after the first paragraph many 
potential readers in the above group may put down the volume with a sigh 
"again technical gobbledegook". At the same time, I do not see unsurmount
able obstacles to rewriting Part I in a language that is understandable to 
nonspecialists. Your original description of the research project repre
sented a move in this direction. 

4. I would go a step further and suggest that Part I be made self-
contained and it be made available for a wider audience separately from 
the book. This makes it desirable that, apart from a description of the 
objectives of the work, the assumptions underlying the various models, and 
their interconnections, Part I should include a detailed discussion of the 
experience gained from the study, its practical applicability, as well as 
recommendations for the building of multisectoral models in developing coun
tries. 

Chapter I.l. Introduction 

5. In Section 1 of Ch.I.l, one should pose the problem to be investigated: 
the relationship among economy-wide, sector and project approaches and the 
costs and benefits of alternative combinations of models at various levels of 
aggregation. In the same section, issues relating to "upward" and "downward" 
linkages could be discussed in general terms. The section may incorporate 
some of the material from pp.l-2, 6, and 26-28 of Ch.I.2 and pp.25-26 of 
Ch.I.3 but without reference to the Mexican study itself. 

6. In Section 2 it should be explained what considerations have led to 
the choice of the models that have been estimated for Mexico. One could then 
provide a short description of the various models although in somewhat greater 

. ,; . . "" l ........ 



detail than in the present version. I would suggest incorporating some of 
the material of Section 3, giving attention to EXPORTA and PACIFICO, and 
emphasizing the interdependence of the models. In turn, I.3 could be use
fully shortened and several passages containing evaluation and conclusions 
deleted 

Chapter I.2. Characteristics of the Models 

7. Ch.I.2 and 1.3 pose difficult problems of organization. For one thing, 
the question arises if one should examine the interdependence of the models 
before these are described in detail. For another, there is the question if 
the discussion of the characteristics of the models should be organized ac
cording to the particular topics (supply-demand balances, capital and objec
tive function) or by taking the models one by one. 

8. It would seem more logical to provide a detailed description of the 
models before their interdependence is analyzed. In this way the reader will 
have a better understanding of the individual models before he gets to the 
discussion of interdependence. Correspondingly, I would suggest that Ch.I.2 
be devoted to a description of the characteristics of the models and Ch.l.3 
should deal with the problem of interdependence. In turn, the discussion of 
the problem of labor employment and the use of the models could be shifted 
to Ch.I.4 that would provide an evaluation of the results. 

9. Furthermore, I see some advantages in discussing the characteristics I 

of the models as part of·a detailed description of the models themselves ra-
ther than according to particular topics as is done now. It seems to me that 
the present arrangement presupposes more knowledge of the individual models 
on the reader's part than he actually has at this point. Also, the arrange-
ment I propose would permit considering other characteristics of the models 
in addition to tho8e presently discussed (e.g., the assumptions made in re-
gard to export supply and import substitution functions . in DINAMICO) and pro-
vide a better understanding of the structure of the models ·. 

10. In the discussion, attention should be given to those features of the 
models that represent an advance over earlier work. One should also describe 
in detail the assumptions made but without as yet passing a judgment on their 
reasonableness. There is finally a certain amount of technical jargon that 
would need to be weeded out or to be put into footnotes. 

Chapter I.3. The Problem of Interdependence 

11. If, following my suggestions, the general issues relating to inter
dependence are transferred to the introduction, this chapter could concen
trate on the discussion of linkages in the Mexican study. Section 2 is fine 
in its present form but I would be less sanguine on the validity of cardinal 

·inter-personal utility comparisons. 

12. Section 3.1 could be made less technical and I suggest deleting the 
rather involved discussion of investment strategies for ENERGETICOS (pp.l6-
19). Also, it would seem useful to avoid going back and forth between 
PACIFICOS and ENERGETICOS. As to the effects of the latter on the national 
economy, the discussion is unduly concentrated on the growth rate of GDP to 
the neglect of sectoral output and investment patterns. A change in the price 
of electricity will influence not only the cost of aluminum but also Mexico's 

·. ' 
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comparative advantage in metals, and thus its foreign trade. At any rate, 
a less than 1% increase in GDP may conceivably lead to higher gro'\vth rates 
via an increase in savings and investment. The discussion on pp.23-24 could 
also be made less technical while the lessons to be drawn from the DINAMICHAL 
linkage experiment should come in the next chapter. 

Chapter 1.4. Ev9luation 
c, 

13. rhe suggested new chapter could begin with a discussion of the find-
ings of -the various models, with emphasis given to the sensitivity of the 
results to the assumptions made. Differences in the data base and in the 
assumptions underlying the individual models may also be discussed here. 
Differences in the treatment of exports in DINAMICO and EXPORTA and in the 
assumptions made concerning unemployment in DINAMICO and CHAC are of especial 
interest. The discussion of the latter problem, presently included in Chap
ter 1.3, needs improvements in various respects. 

14. First of all, one can hardly explain differences in the assumptions 
made concerning unemployment in DINAMICO and CHAC by reference to "conceptual 
differences" (I.3, p.l4) and "a difference in aims" (!.3, p.l6). Thus, can 
we say that "the authors of CHAC are mainly interested in estimating the num
ber of redundant agricultural workers from the primal" while the authors of 
DIN~~ICO are concerned with the values of the efficiency wages generated from 
the dual solution and that these values "appear quite reasonable" (Ch.l.3, 
p.l6)? To my mind, one cannot divorce the primal solution from the dual and 
if one gives realistic results so does the other. Thus, if there is large 
disguised unemployment in Mexican agriculture, the efficiency price of labor 
will equal the reservation wage and the result obtained in DINAMICO cannot be 
considered "reasonable". As I indicated in my report on "Economic Research in 
the Bank" (January 1971), I regard the neglect of unemployment and disguised 
unemployment a failing of DINAMICO. 

15. As to CHAC, it is not correct to say that surplus labor in agriculture 
necessarily means that the group is engaged in unrecorded subsistence acti
vities. On family farms, which are widespread in Mexico, surplus labor finds 
expression in individual family members working less than their potential man
hours. As they do not expect to get employment elsewhere, they will "spread" 
the work and divide the proceeds among themselves. In this way, they will be 
compensated according to their average productivity while marginal produc
tivity on the family farm is zero i~ the sense that the withdrawal of a single 
family member would not lead to a reduction in output. 

16. A separate section should be devoted to the use of the models. Some of 
the material from Section 5 of Ch.I.3 could be utilized here in an expanded 
form while removing extraneous material such as inconsistencies in the basic 
data and the implications of changing the assumptions. A related question 
concerns the practical applicability of the models. My understanding is that 
CHAC finds application in Mexico; in turn, I doubt that the efficiency prices 
of the unskilled labor and that of foreign exchange obtained in DINAMICO could 
be employed in project evaluation. 

17. One should further seek an answer to the question to what extent the 
exercise has increased our knowledge on the relationships of the project, 
sector, and the national economy in general and in Mexico in particular • 

..... .,.....,..._....,.._ .. ~-- .. --·--- ... -~ ----
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Thus, one should indicate the potential usefulness of extending the work to 
_later periods, the lessons learned as regards multisectoral models, and the 
advice that can be given on the building of such models in other developing, 

countries. 

~~

c.c. Messrs. Chenery 
' Stern 

BBalassa:alm 

i 



D epartment of Economics 

Tl-IE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712 

Dr. Louis Goreux 
Developm~nt kesearch ·Center of the International 

Bank for Recon s truction and Development 
1818 H Street, Northwest 
Washington, DC 20433 

Dear Louis~ 

April 14, 1972 

· T~ahk you for ·the o~~ortuni~y t~ r~ad the ~an~script of the book which 
you are ed~ting with Alan. It was both an enjoyable and an enlightening 

. experience. 

In accordance with your request, I have devoted most of my time in 
reading the manuscript and in these comments to the first three chapters. 
Thos e t-hree chapters cove r the major topics which I b elieve should be 
covered. However, I would be in - favor of giving the~ a different overall 
tenor; namely 1 the tenor of describing a series of experiments which you 
have performe d and that the book is the n ~ report on these experiments. 
With that format, you would be free to describe both your failures and 
successes and to point explicitly to the kinds of results which you have 

· obt a ined from the set of experiments which you c ·onducted. 

Since I have already talked over these comments with you on the phone, 
in this letter I will simply list the comments numbering them one by one. 

1. In the first chapter I would prefer that when you discuss the 
objective of the book that rat~er than talking about whethe r or not sub
optimization m ake~ a di f ference that ~ou discuss when suboptimization makes 
a difference. 

2. I think it would be useful to indicate that while the models we-re . . 
. ptepaied with an ~ye towards studying - their linkages tha t the models were 
inde ed pr.epared separateiy and the,n that the · linkages were cons-tructed 
afterwards, in several cases. 
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3. In your cha pter on interdependence I would describe ·each of the 
experime nts which were conduct e d, the difficulties encountered in doing _so, 
the implications of the experi ment for development planning, and the advice · 
which you would give to others who are interested in conducting similar 
experiments. 

4. I would reverse the order of your chapters 2 and 3; thereby, #providing 
a description of the various models first and a .di scussion of the interdependence 
of the models ·second. 

5. I don't fully ·understand why you have included the section on 
native demand assumptions in the chapter on interdepe ndence. 

alter- M 
6. I would.prefer that you include a discussion of your failures as 

well as of your successes. For example, did you encounter s~me difficulties ~ 
in the . use of the D antzig~Wolfe decomposition procedures with C~ffiC? 

7. - In your chapter where you describe the characteristics of the mode~, 
I would be inclined to break Tables 1 and 2 into 4 tables and to describe them 
independently. 

· 8. I would add a sixth -part to the book which goes over again and discusses 
in greatei depth your major results which are discussed in the interdependence 
chapter. The division of labor between the third cha p ter and part six would 
be that the third chapter would provide an introduction to these results 
and then the sixth part wotild assu~e thai the reade t had read the rest of 
the book and was in a position to unde~stand the fin e r points which emerge 
from _your experiments in interdependence. 

9. I ·would di-scuss more than you have done in the first · chapters the 
data collection interdepe ndencies among your models and the benefits gained 
from complimentarities in data collection among the models. 

10. In one of the chapters by Duloy and Norton, I am uneasy about the 
result of_ saying _that the shadow prices from 1968 are in some sense better 
than the e~isting prices. Let me say that a different way. They solve 
BAJIO in three wa ys: first, with BAJIO prices, second, with CHACITO prices, 
and third with BAJIO in C~CITO. They seem to imply that the marginal 
efficiency of - capital schedulcs . whieh _come from the second or thi r d of these 
6ptions ar~ Som~ se~s e the - ~orrect bnes; But in fact~ . the prices which 
correspond to the second and third options would occur only if the optimum 
plan they have desc r ibed took place. Otherwise, the BAJIO prices might 
hold and in that case, those investment schedules would not hold. 
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11. I would have found the chapter on ENERGITICOS easier to read and 
understand if there had been an algebrai~ description of that model as there 
was for the earlier two models. 

12. I would have preferred having a few words at the beginning of the 
chapter 'oh INTERCON on why you wanted separate constraints in the model for 
peak power and for energy . 

·In general, I found the manuscript very interesting and think that 
· will be an impo_rtant contribution to the literature in this field. 

DK/ny 
cc: Professor Alan Manne 

Sincerel y, 

(/ -!l y J j 
f) ~~'/lif~~/~ 

Daviq Kendrick 

it ~ 
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To 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

, 

DATE: Apri l 10 , 19 72 

Alan Manne a~d Roger N.orton 

Com1nents on the Agricultural' chapters in t;he book on 
Multi - Level Planning in Hexico 

I have gone through these chapters in haste--though not as hastily 
as I had intended. I find your trea t ment of ag r iculture within a 
programming fr amework · ex tremely interes ting- - but also disturbing in some 
res pects. I will not spend time rli s cus sing the many things that I liked 
about the treatment of agriculture except to say that the use of the sum 
of pr oducers' and consumers' surpluses as your ·max imand seems t o have been 
an e~ce l1ent devic~, ana I particularly like the way that the analysis 
points up the importance of the effective demand constraint on the agri 
·Cultural sector. 

My principal concern is a very general one that \vill not seem very 
constructive, but I hope that I can persuade you to add some qualifica
tions to your discussiQn of the policy implications of the model. This 
book repr esents .such an ingenious and impressive application of program
ming technique s to problems of multi-level and sectoral planning that it 
i s going to r e ce ive a grea t deal of attention--quite possible even more 
attent ion in India than Nexico. And as it nmv stands I believe that it 
i s likely to encourage some very unfortunate conclusions in the Indian 
context. 

The problem is pointed up sharply by a major conclusion of thapter 
VI. 5 that ''shor.t cycle crops are not promising for labor absorption. " If 
t hat is a valid general conclusion, the labor ab s or ption problem for a 
country like India is obviously "hope less." . That conclusion is , . of c?urse , 
heavily influenced by the .initial structure of Mexican agriculture and the 
fact that the range of coe fficients included in the model and the policy 
variables that you examine do not pe rmit major· changes in the sectonvide 
capital /labor ratio. Within the. context of a more comprehensive v i ew o.f 
the variables ·tha t can b.e influenced by a country ' s agricultural strategy; 
there is certai~ ly the po~sibility .of great v~riation in the ca~ital / labor 
and output/labor ratios that cha racteri ze the production of short cycle 
crops. And in an economy like India, short cycle~ crops probably account 
for some thing like 80 per cent of va lue added in agriculture. Moreover , 
experi ence in J apan and Ta iwan su ggests very str ong ly that a labor-intensive 
expansion path for the agr icultura l se ctor is. economica lly ef f icient--e.g ., 
in the fa ct that i n creas e s i n fac t or productivity have a ccoun t ed for such 
a large part of the increases in fa1~ output. (Peter Timmer 's recent 
analysis of alternative milling technologies in Indonesia pr ovide s quant i
ta tive evidence of the superiority of highly labor-intensive t e chnologies 
in r ice milling , o.n industr y that lends itsclf to a more straigh tfon vard 
analysis th an as sessing the economi c efficiency of a l ternative expans i on 
paths for the agricu l tura l . sector. ) 
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There are two reasons why I believe that the implications of your 
analysis are much more disturbing in the Indian context than in Hexico. 
First o~ all, agricultur al development in Hexico has progressed to a 
point where . it is probab le, as . you assume, that policymakers would not . 
give serious consideration t o policy instruments other than the sort of 
limited . inter ventions tha t you have examinedG Secondly, Hexico's economic 
transformation has re a ched the point where labor absorption within the 
agricultural s e ctor is much . less i mportant than in India where the degree 
of struc-tura l transformation is still very limited. In absolute terms 
India's indu.s trial sector has of cours e made very significant progress 
within the last two dec.ades, but I will hazard t4e guess that the 1970 
census data will indicate that the sh2re of the labor force in agriculture 
has changed very little from the 70 per cent shown in the 1950 and 1960 
censuses. Af? you know much better than I, there are problems in inter
preting the ~970 - Mexican.census data. But I know o£ no reason to doubt 

·the earlier census estimates that {ndicate that agriculture's share in 
the labor fo r ce _declined from 65 per cent in 1940 to 58 per cent in 1950 
and to 54 per cent in 1960. And I find Keesing's guess that the comparable 
figure for 1970 is about 46 per cent very plausible. 

A specific recorunendation that I would offer is that you should revise 
·your discussion of prospective changes in the _labor force (p. 23 of chapter 

VI.6) to take account of the fact that the .rela tive weights of agriculture 
and nonag r iculture in the labor fo r ce have ch anged so substantially that 
extrapolation of historica l rates of growth is inappropriate. Unless 
there has been an offsetting reduction in the ~ate o~ growth of nonfarm 
employment, the change· in sector weights would lead one to expect a 
considerable decline in the rate of increase in the farm labor force. In 
fact, Mexico may have even reached the "structural transformation turning 
P.oint" ~her·e the absolute size of the farm work force begins to decline • . 

I am intrigued by the fact that the agricultural chapters apparently 
· do not mention the Puebla Project. One _interesting implication of your 
discussion of the effective demand constraint, and the fact that e.xports 
of maize and -..vheat are an expensive operation for Hexico, is that the 

·. gqve·rnment presumably do~s not have a very strong incentive to try to 
multiply Puebl-a Projects .~ (Incidentally, EJ;ic Ojala's paper. for the .FRI 
December conference indicates that ,.,-orld demand prospects for sorghum are 
much less attractive than was suggested by earlier FAO projections. You 
might want to qualify the enthusiasm for sorghum that is expressed some
where in the ms.) 

The final point th a t I want to make is that it is vitally important 
for late developing countries like India to emphasize Puebla-type projects 
based on the progressive mode r nizat i on of l abor-intensive , small-scale farms 
with on ly limited re l iance on "ex ternal " inputs- - ma inly f ertili zer--rather 
t han encouraging a more capital-intens ive expansion pa th for a subsector 
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of relatively large and h~ghly commercialized farm units. The mix of 
policies and . pro grams required to implement a unimodal strategy requires 
an effort to influence variables additional to those affected by the 
policy tnstrumen ts that you examine--e.g., the orie?tation of resear~h, 
ex tens ion and farmer tr·aining programs, the lcve 1 and type of investment 
in infrastructure, and the size distribution of operational unitsa It is 
sometimes claimed that redistributive land reform is a sine qua ~ for 
modifyil~g the size distribution of operational holdings in agriculture. 
Jap an ·and Taiwan's · success ful postwar land reforms are sometimes ·cited in
support of that contention, but actually the ·prewar experience, which is 
more relevant, demonstrates that agricultural development can be based 
on uniformly small opera tional units even though the size distribution of 
land in terms of ownership is highly skewed. That is a long story and 
Kilby and I discuss it at some length in the monograph on Agricultural 
Strategies~ · R,.ural-prbar~ Interactions·, . and the Expansion of ·Income 
Opportunities that r.ve have prepared for the OECD Development Centre. All 
that I want to say in this already long memo is that I hope that you will 
point out that countries facing a really serious problem of labor absorp
tion in agriculture should design agricultural strategies with explicit 
considera tion of several objectives and give serious attention to a more 
inclusive set of policy instruments. I realize that such an approach does 
not lend itself to treatment by -an optimizing model~ The effects of an 
excis e tax on tractors ·and combine har vesters could presumably be examined 
within the CHAC framework, but I suspect that, given the way that alterna
tive technologies are specified in the model, the trade-·off bebveen 
employment and efficiency would be exaggerated as compared to the options 
that exist in an agricultural economy that still faces a- choice between a 
unimod a l and a bimodal expansion path. 

BFJ/mj 

cc: C. W. Reynolds 
C. P. Tinnner 
D. Keesing 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATI ON AL DEVELO PMENT I INTE RNAT IONAL BANK FOR 
AS SOCIATION RECONS TRUCT ION AND DE VELOPM ENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPO RAT ION 

··OFFICE MEMORANDUM p 

J-.1r . Louis H. Goreux DATE: April 11, 

Ian l3m..ren 

Hul ti-Le "el Plc..nnin~ : Case Studies in r-!exico 

Here a re Professor Taylor ' s comments . Eay -v:e discus s them 
~t your convenience? 

1 Enclosure 

cc: 1-:r . St ern 
l ir. Lind 

( 2 cys -- 1-ir . Goreux ) 



Mr. Ian Bowen 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

April 3, 1972 

International Bank for Reconstruction 
& Development 

1818 H Street, NW 
washington, D.C. 20433 

Dear Mr. Bowen: 

JJt:VELOPMENT RESEARCH GROUP 

1737 CAMBRIDGE STREET 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETI"S 02138 

Attached please find my detailed comments on the Develop
ment Research center manuscript, Multi-Level Planning: case 
Studies in Mexico. I have not attempted to edit these notes, 
on the thought that. somewhat repetitive observations on recurr
ing problems will be of more use to the authors. Let me sum
marize my conclusions regarding the manuscri pt briefly here. 

There is no doubt that the manuscript is publishable 
in its present form. There are too many tables and the same 
discussions of certain concepts (particularly the way the models 
treat unemployment) keep reappearing in different chapters, 
but this is nothing new in academic books. If one wanted to 

, , clear up these problems, a good, independe nt Editor could do 
/ \ 

/ 
the job in a matter of days. ss, tne manuscript could 
be cut at least 100 a es without loss of content. 

But there is another way in which the manuscript, despite 
its many excellences, is less than the sum of its parts. It 
seems to me that all the models presented are relatively simple 
partial and general equilibrium constructs,. the theory of which 
has been well known for quite some time (at least since Samuel
son's 1953 article on 11 Prices of Factors and Goods in General 
Equilibrium). Yet very little use is made of general eq~ib
rium concepts in the discussion of the models and their inter
actions. A much more integrated description of the models 
could be achieved by tying them _together from this point of 
view, perhaps through a series of editors' introductions on 
the similarities and differences of each succeeding chapter's 

I . 
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model with theothers. This is now done in part through the 
introductory chapters in Part I. Even here. however, much 
that .could be said is missing. (See the detailed comments.) 

In summary, I certainly would haveno overwhelming objec
tions to the manuscript's publication as is. I do feel, how
ever, that it could be substantially tightened up at not too _...'-
much cost by a ruthless editor. And probably at substantial 
cost, the book could be improved by including an introductory 
chapter and chapter introductions written explicitly from an 
integrative, general equilibrium viewpoint. If the decision 
were mine, I would ab~ ecommend the ed1ting, leaving · 
the talent ich would be required for a thorough rewriting free 
for new research. 

.Sincerely, ---! ~· 

~~ / cw/&/(___ 
Lance Taylor / -
Assistant Professor of Economics 

la 

P.S. At Alan Manne's request, I have sent my marked-over 
copy of the manuscript to him at Stanford. 
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/part I, Gene ral 

These chapters provide a general introduction to the book. 
In the versions I have (dated March, 1972) the presentation is 
clear and reasonably succinct. I have a number of observations 
on content , which are given in detail in the following chapter
specific comments: 

Chapter I. 2. 'rhe Proble m of Inte rdepe ndence 
This discusse s the desirability o f se t ting up a he~irarchy 

of planning models, of the type discuss e d i n this book. ~he 
discussion is largely theore t ic a l--the most severe prbblem, 
that of data collection and compatab:Lli zation, is mentioned 
only in passing. In a book of this length, some hints to the 
statistical agencies as to how users want d a ta to be organized 
would be a good addition. There are frequen t mentions in this 
chapter of "prices," but it is often unclear whether market 
or shadow prices are meant (e.g. on p. 3 in the 3rd paragraph). 
Similar confusion attaches to references to a "price-quantity 
dema,nd curve" on p. 4 (are cross-price t e rms considered?), 
to the discussion of capital inflows and capital goods price~ 
on p. 5 (in a multi-capital model, capital gains due to price 
changes in each sector can in principle make own-rates of re
turn different; they don 1

· t in DI NAMICO, but in general 
knowing the supply curve of "for eign capital" is not enough), 
and to the concept of a "premium" on foreign exchange ( t he mag
nitude of which in DI NA}1ICO p a rtly&ems from accounting conven
tions--see comments on chapter II.3 below). Also, the whole 
suboptimization concept might become clearer if the discussion 
began with the perfect competition property that prices are all 
one needs to define a "cut" between a sector and the rest of 
the economy, and then went on to consider the problems raised 
if the sector is a monopolist (as CHAC vis-a-vis the rest of 
the economy seems to be ) has increasing returns, etc. 

The discussion of decomposition procedures beginning 
around page 17 is quite clear; Figure 3 is new and useful. 
On the other hand, if the sole function of the model PACIFICO 
is to underpin this section (and this appears to be the case), 
brevity might well justify dropping both. If this discussion 
is retained, anattempt should be made to specify a bit more 
formally 11ow one determines how many price vectors "have to be" 
transmitted in the first iteration of PACIFICO. It should also 
be mentioned that PACIFICO' .s speed may come from including 
the demand balances in the master program. 

lrv 
. ( 
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The discussion of merging ENERGETICOS and CHAC with DINA
MICO_ is fairly clear. In the ENERGETICOS case, insensitivity 
comes framlimited choice of technique in the energy model (elas
ticities of import and capital use with respect to -the exchange 
and discount rates are on the order of hundredths) and fixed 
coefficients intermediate uses in DINAMICO. What cau.ses the 
former, and what happens if the latter assumption is relaxed? 
Some discussion of what in principle a general equilibrium 
model like DINAMICO would want by way of information from_ a 
sector would help illustrate the DINAMICHAC discussion. Trade 
theory suggests that all:JOU need to know are a production 
function and the world price (or post-tariff price) as a func
tion of the sector's output. These are precisely the data men
tioned on p. 26. 

Chapter I.3. Characteristics of the Models 
This runs over the main features of the models. It is 

complete and sophisticated in its discussion, but again marred 
by smal · s a d co e etiti n. On p. 3, for example, it 
is suggested that one would need a process analysis model to 
estimate capital-labor substitution in a sector. Why not just 
~ake a piecewise approximation to an econometric production 
function? On p. 4, lack of price sensitivity in demand func
tions ' is said to be a characteristic of "input-output" models. 
The work of chener -Raduchel and Johansen shows that 11 linear 
pro ramming"- is the appropriate modifier. On the same page, 
EXPORTA is implied to measure "comparative advantage." In some 
sense, this would be true if one accepts fixed input-output 
coefficients; if this Leontief assumption does not hold in 
Mexico, EXPORTA's trade predictions will err as badly as DINA
MICO' s. On p • . 5, the "knife-edge" export behavior wi 11 stern 
from the -production structure of the aggregate models--the trans
formation surface will be quite flat under constant returns 
with few variable factors (the labor supplies, capital and 
foreign exchange are variable in DINAMICO, but capital rents 
are determined as a residual) so that exports will move easily 
from upper to lower bounds in response to small price changes. 
This willbe less of a problem in CHAC, where the larger number 
of region- and crop-specific factors will make for decreasing 

· returns and a curved transformation surface. 

6, explicit definition of a "graduq]..ist" co 
tion e p~ tb conce t is still etty new. Also 
the discussion of the "reservation wage" could oe ified · 

· by referring to some simple surplus labor model; on p. 16 for 
example it is by no means clear that efficiency wages are 
determined by reservation wages. This basically dep_ends on 
the elasticity of substitution of the production function be
tween the Galenson-Leibenstein (labor marginal product equals 
reservation wage) and product exhaustion (labor consumes all 
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product) points in the surplus labor set up. 

On p. 13, CHAC doesn't approximate a competitive equilib
rium any more than DINAMICO does. Both are constan·t returns 
models ~ith a few specific dist6r tions such as export bounds, 
savings constraint in base year prices, etc. DINAMICO maximizes 
a discrete Hamiltonian at each time point, which is the sum 
of producers' and consumers' surpluses in shadow prices~ CHAC 
maximizes this sum in base year prices. Both models lead to 
a Pareto efficient allocation (subject to the ad hoc restric
tions) which could be supported by perfect comeptftion modi
fied by taxes and subsidies. CHAC' s social vJelfare function 
may pick out a resource allocation which is closer to the actual 
one than DINAMICO's, but both are on the contract curve, which 
is all . that "competition" means. 

On p. 20, the absence of relative price shifts allows 
equal own-rates of interest, since differential capital gairis 
don't much affect the costate equations. This once again re
flects the flatness of the transformation surface, resulting 
from constant returns and a relatively narrow range of factor 
proportions in the production functions. Moshe Syrquin finds 
essetitially the samefuing for Mexico in a neoclassical frame
work. (His results on labor absorption should aiso be compared 
with DINAMICO's). Flatness pops up again on p. 22--the exchange 
rate is inversely unit elastic with a general tariff increase. 
This means that little reallocation between traded and non-traded 
goods is possible (given the bounds on exports and the necessity 
to produce non-traded goods) or that the transformation sur-
face is flat. The only way the price system can maintain non
specializtion ~iven this production set-up is via exchange rate 
changes which exactly compensate the cost increase (see my 
paper on optimal growth shadow pricing in Chile for more on 
this). 

Part II. Multi-Sectoral Models 

This section presents results .on two linear programming 
models of the Mexican economy--DINAMICO and EXPORTA. The bulk 
of the discussion is devoted to the former. It contains 
a number'of innovations in the state of the art, and there is 
no question of merit of publication. However, the discussion 
of the model, based on a series of papers presented at con
ferences o £_ published at different times, is far from succinct. 
:Abo 155 ~anuscript pages are devoted to DINAMICO. With re
writing and consolidation of the various papers, th~s could 
easily be cut to lOOpages. Given the problems of multiple 
authorship, etc., this may not be feasible editorially, but it 
should definitely be considered as a possibility. In particu-
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11ar, there is a great deal of overlap in the discussions of 
1DINAMICO's labor use specification in all the chapters, which 
could be consolidated. Also, some tables could be sacrificed 
with little narrative loss--complete presentation of results 
is always desirable, but it may have been carried too far in 
this case. Chapter-specific comments follow: 

Chapter II.l. Manpower Projections 
Sections 2 and 3 here are largely repeated in Chapter 

II.3, and Section 7 could also be consolidated with later ma
terial. Some of the tables (particularly those giving coeffi
cient arrays for the model) might be dropped. Also some of 
the tables (nos. 5 and 7, in particular) appear to be written 
in FORTRAN, and would benefit from the addition of explanatory 
material. The discussion of the economic issues involved ln 
DINAMICO's labor specification is generally clear and interest
ing; I have few complaints. I do feel unhappy, however, about 
a lack of precision in all these chapters (e.g. p. 8) as to 
whether "prices" refer to shadow price, 1960 market prices, 
or whatever. In addition, it is not clear on p. 14 what base
year price system is used in calculating productivity changes, 
and whether there have been small enough price shi_fts over time 
to rule out worries about the Gerschenkron effect in the long 
run projections. Another pricing problem relates to wage rates: 
are sectoral wage differentials assumed to disappear within 
each skill class, ar what? one finds in Chapter II.2 that they 
apparently are assumed out of existence; this might be brought 
forward. Finally, no reference is made to recent econometric 

l
work on elast' · i~ o~ substitution between different labor 
ty es DDughe Ety, - Bowles), on the evolution of wage structures 
over time (Selowsky, Dougherty), and on future employment possi
bilities in Mexican manufacturing (Syrquin). Since these 
papers, based on a neoclassical framework, give results similar 
to the specification here, they might be mentioned as supporting 
evidence for the rather strong conclusions which are reached. 

Chapter II.2. Numerical Data ••• 
once again, tables couid be removed here . Five or six 

input-output tables for the Mexican economy (all cooked up from 
one 1960 study) are perhaps of interest to a country specialist, 
but to the general reader? In terms of the substantive dis
cussion, prices once again get short shrift: are the input
output tanles in purchasers' or producers' prices, for example? 
And what price system do the big entries· in the "commerce" 
row of Table 7 imply? I also wonder why the RAS method was 
not applLed in fuLl, because a rows-only -correction turned out 
to give a good fit "on the average" or what? Also, .it is not 
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clear why this input-output row correction, which refers to 
intermediate uses of a sector's product, should be applied to 
consumption and capital uses as well. The discussion of factor 
rents in section 5 should be better tied in with the preceding 
chapter, in particular as regards the role played by the strong 
assumption of equal returns to the same skill in all occupations. 
This is clearly unrealistic, and leads to some of the computed 
sprecd of returns to capital. In any case, similar return spreads 
are observed in other models, e.g. Leif Johansen's Multi-Sectoral 
Study. 

Chapter II.3. DINAMICO ••• 
Why does ' - this chapter come first? Theo.retical spe- . 

cification normally prece es ata escr1ption, and some of 
the problems understanding what goes on in t he first two chap
ters (even on row labelling in tables, etc.) could be avoided 
by putting this one first. As mentioned above, I think that 
there is unnecessary overlap between discuss ion of the labor 
force specification here and in chapter · II.l. Also, the de
scription of the high-cost export activities on p. 6 is ellip
tical. On p. 10, the problem of cross-sectoral wage differen
tials is again touched too lightly. More s ubstantively, the 
interpretation of export costs in Table 4 and throughout the 
chapter is erroneous--a constant returns system (with outputs 
by sector necessarily assumed homogeneous) cannot produce 
"high cost" exports and other products simultaneously; costs 
of all sector products must be equalized, r e gardless ofdestina
tion. Hence the "cost factor" 1.3 can only be interpreted 
as a misplaced marginal revenue factor of (1/1.3). That is, 
manufactured exports can be produced and sol d for a price of 1.0 
in the foreign market (ignoring accounting difficulties with 
services and the time discounting of the "high costs") :until 
an upper bound is reached. Then they can besold for a price 
of (1/1.3). The marginal cost of these exports is the domes
tic price of manufactured goods, P • The marginal revenue is 
(1/1.3) times the foreign exchangemshadow price Pf. Marginal 
revenue equals marginal cost is the gist of Table 10. As mar-
ginal revenue falls (1.3 increases to 1.5), Pf must rise in in
verse proportion to keep near the same producfion point, 
which must occur with a flat transformation surface--any very 
small price shift would lead to specialization. This explains 
the editor's note to chapter II.S. But the problem is really 
even more ·complex, for the price of 1.0 on the first increment 
of exports must be a tariff-ridden price, since we are told 
repeatedly the Mexican exports require protection. Thus 1.0 = 
(l+t )q , where t is the advalorem tariff on the first incre-

m m m 
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1
ment of manufactured exports and q is the world price measured 

I . m 
in pesos at the base year exchange rate. Say t = 0.3 and 
~ = 0.77. Then the marginal export return of ~/1.3 really 
corresponds to a marginal revenue of (1.3)- 2 = .59. Is this 
reasonable? Is it reasonable to assume that the Mexican govern
ment will allow its exporters' returns to fall to the marginal 
revenue level? 

The opposite assumption, which is 
consistent with the treatment of non-marginal exports, is to 
assume that marginal exports will be given sufficient protec
tion to m~intain the price level. But this means that the mar
ginal return to the exporter will be.unity (lower world price 
~is exactly compensated by a higher t' so that (l+t')~ = 1) 
and the original distinction between thW two types ofmexports 
is meaningless as far as the insulateddomestic producer is con
cerned. 

The appropriate resolution of the paradox would be to 
set the right world prices for the non-marginal exports and a 
lower price for the marginal ones--this would amount to bas- . 
ing the shadow price system on marginal world prices, instead 
of the present mixture (which at the margin goes to incorrect 
estimates of the world· prices). Since domestic prices would 
be essentially maintained by the flat transformation surface 
when this correction is made, the foreign exchange shadow price . 
would have to rise to compensate for the lower marginal reve
nues, behaving like some sort of optimal tariff. But this makes 
the foreign exchange shadow price look in effect like an appen
dage--it can be modified at will by putting an arbitrary mul
tiplier on the foreign exchange constraint (one plus the general 
tariff) and moving it up and down. When P acts like this, 
all welfare judgments based on it are boun~ to be suspect. 

On another point, I think some comment on p. 33 as to why 
the marginal propensity to save should stay constant in base
year prices would be appropriate. If we are worrying about 
foreign exchange allocations in shadow prices, then why not 
savings? There is no such thing as . a volume index of savings 
(as opposed to a sector's output) and the economics of bring
ing it in is murky. Does the savings constraint have a role 
in determining own-rates of interest? How about the gradualist 
assumption? The already excellent discussion of own-rates might 
be amplified along these lines. 

Chapter II.4. Economic Alternatives ••• 
Few comments here. Typically for the · author, · the para

metric variations are well chosen andclearly ·discussed. I 
do wonder again if all the tables are necessary. They're pretty 
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forbidding--are they likely to be studied by anybody? It is 
no t .clear to .· me what prices are used as a basis for section 
five's calculations. I also wonder where the money for the 
public investments at the top of p. 25 is coming from. 

Chapter II.S. Comments ••• 
These are not more vapid than the average set of comments 

from a conference. Not less vapid, either. The point in the 
editor's note is again not surprising, when one considers the 
above-mentioned flatness of transformation surfaces, on con
stant returns. 

~ter It.6. EXPORTA ••• 
This is like DINAMICO, except that the labor constraints 

don't permit substitution among skill classes , so that un
skilled labor is unemployed. The constrast in specification 
could be brought out in fewer words. More words and even tables 
could be added to describe and compare the patterns of exports 
s elected by both models in their free-trade and tariff-ridden 
incarnations. Comp~rative advant~ge is frequently alluded 
to throughou t ' these chapters, but its implications in terms 
6f trade patterns are not spelled out concrete ly. .Also the 
point on p. 17 regarding the labor-intensi ty -of exports is in
trig~ing. John Shehan of Wiiliams has found the . same thing 

I fo Mexico (no surprise--he probably used the same data), and 
if the phenomenon is real, it is certainly interesting and im
por tant as a contrast to the usual South American findings. 

Part III. The Energy Sector 

This part is a lot less repetitive than Part II, and the 
papers are clear and interesting (although again there are 
too many not-likely-to-be-read tables) • In terms of organiza
tion, it might be preferable to make the first chapter of Part 
V the first chapter here, as an introduction to planning with 
economies of scale--chapter .v.l is constantly referred to, in 
any case. Also, ~ore discussion of simple technological facts 
would enliven the presentation of the process analysis. For 

·. example, it is never stated why there are separate demands 
for peak power and energy--how many economists know the dif
ference between power and energy? And in the ENERGETICOS chap
ter, one wonders why the Mexicans want to set up a steel plant 
in the first place--a plant of one million tons is scarcely 
going to be in a position to compete with the Japanese, or even 
the Americans, if its output is valued at world prices. Some 
discussion here would be illuminating. 
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Chapter III.l •.•. Electric Power Projects 
I have few specific comments here: ore discussion of 

simple technology and a real map of Mexico (here or elsewhere 
in the book) would be helpful~ In addition, more explicit 
discussion of the different ways in which a merit order of ex
isting plants is derived (endogenously in INTERCON, semi-exoge
nously in E~RGETICOS) would help the reader understand the 
differe nces between the two models. Final'ly , if there are 
any other studies of this type which do or don't demonstrate 
the same basic results as INTERCON (zero marginal capacity costs 
for off-peak periods, little annual or seasona l variation of 
marginal energy costs, etc.), a summary of them would be of 
interest. Do these pleasant findings come maturally from the 
specification of the model, or the pa£ticular Mexican data? 

Chapter III.2. ENERGETICOS ..• 
Being neoclassical, I wonder why demand targets are set 

up for steel and petroleum products here--bxoth are eminently 
tradable and their cost to Mexico is surely given by world 
prices. Or isn't it? Some discussion of tfue welfare loss 
resulting from autarchy would be of interest . On p. 27, it is 
not clear to me that choice of exploitatiom level has much 
freedom in the model, by the specification ~f oilfield costs. 
Why not just specify it exogenously? Also~ the tables describ
ing both the steel and petroleum~ecificati~ns are mind-boggl-
ing. Is anyone (even a sector specialist) likely to go through 
them? For economists at least, graphical presentation of cost 
curves, etc., resulting at different levels of operation 
would be infinitely clearer. Graphical presentation of 
the economic results of the exercise, whicm finally begin to 
appear on p. 33 and are tied up in Tables ~2 and 13 would help. 
These show that both investment and import demands for the 
energy sector are very inelastic with resp~t to exchange rate 
and discount rate changes. How much of thii.s is rue to t:heexoge
nous demand specification, and how much of the consistency these 
results have with DINAMICO (next chapter) "s due to the latter's 
fixed coefficients specification for intermediate inputs? 

Chapter III.3. Linking ENERGETICOS ~o DINAMICO 
The discussion in section . } of the llmteractions between 

/

big and little mode_ls is very nice. Why r:l:ot put it at the front 
of the book? Again, the lack of sensitivity in the energy 
sector to changes in efficien·cy prices discussed in section 
3· (and already implicit in Table 13 of last chapter) may be wrong 
on the derived demand side, i~ in the real world derived de-
mands for _energy in other sectors are sensJLtive to fac-
tor price shifts, as they would be under nw~n-Leontief assump
tions. 
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Part IV. The Agricultural Sector 

. This is a fascinating section. In the world of . program
ming models, the analysis here . is based on two almost-new tech
niques--the inclusion of a fixed money wage f or uns}:illed labor 
and the explicit maximization of surplus in base-year, not 
shadow, prices. The authors make good use of both of these to 
tell interesting stories about Mexican agricu lture. Although 
their specification is weak in some other p laces, which are dis
cussed below, their innovations c arry them a long way. This and 
Part III are the best ones in the book. Perh aps programming 
models are best applied to micro-studies after all •.. 

Chapter IV.l. CHAC .•• 
This cha pter describes in general terms the structure 

of the agricultural model. It is generally qu ite clear, but 
tA like ot c a ters in t ·s book, too lon~. Section 2 could 
V l probably be dropped without great loss, -and perhaps Section 3 

also. On the other hand, addition of a map would again be help
ful. 

In terms of specific comments, I think that the model is 
not so much surplus labor (p. 4a) as Keynesia n, with a fixed 
money wage for tne farmers and a demand curve which is more 
sensitive to price increases than income i ncr eases. Most of 
the results in Table 6 o f Chapter IV.3 would be derived from 
an aggregatemodel like this, I suspect. In a ny case, surplus 
labor models h ave usually assumed that the rea l wage is fixed, 
which is closer to the version of CHAC where an agricultural 
income constraint is imposed. Also, on p. 5 it is true that 
any programming model will approximate a market equilibrium 
in ·shadow prices. This may be a silly equil ibrium because of 
an unrealistic aggregate demand function, etc., but it is 
still there. CHAC probably approaches base-year equilibrium . 
more closely. On the other hand, it is a partial analysis 
because cross-price elasticities (both within the agricultural 
sector and between agriculture and other sectors) are ignored, 
along with income effects~ 

On p. 9 and elsewhere, more explicit discussion of migra
tion activities would help. There is no wage responsiveness in 
interregiqnal migration (as there probably would be in the real 
world) and the supply function just reduces to an upper bound. 
Explicit mention of this would help. 

On p. 15, an explanation of how water supply is costed 
would help~ since this is always a complicated business. Also, 
on p. 16 I wonder why the draft animal constraint is . regional-
as the authors point out, you can't drive mules around from 
district to district all that rapidly. on p. 21, the position 
of the "heavy line" in the figure is not obvious. 
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on p. 24, is it reasonable to assume Mexico is a price 
take.r on all .· its crops, cr doES it fare cW..ining demand curves in 
expc)rt markets? For the stuff exported to the u.s. · I should 
assume the latter. Also the paragraph on the bottom of the 
page should be rewritten--demand elasticities affect resource 
allocation but capital-labor substitution still takes place 
only in production. Like all practical models, CHAC is recur
sive in the sense that demand and production parameters enter 
the supply-demand balances, but only production parameters enter 
the cost-minimization equations. 

On p. 27, a figure with 11 little triangles•• would please 
the traditionalists. It would also show that in the example 
chosen, producers' surplus is zero at theequilibrium, which 
might help illustrate what is going on. Also, surplus maximi
zation may first have been proposed by Samuelson in a programming 
context. But in describing market equilibrium (and finding optimal 
policies, as in peak load pricing and setting bridge tolls) it 
is as old as the hills in economics. See the review article 
in the 12/71 EJ. 

On p. 31, why weren't capital recovery factors used to 
~alue investments? And on p. 53, competitive imports of agri
cultural goods enter only the Gost function,· but are not re
stricted in any other way. Are the prices CIF or post-tariff? 
(This will affect the whole price structure of the model.) 
And are price controls the only way the Mexican government 
manipulates imports, or should quotas be considered also? 

Chapter IV.3. CHAC Results ••• 
on p. 7, did choice of technique enter the Thorbecke

stoutjeskijk exercise? If so, was it as narrow as Mexico's? 
And on p. 10 ,. some discussion of the regional impact of sea
sonal unemployment would be of interest. I gather it must 
differ greatly from North to South. On p. lla, the profit~ 
ability measure is not really Bruno's, since he subtracted 
import costs of production from the denominator. As far as 
I can see, CHAC treats ·all production inputs as non-tradable 
by policy fiat, since otherwise the costs of certain inputs 
such as chemicals andmchine services should clearly be evalu-

. ated at world, not Mexican, prices. ·The main point of Bruno
type analysis is to underline that many apparently profitable 
import-substituting and export projects are really quite costly 
when their hidden intermediate import costs are taken into 
account. This may not be a problem in Mexican agriculture, 

· but it is not even considered in the discussion here. Also, 
the Table 2 analysis is based on an assumption of completely 
elastic export demands. Again, is this reasonable·? Finally, 
the explanation of· col. 6 of Table 1 ought to be mov.ed for
ward from Table 2, and amplified. 
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On ,. p. 25, it should be noted that CHAC is partial equili
brium with respect to the budg~ and ignores income effects. 
For ~xample, an increase in sector income will surely have some 
positive effects on the budget which are not considered here. 
Dani Schydlowsky thinks export subsidies can be self-financing 
in Argentina because of this effect. Could the same be true 
in Mexico? 

Chapter IV. 4 •••• Agricultural District 
At the beginning of this chapter, the word BAJITO is 

introduced before it is defined, and there is general con
fusion between the models BAJIO and BAJITO. There is a more 
serious omission of any discussion of the institutional struc~ 
ture of the Mexican farms. Is land agglomeration ruled out 
legally, for example? The results make some farm types 
look more profitab~e than others. If this is the case, why 
doesn't all agriculture shift in this direction between 1968 and 
1974? If not, why not? On p. 6, are the prices from CHAC sha
dow, or of the endogenous equilibrium variety? 

Chapter IV.S. Investment and Employment Alternatives .•. 
The analysis is nice, especially in the discussion of 

Figures 1 and 2 (although 11 right" should replace ''left 11 in line 
16 of p. 7). More substantively, the whole analysis of section 
5 is conditional on fixed product prices. This means that in 
the profit functions implicit in the production side of the 
model--which adjust product and factor prices to a competitive 
resource allocation via changes in technique--many degrees of 
freedom will have been used up by this exogenous price specifi
cation. This may have something to do withfue low substitu
tion elasticities between labor and capital, although only 
simulations under varying product prices would tell. Also some 
independent verification of the big possibilities for machine
mule substitution on small dryland farms would be reassuring. 

Chapter IV.6. Linking ••. 
This is quite a clear chapter~ I have few comments. 

Talking about the "decentraiized nature of reality" on p. 2 
is slightly grandiose, and on p. 3 it seems to me that some
thing like an export demand curve is also an important input 
from CHAC to DINAMICO (or at least Part I says so). Once 
again on p. 9~ DINAMICO will ,be maximiGing a Hamiltonian--
a measure'of surplus in shadow prices--in each time period; 
Ca,AC just does the same in something closer to base-year 
prices. Also, on p. 9 it should be stated explicitly that the 
fixed money wage disappears in DTNAMICiffiC linkages; this should 
be underlined throughout. on p. 12, third line from the bottom, 
DCE must mean ACE, and CD must mean AC in the last line. I 
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think th a t Table 3 should definitely be consolidated into 
half the c olumns- - it's hard to read now. Finally, declining 
demand curves could easily capture the international market
ing difficulties mentioned on · p. 31. 

Part v. Decompo s ition Algorithms and Multi-Level Planning 

I wonder why this Part is included at all. The first 
chapter on integer programming would be better as the first 
chapter in Part III; the other two have little to do with 
Mexico. The chap- on decom2ositi techniques is (even more 
than the others) a compute ercise. It says interesting 

~
things about how to set up a model to use the Dantzig-Wolfe 
algorithm , but that would look better in Econometrica than in 
this book . And the Kornai chapter, illuminating as the memoirs 
of a disillusioned decompositor, doesn't have much to do with 
prece ~ng Parts either--despite superficial Mexican references. 
Given that the book is likely to cost over $30 at its present 
l~ngth, is it necessary tci include these? 

Chapter V.l. A Mixed Integer Algorithm ••• 
Few comments here--a nice chapter. But on p. 2, did 

Gately find anything specific or not in his comparison of IPE 
and branch-and-bound? If not, why mention it? 

Chapter v.3. Thoughts on Multi-Level Planning •.• 
These are interesting, but are they technical enough for 

the book? Also, it looks as if the footnote on p. 24, although 
well taken in spirit, is in direct contrast with the results 
on · the efficiency of the master program's requesting multiple 
solutions from sub-programs in PACIFICO. 
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1. Introduction 

·· CHAC includes a set of agricultural ~uppl~ functions. They are 

represented implicitly by a series of fixed-coefficient production act

ivities which are differentiated by crop, by technique, and by location. 

~ each location, the activity analysis model approximates a variable

coefficient production function at the district level. The same is~rue 

at the sector--wide level, for each crop and for the total value . of agri-

cultural output. An ·econometric specification of the production side would 

have confronted ·a nlimber of deficiencies in the existing agricultural data 

series. For example, the sector-wide time series of production and prices 

are not very reliable.* . The spatial breakdown i's less reliable, except 

for the irrigated areas. Beyond these problems, there is the fact that the 

"" time series do not include information on labor and other inputs.~~ 

In these circumstances an activity analysis approach 1-J"as adopted. 

It is. based on estimates of discrete production alternatives, but the 

alternatives are sufficiently numerous so that aggregative behavior in 

·cHAC is ~{rtually continuous and nonlinear. 

This chapter sets out the procedures used in constructing the 

spatial disaggregation scheme, the alternative input~output vectors, -the 

resource _availabilities, and other parameters for CHAC. Initial equilibrium 

* As of this writing, an entirely new data collection system for 
agriculture is being designed and implemented by Dr. Luciano Barraza 
of the Secretar{a de Agricultura y Ganader{a. 

-JH} The decennial agricultural censuses include information on a fe-vr 
basic inputs, but only for aggregate production and not by crop. 
For ru1 econometric analysis of supply based on the census data, 
see Hartf or d ( 1971 ) • 
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conditions for product prices and quantities are also discussed, along 

with the prices of inputs which enter the productive process. In virtually 

all cases, tne existing data could not be used directly, but rather were 

subjected to a series of transformations so that they conformed to the 

concept s in the model. 

· A major aim in this process was to develop procedures sufficiently 

general so that the production side of CHAC could be altered readily to 

incorporate more d'istrict..;.level detail, to aggregate it,or. to selectively 

aggregate some portions and d.isaggregate others in order to shift the focus 

of investigation. Another aj~, regarding the technology set in particular, 

l·Tas to . describe feasible . technological alternatives other than the set of 

farming practices observed in the base period. 

2. Definition of districts and regions 

On the product supply side of CHAC, there are twenty submodels. 

Each represents either rainfed · (temporal); irrigated, or tropical cultivation, 

and each covers a particular set of countries or districts, which are not 

necessarily contiguous. Cropping and investment ·activities are specified 

by subrnodel. The submodels are grouped into four major geographical regions, 

' and labor constraints are specified for each region. ·This treatment reflects 

the different regional wa-ge rates and ·the different degrees of interregional . 

labor rnobi~ity. 

For. the irrigation subrnodels, th~ spa~ial building blocks are· the 

administrative irrigation districts of the Secretaria de Recursos Hidr£ulicos. 

Some submodels represent individual irrigation districts, andothersrepresent 

multiple districts. In the present formulation of aiAC, all but one of the 

single-district submodels are in the northwestern part of the country t-J"here 

most of the export crops are produced. Hol-rever, the product ion matrice s were 
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designed so that it is a relatively simple matter to add submodels for 

individual districts in other areas. 

In the case of temporal and tropical agriculture, the submodels 

are defined on the basis of altitude and aru.J.ual rainfall rates, which 

together determine climatic conditions. In Mexico, crops are cultivated 

at altitudes ranging from sea level to 2700 meters, and under rainfall 

conditions of .).~00 .mm/year to more than 1.500 mm/year. ~he kinds of crops 

cultivable, and their yields, vary considerably over climatic zones. Figure 

1 shows the basis for defining the five temporal submodels (A to E) and the 

three _tropical submodels (A to C). 
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-· ··· · ·. ~ - .~; -:•· ··• ··. :-. : .. ... -;. ~ .: .·.the'basic·· major · regions· in.to ' which· the ···subniodels are ·· gr·ouped ·are· ·.·.. · · · ·· · 

as follows (see map): 

, 

_(I) .. The ·Northwest - an arid of large scale ~rrigatiori along 

(II) 

a thousand--mile coastal strip between the Gulf of 
California and the Sierra }~dre Occidental, plus Baja 

·· California; Agriculture is more extensively mechanized 
here than in any other region. 

The North - the rest of the northern part of the country; 
th:Ls region is also extremely arid and cultivatable only · 
1vith irrigation except for the eastern portions near the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

(III) The Central Plateau - an area of mixed rainfed and irrigated 
farms, concentrated along the course of the Lerma River; 
the farms are generally smaller than in the North and North
west; .ti-Tenty years ago this 1-1a s the most productive region 
in Hexican agriculture, but it has been surpassed by the 
northern regions. 

(IV) The South - tropical agriculture with very few systems of 
water control; due to the mountainous terrain, this 
region is the most remote from the maJor urban markets. 

Table 2 gives more exact descriptions of each submodel. 
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1. for irrigation submodels, the location is .defined in terms of the 
administrative irrigation ·districts of the 1'--Iinistry of Hater Resources 
(s.~.H.) •. . For r~infed . and tropical areas, altitude and. rainfall def.ine 
the submodels; and each submodel 1 s precise coverage is stated in terms 
of municipios (counties). Each municipio is assigned wholly to one 
submodel. 

2. The farm types are as follows: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

I .- . irrigated 
LR - rainfed, large farms (ten has. or more) 
SR -·rainfed, small farms (less than ten haso) 
R - rainfed 
T - tr9.pical 
In -many of .the irrigation submodels there are additional distinctions 
among farms, based primarily on efficiency in 1vater use .. 

The remaining S.R~H. districts in the states of Baja California, 
Sonora, and Sinaloa: Santo llimingo, Guasave; Hocorito; Colonias Yaquis; 
Costa de Hermosillo; R{o Altar; Rio Altar, Pitiquito y Caborca; Rlo Hayo; 
~aymas: . · 

The nine S.R.H. districts in the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and 
Durango (including Don Hart{n, which is in both Coahuila and Nuevo I.eoi-1). 

The nine S.R.H. districts in the states of ~mevo Le6n and Tamaulipas. 

The · rainfed port ions of the 17 municipios in Guanjuato vlhich are at 
least partly contained in the S.R.H. districts of Alto Rfo Lerma and 
La Begona~ . . 

In order to evaluate a set of investment alternatives Hhich includes 
transforming rainfed land into irrigated land, submodels -8, 9, and 10 
are solved togeth.er, known collectively as · 11El Baj {o 11 • 

/. Mostly. parts of the states of Puebla, Guanajuato, Hidalgo and Queretaro. 

Mostly the states of Jalisco, Hichoaccfu ~d Horel~s. 

10. Mostly the states of the northern part of the Central Plateau plus those · 
. further north. 

11. · MOstly the state of M~xico. 

12. Mostly portions of the states .of Oaxaca, Guerrero, Nayarit; Ver~ruz, 
and Tamaulipas. (A small part of this submodel lies in Region II.) 

13. The 73 irrigation districts in the states of Jalisco·, 11fucico, Michoa.can, 
Morelos, Hidal go, Aguascalientes, Puebla, Queretaro, Tl~~cala, and 
Zacatecas. Virtually all of these districts ar e quite small compared to 
those of the Nor th and the Northuest. 
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Notes to t able 2, cont. 
... .. . 

14. 

15. 

./ 
Mostly the states of Chiapas, Guerrero, and Veracruz. 

MOstly the states of Tabasco, Campeche, and Yucat{n. 

r6~· Mostly part ·of Puebla·, Chiapas, and Veracru~; 

17. The 31 irrigatipn districts in the tropical states of Ver~cruz, Chiapas, 
Campeche, Yucatan, Guerrero, Oaxaca, Colima, and Nayarit. 

18. The coverage of the various rainfed and tropical submodels does not . 
fall entirely i~ the Central Plateau and Tropical regions, resp~ctively. 
However, the regional designations are good approximations, and the wages 
in rainfed and tropical areas are very simi lar in magnitude to those of 
the Central Plateau and South regions in general. 
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3. Production alternatives 

.. For each of the twenty submodels, various production alternatives 

have been identified. Each alternative describes a production pr ocess which 

embodies a fixed combination of resource inputs for a given level of output. 

1~ere are a total of 2345 column vectors representing such production 

alternatives in the model. (See Table 2.) The production alternati~es 

are functi ons of: (a) regional cropping pattern·s, ~b) calendars of 

cultivation practices .by crop, (c) classes of land soiJ. types, efficiency 

of water use, and climate, (d) modes of irrigation, and (e) degrees of 

mechanization. · 

3 ~ 1 Reg·ional cropping pat terns 

In each of the submodels, crops were identified for production 

sets on the basis of the cropping . patterns observed in the corresponding 

district during the 1960's. Since yields, fertiliz.er requirements, and 

other elements of the production vector are dependent on local soil and 

climate conditions, activities cannot be specified for crops which have 

nQt been .grown previously in that district. . This does not arpear to be 

a serious omission in the Mexican context. Producers j n irrigated areas already 

cultivate a ~Tide variety of crops, and, on the other hand, there are only a 

limited number of crops which are -v;eiLl adapted to conditions of rainfed 

ag~icul.ture in Mexico~ 

Table 2 shows the various .crops specified in each submodel. The 

basis for crop selection in irrigation s~bmodels is the time series of 

statistics published for irrigation districts by the Secretaria de Recursos 

Hidrciulicos.* The information utilized for temporal and tropical submodels 

* See , for example , Secretari a de Recursos Hidr~ulicos (1969). 
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was provided by the Direccibn General de Econom{a Agr{cola in the Secretar{a 

de Agricultura y Ganaderia. 

3~2 Calendars of cultivation practice~ 

Several Mexican agencies compile cost of production estimates qy 

crops and location, but. these compilations are based on the sequence of 

cultivation tasks and not on economic inputs. · After identifying the crops 
, 

to be included in the model, the next step was ~o establish the agricultural 

calendar · for e.ach -of t he 234.5 pro duction activities. The calendar specifies 

the dates of planting, irrigating, fertilizing, crop tending, and harvesting. 

The vect_or of production coefficients ~s derived fr~m the agri-

cultural calendar. For a _ given crop and location, the number of irrigation 

applications is not constant, but rather it varies with the month of planting. 

For a crop in a particular irrigation district, there are as many as four 

alternative planting dates in the model, two summer months and two winter 

months. For example,in .the submodel for the Culma.ya area, it is possible 

to cultivate corn either in summer· or winter. Winter corn may be planted 

in December and harvested in June, or planted in January and harvested in 

July. Summer corn ·may occupy the land from }fuy to November or from June to 

December. (See Figure 2. ) 

For irrigation submodels, the alternative agricultural calendars 

viere taken from information supplied by the Secretar{a de Recursos· Hidra'ulico-s • . 

For each temporal or tropical submodel, there exists only one planting date 

.:. and hence one : calendar o·f cultivat ion ·activities - depending on the 

month in which the rains begin. Planting dates were taken from information 

supplied by the Secretar {a de Agricultura y Ganaderia. 

3.3· Classes of land and water 

The temporal and tropical submodels are defined on the basis of 

climatic conditions - hence are not necessarily contiguous. The irrigation 

submodels refer to the administrative irrigation districts of the 
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Secretar{a de Recursos Hidra{llicos. * Within each district,. there are 

as many a9 four zones demarcated by that ministry to represent varying 

degrees of efficiency in use of reservoir water. In each zone, a different 

amount of gross water release at the dam is required to achieve the same 

net amount of water on the field. The water losses depend upon the length 

of canals and their state of repair. 

Irrigation water is specified in two forms: gravity and well 

water. The former includes water from reservoirs and river pumps, and 

its allocation is controlled by the Secretar{a de Recursos Hidr{ulicos. 

The latter is supplied. by _private ·tubewells. · In some of the irrigation 

submodels, both water sources are specified. 

The \'later input norms differ for gravity and well water, due to 

larger transmission losses in the gravity-fed reticulation system. The 

prices also differ. For gravity water, the ad~inistrative levy is entered 

as a cost in the objective function. For well water, the pumping cost is 

entered. Since both types of water are available in limited quantities 

CHAC determines a shadow cost which normally is greater than these direct 

costs. · The shadow cost is determined by monthly and annual restrictions. 

* In some cases, the area in these districts is augmented to provide 
coverage of lands irrigated by dispersed wells. 
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Figure 2. Alternative calendars of cultivatio~ in a sample submodel of CH.liC (CUlmaya) 
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3.4 Degrees of mechanization 

The irrigated-nonirrigated distinction is one of the ways in 

which CHAC distinguishes more capital-intensive and more l~bor-intensive 

agriculture. Individual crops also vary enormously in their unit labor 

requirements.* In addition, alternative degrees of mechanization have 

been specified for each crop and location. # 

In CHAC in entirety, ther e are three degrees of mechanization 

· ·for each . crop: mecha~ized, partially mechanized, and non-mechanized. In 

some locations,_ depending on the observed techniques in the base period, 

only t1-10 degrees are specified. To account for the time lapse inherent in 

adoption of new techniques, only one-degree changes of technique are 

permitted in CHAC in the six-year period studied (1968-74). That is, for 

districts in which only nonmechanized techniques were observed in the base 

period, QiAC includes partially mechanized and nonmechanized activities. 

The alternative degree · of mechanization do not affect yields per 

hectare; tha t is, they lie along an isoquant. The totaliy mechanized tech

nique is d~fined so that all operations requiring traction power are done 

with machinery rather than animals. These operations include land prepa

_ration, harve sting, and some intermediate cultivation steps. There are 

crop-specific variations. For example, in .Mexico cotton is always harvested 

manually, no matter how capital-intensive the other operations. In this 

case, the mechanized cotton produc~ion technique includes manual harvest. 

· The partially rriec.hanized technique refers to the practice of 

using mechanical power for land preparation and seeding, while using draft 

animals for all other operations. In the nonmechanized technique, draft 

animals are used for all traction operations. These discrete alternatives 

* See Tables 3 and 4 of this chapter and also Table 6 of chapter IV. 4. 
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are the major ones observed in Mexico. When a farmer adopts only partial 

mechanization, he is very likely to use it at the beginning of the crop 

calendar in order to facilitate the process of getting the crop in the 

ground. 

Machinery operators' time is one of the inputs in the mechanized 

techniques. When dr-aft animals are used, a (much larger) input of unskilled 

agriculture labor is required. The input norms in CHAC reflect both kinds of 

labor. Since machine17 operators do not appear to be a binding resource in 

Mexico, the supply of their services is assumed to be infinitely elastic. 

Hence .their services are not explicit inputs in CHAC, but the are reflected 

in the machine~ cost entries in the objective function. 

The i'nput ·requirements for plovling, harvesting, ·and other power 

operations depend only on the degree of mecha~ization and, for harvesting, 

on the crop. They do not vary. over districts. Plorrlng requirements per 

hectare are standard, and harvest requirements per ton are standard by crop. 

. ~-
Through published data and field s_urveys. of one of the authors (Bassoco), 

it was possible to estimate these standard norms for each degree of 

mechanization·. · In _ thi-S manner, activities were formed which represent degrees 

of mechanization other than those observed in a partic11lar district. 

* The basic published series on costs of production are those of the 
Secretaria de Recursos Hidraulicos, the Aseguradora ~acional Agr{cola 
y Ganaderia, the Institute Nacional de Investigaciones Agr{colas, and 
the Banco Nacional de Cr~dito Ejiaal. 

t < 
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4. Technical product i on coefficients 

I nf ormation on agricultural production costs typically comes.in the 

form of estimates of total expenses per "operation", such as plowing, 

irrigation, and f ertilizer applications. These estimates include costs of 

materials, labor, draft animal s , and -machinery services. There are also 

estimates of the number of di stinct irrigation releases, fertilizer applications, 

·etc., per crop -and distr ict. To form activi ties for CHAC, the problem was 

to convert this i nformat i on i nto statements of required economic inputs, 

such a s l abor , fertilizer, and credit. To f acilitate this conversion,the 

unit ·activity level i n all case s was defined to be cultivation of one 

hectare, r ather than one ton of output. · 

4.1 . Labor,- machinery, draft animals 

For each crop and degree of mechanization, standard inputs of labor 

and services of machinery and . draft animals have been defined for each 

operation in the agricultur al calendar. These operations include both 

those .which involve traction power . and those which do not. They range 

from land preparation and seeding, through plant tending and application 

of water and .chemical _products, to · th e harvest. The standard inputs per 

operation are cons tant over ·districts. But the number of required operations 

varies over districts in some cases (plant tending, application of chemicals, 

water releases), and t he yield per hectare also varies over di-stricts. Hence 

the total l abor requirement per hec t ar e varies over districts for a given 

crop and _a given degree of mechanization. The number of operations and 

yields per district are taken from data published by the four institutions 

mentioned above. 

The assumption of standard inputs per operation, r egardless of 

location , is not exactly t r ue , but it is a cl ose approximation to r eality. 

The number of tractor hours required t o plow a hec t are varies someuhat , 

depending on the average soil condit ions in a dist rict, but i t do es not 
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vary greatly. To carry out the standard operation concept, machinery use 

requirements have been normalized for a tractor of sixty horsepmv-er. Inputs 

of labor, animal power, and machinery services are expressed in days of 

labor. This concept is the bridge between technical agronomic information 

and the economic information of G~AC. It also pex~its ready identification 

of those portions of input packages l-vhich vary over crops, districts, 

planting dates, and degrees of mechanization. 

·Apart from the differing degrees of mechanization~ some crops are 

simply more labor-intensive than others. The mechanized form of cotton 

cultivation requires almost twice as much labor per hectare as the non

mechani-zed form of wheat· cultivation. This may be seen from Tables 3 and 

4, lihich sho~r; the labor, machinery, and animal power inputs into the 

standard operations for tv-To major crops (cotton a,nd wheat ). 

. 'The range of techniques in Table 3 and 4 imply certain elasticities 

of substitution of labor for capital. Calculated at the mid-points of the 

relevant range, they are as follmv-s: 

Cotton 

Mechanized to partially mechanized, - .- .178 

Partially mechanized to nonmechanized,- ·.231 

"Wheat 

Hechanized to partially mechanized, -1.603 

Partially mechanized to nonmechanized,- .264 

That grains offer more scope for factor substitution than cotton and many 

vegetable s. 

4.2 Land and water 

The unit level of operation of the CHAC production activities is 

one hectare . Land inputs are specified monthly . Hance the normal l and 

input. coefficient is 1.0, signifying use of one hectare in a particular 



Table 3 . . Sequence of standard operations for cotton cultiv~tion 

(Days of unskil~ed labor , machinery services , and draft animal services r equired per hectare by month) 

.Mechanized Partialll -Mechanized Non-mechanized 
Cultivation~peration Unskilled 

Machinery 
Unskilled 

11achLYJ.ery Animals Unskilled 
l>'Iol1th labor labor· l abor · Ariimals 

1st Preparatory tasks • 12 ._1 2 1. 0 . 2 .o 
Fallmv- .5 .5 3.0 6.0 
Cross-plowing 2.5 5.0 
Harrowing ~2 ·• 2 .5 1. 0 
Land levelling .25 .25 1. 0 2. 0 
Cc-'J.nal cleaning 1.0 1.0 1. 0 

2nd Irrigation ditches 1.0 .2 1.0 .2 2.0 2.0 
Forming bo r ders ~ .2 .2 2.0 
Linking borders Q/ '1 • 0 1.0 
Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 
H3.rrowing .'2. .2 2.0 . 4.0 
Seeding and fer t ili zation .2 .2 .2 .2 . 4. 0 
Maintenance of field works .2 .2 t 

2.0 
~ 

-.J 

3rd Thining plants 4.0 4.0 4.0 PJ 

Cultivation .2 2.0 4 .0 2.0 4.0 
~veeding 6.0 6. 0 6.0 
Applicatio ns 

of insect icides (2) 

4th Fertilization .2 2.0 2.0 
Cultivation .2 2.0 4 •. 0 2.0 -4.0 
Heeding 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Wate r applications (2) 4.0 4.0 4.0· 
Applications 

of i nsecticides (2) 

5th Cultivation ."2 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 
Wee ding 12 .o 6.0· 12.0 
l·later applications (2) _ 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Applications 

of insecticides (2) ~ 



.Table J. Sequence of standard· ?perations for cotton cultivation {Cont.) 

(Days of unskilled labor, machinery services, and draft animal services required per hectare by month) 

O~ltiva~ion\Operation 
mo!'lth 

6th Heeding 
Hater application 
Application of 

insecticides 

7th Harvest £/(per ton) 
Transport to farm gate 

8th Har vest£/ (per ton) 
Trasport to farm gate 

9th Harvest £1 (per ton) 
Transport to farm ~ate. 

Notes: 
a/ troordeo 11 

b/ 11pea-ar bordos" - 5 

Mechanized 
Unskilled Yachinery 

labor 

6.0 
2.0 

. Partially mechanized 

Unskilled ·Machinery . Animals 
labor 

6.0 
2.0 

Page 2 

Non-mechanized 
Unskilled P~imals 

labor 

6.0 
2.0 

c/ For cotton, insecticide applications are made by airplane. 
~ Normally the harvest covers three months, with 30%, 50%, and 20%, occurring in each successive month. 

' 

----·-- -



Table 4. Sequence of standard operations for wheat cultivation 

(Days of unskilled labor, machinery services, and draft animal services required per hectare by m0nth) 

Mechanized Partially mechanized Non-mechanized 
Cul ti vat ion Operation Unskilled- Unskill ed Unskilled 

mo!.1t.h l abor 
1'1achinery 

l abo r - M~chinery A."limals 
labor Machinery Animals 

1st Canal cleaning 1. 0 1.0 1 .. 0 
Fallm-v .5 .5 3.0 6.0 
Cross-plowing 2.5 5.0 
Harrowing .-"2 .2 .5 1.0 
L.and levelling .25 ·• 25 1.0 2.0 

2nd Irrigation ditches 1.0 .2 1.0 .2 2.0 2.0 
Borderi ng or bench terracing .2 .-2 2.0 
Linking borders 1.0 1.0 
Seeding and fertilization .2 .2 .2 ~ • 2 4.0 
Ha:-rot·:ing .5 1.0 
Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 

I_ 

3rd Appl i cations of herbicides .2 3.0 3.0 ~ 

....... ~ 

Fertilization ~2 2.0 2.0 ' · 
Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 

4th Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Application of insecticides .2 3.0 3.0 
Application of herbicides .2 3.0 3.0 

5th Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Applicat ion of insecticides .2 3.0 3.0 

6th Water application 2.0 2.0 2.0 

7th Combi ne harvesting (per ton) .27 .27 
Hand cutting : 4.0 
Hand threshing . • 13 
Tr ansport to farm gate .12 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 

I 
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calendar month. An exception is made at the beginning of the cultivation 

cycle, when land preparation activities may require less than a full month. 

Plowing .w-fth.draft animals, together with assoc:Lated.ac~ivities, usually 

requires a month 1 s work. With mechanized techniques, ho1-1ev·er, the same 

operation requires about ten days. Hence in the mechanized technique, a 

coefficient of 0.33 is .used instead of 1.~. 

important when double cropping is feasible. 

This land sayings can be 

Another exception is made in the case of the harvest, also to 

differentiate technique. In the case of alfalfa and barley, the form of 

the crop harvested is reflected in the length of time for Hhich the land 

is used. Green alfalfa is removed from the land at the time of harvest, 

but dry .alfalfa occupies the land longer in the drying process. Figure 2 

shows the monthly land coefficients for various cropping activities in the 

submodel for Culmaya. From the figure it may be seen which·double-cropping 

combinations are feasible and which are not. For example, a 1vheat-soybeans 

·or wheat-sorghum rotation pattern is feasible, but .wheat-sesame is not. In 

some cases, a particular rotation is prevented only because a mechanized 

harvest ·is not possible for one crop. This is most often true of fuits 

and vegetables. If it were possible to mechanize the harvest of cantaloupe, 

a soybe~n-cantaloupe rotation would be feasible. Tomatoes require a 

sufficiently long grmdng season that they cannot be rotated vli th. any other 

crop. Hence cost of tomatoes cultivation includes the lost opportunity for 

double cropping. 

The irrigation requirements are given by the irrigation schedules 

formulated by the Secretarfa de Recursos Hidraulicos for each crop and 

district. The coefficients are measured in cubic feet of gross Hater 

rel ase from the irrigation source. As noted, in some of the submodols there 
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are as many as four zones defined with respect to efficiency in gravity 

water use . Gross well water coefficients differ from those for gravity 

water, due to · diff_erent rates of water loss in the reticulation· systems •. 

4.3 Credit, fertilizer, improved seeds, yields 

Short-term credit requirements are related to total production costs, 

and hence -they vary over crop, district, and technique. The basis for . 

estimation of credit requirements is the set of credit norms used by the 

Banco Nacional de Cre'dito Ejidal. 

Inputs of f ertilizers and pesticides are grouped together in a 

row defining chemical inputs. The coefficients are given in pesos rather than 

physical ur:-its. Inputs of improved seeds also are given in pesos. Both 

sets of coefficients reflect prevailing practices and yields in each 

· submodel area; 

Yields vary '\vi th the submodel (reflecting soil and climate 

conditions ) and local practices regarding application of chemical inputs . 

1-i'or irrigation district subrnodels , these yields are five-year averages of 

yield statistics compiled by the Secretar{a de Recursos Hidraulicos. For 

submodels representing non-irrigated agriculture, yields are compiled as 

t \ 
I ~ 

!. 

l 
i 
~ .. 

' 
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appropriate weighted averagesof state-level data in the national agricultural 

plan of the Secretar{a de Agricultura y Ganaderia. Table 5 shows the range of 

variation of yields in CHAC. 

5. Sources of variation in the technical coefficients 

In summary, variations in the technical coefficients in CHAC 

arise from two kindf? of sources: (a) geographical differences which give 

rise to variations in cultivation calendars, fertilization and crop cultivation 

practices, irrigation requirements, and yields; and (b) alternative degrees of 

mechanization and efficiency in 1vater use ~rithin the same submodel area. 

Table 6 shmv-s the effect of mechanization on the -coefficients for 

labor, machinery services, and draft animal services. Coefficients for two 

· sample submodels ~re shown. Table 7 summarizes the sources of variation in 

all types of coefficients, grouped by basic agricultural operations. In 

labor, for example, there are ~wo kinds of coefficients: those which varJ 

over submodel districts and those which do not. The latter include labor 

inputs · for land preparation activities. For the harvest, labor inputs 

per ton are constant but yields vary among districts. Coefficients which 

are district-specific ~re those related to cultural _operations: weeding, 

fertilization, applications of insecticides, etc. 

6. Re8trictions on resource availabt_lity 

6.1 Labor force 

There are two sources for estimates of the agricultural labor 

force in Mexico: the decennial population censuses and the agric_ul tural 

censuses. More resources have been invested in the population censuses, 

and as a result they are widely considered to be more reliable. However, 

they are deficient in that the virtually ignore family labor. The agricultural 

census for 1960, on the other hand, lists 1 • S million unpaid family vmrkers 

on ejidal farms alone (vs. 0.1 million family w·orkers in the 61 tire sector 

.. 
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Table 6. Variation of cotton input coefficients -v;ith degrees of mechanization, 
in two sample districts 

(unit :days ) 

El Fuerte Rio Yagui 
I nput Mechanized 

Partly Non- Hechanized Partly 
mechanized mechanized mechanized 

Mach~nery servic e_s ).63 2.07 0 3.23 2.07 

Mule services 0 32.00 .58 .00 0 32.00 

·Labor: 
January 8.0 12.0 12 .0 
February 8.0 10 .0 10.0 1.0 1.0 
¥J.arch 8.0 10.0 10e0 4.2 4 .. 2 
April 8.0 10.0 10.0 12 .o 14.0 
}:lay 10.2 12 .. 2 12.2 8.0 12 .o 
June 13.7 1.5.7 1.5.7 12 .o 14.0 
July. .· 5 .• 5 7.5 7.5 8.0 8.0 
August 8!2 10.2 
September 13-7 15.7 
October 1.0 1.0 9.0 5.5 7 • .5 
November 4 . 2 4.2 14eO 
December 10.0 10.0 14.0 

Yield (tons/ hectare ): 
Cotton fiber. .868 .868 .868 .828 .828 
Cotton seed 1.488 1.488 1.488 . 1 • 421 1.421 

(Total labor ) (76.6) ( 92.6) . (108.4) (72.6) (86.6) 

Note: 

lVith -different planting dates, the months and , in some cases, the values o·f 
co efficients change. 

.:. 
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Table 7. Sources of variation in the technical coefficients 

Land class Type of 

Crop 
Planting 

within a irrigation Degree of date (well or submodel ravity) 
mechanization-_. 

Unskilled labor , 
. Land preparation X X 
Harvest X X 
Others X X 

Machinery services 
Land preparation X X 
·Harvest x · X 
others X X 

Draft animal services 
Land preparation X X 
Harvest X 
Others X X 

Land X X X 

Irrigation water X X X 

Chemical inputs X X 

Improved seeds X 

Short-term cred·it X X 

Yield X X 

Submodel 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

x. 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

I 
I 
I 
! 
l 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
.I 

I 
1 

I 
I 

.I 

I 
i 
f 

I 
t 

t. 
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according to the population census for the same year). In spite of this 

problem, the population census of 1960 has been t aken as the basis for the 

CHAC labor force, with suitable augmentation for family lab~r. The figures 

have been projected forward to 1968 in accordance with regional labor force 

growth rates calculated from the 1960 census and the preliminary tabulations 

of the 1970 census. These regional growth rates add up to about a 2;0% growth 

* rate for the sector as a 1-1hole. Total populat-ion has been increasing at 

about 3•5%, but annua~ rural-urban migration has amounted to about 1.5% of 

the rural population. 

The population census itself contains .two kinds of Hagricultural" 

labor force ·estimates. One is by occupational category and the other is by 

sector. For the sectors agricultur e (1.~., crops), livestock, forestry, 

hunting, and fishing,the total labor force is estimated at 6,143,530 in 

1960. For the three occupational categories "field workers," ejidal farmers," 
-~~ 

.and "non-ejidal farmers; 11 the tot-al is 4,642,453 persons. The latter 

correspond to crop agriculture. Of this total, 2,671,852- persons are listed 

~s heads of farm households ("propietarios"), and 1,970,601 are essentially 

field workers. 

To e stimate the family labor component, recourse is made to the 

demographic figures on family - compo~ition. The average farm household has 

about 5.5 persons, and about half the population is under 15 years of age. 

Since a wife is occupied in the ho~se most of the time, it is assum~d that 

she contributes one-tenth the field work of her husband. These and other 

figures yield the following table: 

* ~io percent is the growth rate a ssured by Kee sing and Manne for unskilled 
agricultural labor . See chapter II.1, section 4. 

~Hr Table 27 of the 1 960 popul at ion census . 
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(a) (b) 
cJ 

~ (a x b) 

Family Number Labor 
Labor 

member· per equivalent equivalent household factor 

Household head 1 .00 1 .oo 1 .oo 

Spouse .95 .1 0 .1 0 

Childrm under 15 2. 75 

Children over 15 0.80 .50 .40 
1.50 

As the table shows, there are 1.5 male adult-equivalent laborers per family. 

This implies that total family labor in 1960 comp~ised 1,335,926 

persons. This is less than the family labor estimated for ejidos alone in 

the agricultural census, but recall that the reliability of the latter is 

doubtful. Also the CHAC estimate of the unskilled labor force is substantially 

higher than that used in DINAMICO, .so it 1-1as deemed better to err on the 

conservative side than in the other direction. 

Hence·, the total labor · fo"rce engaged in 'crop agriculture in 196o 

is defined as follows: 

farm heads 

family laborers 

day laborers 

Total 

2,671,852 

. 1,335,926 

1_ 2970,601 

5' 978,.379 

Since CHAC excludes long-cycle crops, the labor force figure for the 

model is correspondingly reduc ed. The total labor force which appears in 

CHAC for 1968 is 5,181,945. This ref~ects both the 196Q-1968 labor force 

increase and the deduction of the labor engaged in long-cycle crops. 
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Farmers and family labor are specified by submodel in CHAC and day 

laborers by region. To obtain the figures for each spatial en~ity, county-

level ·data from the 1960 census were aggregated.· As noted, to arrive at ·1968 

estimates, the annual regional labor force growth rate during 1960-70 was 

utilized.* 

6. 2 . Land a!1d 1-1ater 

The monthly land restrictions in CHAC are based on cultivable land 

.estimates by the ~ecretar{a de Agricult ura and the Secretar{a de · Recursos 

Hidr£ulicos. For non-irrigated submodels, the building blocks are counties. 

Each county is assigned to a submodel according to its altitude and rainfall, 

as shmm in figure 1 • For irrigation submodels, the building blocks are 

the administr~tive irrigation districts. In some submodels, additional 

land is included to represent scattered irrigation sites which lie outside 

the _jurisdiction of the administrative districts. 

Water restrictions and specified annuaDyand monthly in CHAC. For 

gravity water, the annual restrict-ions represent limitations on the annual 

rate of replenishment of reservoir water, while the monthly restrictions 
- . . . -)H~-

represent limitations on the capacity of the canal system for water delivery. 

For pumped water from wells, the annual restrictions represent legal limits 

designed to maintain the water table level, and the monthly restrictions 

refer to pumping ·capacity. 

* Based on .preliminary 1.97.0 population census data. · Since the processing 
of the 1970 census was incomplete w·hen the CHAC data were being compiled, 
the 1960 census was used as the base for the labor force estimates. 

~~ In two submodels, the monthly restrictions also represent water availability, 
with opportunities for intertemporal -v;ater transfer by I;,9lding it the 
reservoir - at the cost of evaporation loss. For the Rlo Colorado submodel, 
1-1hich represents an area on the U.s. border, the monthly and annual 
restrictions are in accord with an international treaty on water use. 
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7. Product prices 

For the 1968 solutions of CHAC, the domestic demand curves are passed 

through a point representing actual base-period prices and quantities. For the 

1974 solutions, this point is shifted .to represent income an~ population 

growth and income elasticities. 

For prices, 1967-69 averages 1vere used in order to minimize the effect 

of short-term fluctuations. Rather than using existing sector-wide price 

estimates, it was deemed better to construct new sector-Wide ·estimates from 

micro·-level data. Weighted averages of local prices were c9nstructed. 'I'he 

Secretar{a de Recursos Hidraulicos collects quite extensive information on 

loccil crop prices_ 'every year, so these were used as the. basis 'for the 

sectoral estimates. It was assumed that neighboring irrigated and non

irrigated plots face the same price for a given crop. But, as reported in 

the statistics, prices vary substantially between regions and to a lesser 

extent between major areas within a region. This procedure permits the 

application of the S.R.H. price data to all producing areas, irrigated and 

non-irrigated.· . Pricee were weighted 1-d.th local production statis_tics for 

both kinds of agriculture. 

Table 8 presentsproduction estimates and computed average prices 

by Qrop for irr~gated, temporal, and tropical areas and for the sector 

as a whole. 

In the case of a fe1-.r crops, the operations of the national price

support agen·cy ( CONASUPO) have resulted in a spread between the farm-gate 

price and the corresponding price to consumers, after accounting for 

processing and transportation costs. For these crops, OONASUPO incurs a 

budgetary deficit. For CHAC, it was ne~essary to reduce the farm-gate 

price of these crops by an amount which reflects the subsidy to consumers. 

This yields a market~clearing price and quantity, and the CHAC demand 
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curves are passed through _that point. 

Export markets are specified independently of the dome-stic markets 

in CHAC. For products which Mexico exports, it is assumed that the 

Hexican share of the world market is sufficiently small so that the country 

is a price-taker. In some cases, the quantity exported is limited by 

* international agreements or by import quotas in other countries. For 

imports . also., the fixed-price assillTlption is made. 

For exports, farm-gate prices used in CHAC. These are less than 

f.o.b. prices. For imports, prices appropriate to consumption in Mexico 

city are required; these are higher than c.i.f. prices. This puts imports 

on the same price basis as domestic sources of supply. 

8. Factor prices 

For sector-wide inputs, the prices used in CHAC are market prices. 
-~-

This includes hired labor, for_ which the wage varies over regions. For 

land, a district-level resourc~prices are completely endogenous. For water, 

. the well pumping costs and administrative charges for release of reservoir 

water are registered in the objective function, but since quantities of 

available' v-rat~r are limited, the mo-del also computes a shadow rental. 

Table 9 shows the calculation of the price of tractor services. 

Similar calculations were made for pumping costs of wells and services of 

draft animals. 

* In the case of sugar,two export markets have been introduced into CHAC: 
one reflecting the Mexican quota for U.S. imports and- the other, at a 
lower price, reflecting the free international market. 

** The pricing of l abor, including imputation of farmers reservation wages, 
is explained in chapter IV.1. 
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Table 8. Basa-p~riod domestic prices and production in ·CHAC 
(1968) 

National average 
C Farm-gate price (pesos/ton) Production (tons) . farm-gate 
rop Irrigated Temporal Tropical Irrigated Temporal Tropical price 

~--------------- _(pesos/ton) 

Garlic 

Cotton fiber 

Alfalfa (dry) 

Alfalfa (green) 

Rice 

Oats 

Sugar cane 

Safflower 

Squash 

Peanuts 

Onions 

Forage barley 

Grain barley 

Dry chile 

Green chile 

Sta~rberrie s 

2 213 

2 459 

354 

126 

1 134 

653 

64 

1 544 

1 593 

637 

86 

1 014 

7 554 

1 413 

1 977 

2 381 

31.0 

·1 270.8 ' 

10 932.0 

1 358 368.6 

805 22.0 

63 14 216.9 

1 552 173.4 

576 

1 298 

862 

8 15J 

1 651 . 

24.5 

122.7 

-135.3 

17.7 

121 .5 

109.3 

87.2 

75.3 

. 108.1 

50.7 

191.9 

4.1 -

50.9 . 

131 • 8 . 

14 926.0 

2 213 

2 447 

354 

126 

1 219 

774 

64 

1 546 

576 

1 391 

637 

86 

925 

7 677 

1 496 

1 977 

Nati onal 
pro duct ion 

(tons ) 

31.0 

1 504 .1 

10 932 .0 

500 .4 

109 .2 

29 142 . 9 

248.7 

108 .1 

75. 2 

122. 7 

327 .2 

21.8 

171 .5 

109.3 
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Table 8. Bas·e-period domestic prices and production in CHAC (Cont.) 
~ (1968) 

Pa e 2 

. Farm-gate J2rice (J2esos/tcn) Production (tons) 
National average 

National 
Crop 

farm-gate production Irrigated Temporal Tropical Irrigated Temporal Tropical price 
( esos/ton) (tor.s) 

Beans . 2 202 2 070 1 726 104.5 720.7 119.4 2 040 944 .6 

Chickpeas 1 153 967 24.4 159.2 992 183.6 

Lima beans 855 865 14.2 ' 31 .9 862 45.4 

Tomatoes .1 998 1 255 586.2 78.8 1 906 665. 0 

Sesame 1 500 2 382 2 438 30.2 140.6 22.7 2 407 193 .5 

Flaxseed 1 701 1 661 . 8.8 1 o. 1 1 680 18 .9 

Corn 940 908 935 1 750.5 5 42'5.6 2 059.1 920 9 255.2 

Cantaloupe 682 142.5 682 142.5 

Potatoes 973 865 239.2 164.3 929 403 .5 

Cucumber 1 301 20.5 1 301 20.5 

Pineapple . 513 297.6 513 297.6 

Watermelon 777 187.6 777 187 .6 

Sorghum 625 657 671 1 280.3 1 173.2 20.2 . 641 .. 2 523 .5 

Soybeans 1 600 1 640 259.7 2.7 1 600 272 .4 

Tobacco 7 722 .75. 7 . 7 722 75.7 

'Wheat 857 895 2 138.6 105.8 859 2 244.4 
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Notes to Table . 8 

1 • For prices, a 1 9.67-69 average is used. 

2. The average price of tomatoes is strongly influenced by the export 
price. In CHAC, a base-period domestic price of 1150 pesos/ton is 
used. 

3, The average price of cucumbers is strongly influenced by the export 
price. In CHAC, a base-period domestic price of 586 pesos/ton is 
used. 

4. In the _case of corn, it is assumed (on the basis of information . 
. contained in ·the National Agricultural Plan) that 63% o·f production 
goes to human consumption and 37% to forage uses. 

5. For corn, beans, sorghum, and wheat, the farm-gate prices in the table 
reflect the subsidies of CONASUPO. For CHAC, prices were ad;justed to 
remove the influence of the subsidy. Thus the base-period prices used 
for these crops are. as _ follows -(in pesos/ton): · . 

corn 861 

beans 1834 

sorghum 633 

wheat 800 
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Notes to Tabl e 8 

1. For prices, a 1967-69 average-is used. 

2. The average price of tomatoes is strongly influenced by the export 
price. In CHAC, a base-period domestic price of 1150 pesos/ton is 
used. 

3. The.~verage price of cucmnbers is strongly influenced by the export 
price. In CHAC, a base~period domestic price of 586 pesos/ton is 
used. 

4. In the case of corn, it is assumed (on the basis of _information 
contained 1.n the National Agricultural Plan ) that 63~~ o.f .production 
goes to human conswnption and 37% to forage uses. 

5. For corn, beans, sorghum , and Hheat, the f arm-gate prices in the table 
reflect the subsidies of CONASUPO. For CHAC, prices were adJust ed to 
remove the influence of the subsidy. Thus the base-period prices used 

· for · thes.e ·cr~ps are as follows (in pesos/ton): 

corn 861 

beans 1834 

sorghum 633 

.wheat 800 
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Table 9.. Costs a s ociated with the operation of one 60 h.p.tractor 
( 1968 pesos) ~~ 

Acguisitjon costs 

Tractor of 60 h. p. 
Rever · ible plow l-Ti th )-furrow disc 
18-disc harrow 
Land-levelling blade 
Broadcasting seeder 

· Cultivator 

· .UsefuJ life 

Gasoline and oil consumption 

75 364 
14 200 
9 250 
6 000 

. 20 000 
10 500 

135 314 

10,000 hours 

diesel , 50 li ters each 8 hours, · at 0.4 pesos/liter 
oil, 8 liters each 125 hours, at 8.0 ' pesos/liter . 
grease, 1 kilogra~ each 8 hours at 5.0 pesos/kilo 

, . 

Ylaintenance e:>..--pendi t ure s 

·transmission oiJ change, 30 lj_ters each 1500 hours, 
at 6.5 pe sos/liter 

fi lter change each 250 hours, 30 pesos 
· tire change, one set each 3)00 hoQrs at 4,500 pesos/set 
tune- up each 1000 hours, 300 pesos 
cylinder change, 600 pesos 

Summary of operating costs per hour 

depreciation 
gasoline; oil consumption 
maintenance 

-}} Apart from the operator 1 s salary. 

13.50 
).64 
2 .)8 

I 
i 

I 
I 
! 
I 
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Major Data Sot~ces 

Asegura.dora Nac::l onal Agr:fcola y Ganader1 a, Progran1a.s de Asegurc:un..i ento,. 
· · · Gi clo Prime1vera-Verano 1968-69 v Cicio--:r'iiVI'erno-.. f9'bS::69, 11ex:i. co. 

Bassoco, L., H. and D. L. Winkelmann, "ProgranJacj 6n de la Producc1.6n 
Agricola de la P arcela Ejj dal en Tres Obras de Regad:!o en el 
Est.ado de Quj ntana Roo, n Escuela Nacional de Agri cultura 
Chapi ngo, Mext co, 1 970. 

·secretar·.fa de Agricultura y Ganader.'a, Plan Naci-onal Agr{cola, 196~-69 
and 1969-70, Mexico, 1968 and 1969. 

Secretaria de I11dustrj_ a y Comercio, Anuar:i os de Comer cia Erlerior de 1955 
a 1970, Mexico,. 

Secretar1.a de Industrja y Comercio, Caracter1.sticas de las personas 
· ocupadas en el predio, IV Censo Agr1cola Gan~dero y Ejidal, 1960, 

Mexico, 1965. 

Secretaria de Industria ·y ·comercio, VIII Censo ·de Poblacj_6n: 196o, 
:tvlenc6, 1 964. 

Secretal"{a de Recursos Hidr~ulicos, Caracteristica.s en los D:istritos de 
Riege, Mexico, 1969. 

Secretar:!a de Recursos Hich-aulicos, Costos de Produccion de los Princj_pales 
~· vos en los Distr:i tos de Rie~ He:xico 1969 and earlier yeca·s. 

Secretaria de Recursos H::i draulj cos, Estad..{stica Agrj cola · para los Ciclos 
1966-67, ]967-68, 1968-69, Mexico. 

t' 
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Ii~TRODUCTION 

The present document is the Inception Report of the 

Harv~rd University Develop~ent Acvisory Service project in the 

Plc:.nnine Commission Office of the Irnt:Jeric l Ethiopian Government, 

said report being required under Appendix ~ of the contract 

c!ated D-:.;cember 11, 1971, between the Internntionnl Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (herc~fter World B~nk) and 

H~rvc.ro University, the relevQllt extract of which reQds as 

follow.s: "The Advisers will provice the IBRD withs (a) within 

one month from the Stcrting Dnte, an Inception Report showing 

the progress of the Project and a summary of interim findings; 

(b) ••••• " 

The report is delayed approximately two months beyond 

the date specified in the contract, for the reason thnt the 

Rnrvnrf ~roject director in Ethiopia gave top priority during 

this pGriod to assisting in the establishment of an crnbitious 

forei5n tr~inine program for the ac~demic year 1971/72, fecring 

th~t ru1y postpone~ent of cctivities in this connection for the 

s~~e of meeting the contractual reporting deadline would 

jeop,.rc:.i ~:e tbe ch~nces of approveC. cancic~~tes to meet deadlines 

for c:pplyin3 to foreign tr<:'..ining institutions. T-1e project 

director nlso noted the fc>,ct th.:-~t the D.A.S. hend office in 

Ccmbricge, Massachusetts, nne he personnlly were in frequent 

contc:.ct with Norld Bank officinls in Addis Ababn and Nashington, 

ensuring a substantial flow of information to ~ssist the Barn{ 
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in fulfilline its responsibilities as Executine Agent for 

this U .IT .D.P .-financec~ Project. In partinl cornpens~tion 

for th~ re:.'orting c~:zlny this report covers Project nctivi ties 

throueh /;.pril 15, 1971, including n description of the full 

1971/72 training program approved by the Heac of the Planning 

Commission Office on /,.pril 15 itself. 

PRE-PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

By agreement between U.N .D~P., the ~forld Bank, the 

Imperi~l Ethiopian Government, and Harvarc D.A.S., the pro

viGion of cert~in nc!visory service.:- to the I.E.G. Plannin8 

Commiszion Office {P.c.o.) commenced in Lurust 1970, over 

four mont::.s prior to the offici(\1 starting c'.:'..te of the Project 1 

January 1, 1971. The D.! ... S. ('..c)visar on in<'!ustri<!.l development, 

Dr. Don&lc~ C. Mee.d., .::.rri ved in t.-c!dis /~babn. on Aueust 1, 1970, 

nncl t he D.A.S. aC.viser on nacroeconomic c-.nalysis, Dr. Pc:vle 

Sicherl, c.rri ved on f.ueust 11, 1970. The discussion in a later 

section 0f the c:!.Ctivities of these two n.C:viscrs includes their 

acti vi tieo · (~urin3 the pre-Project perioc. !..lso incluced in 

the pre-Project phnse was n visit to iK1.dis Ababa durine 

November 3 - 10, 1970, by Frof•3ssor Nalter F~lcon, Deputy 

Director of tl ... e D.A.S., who together with I .g~ ':;·. officials 

and tl·1e two advisers already on the ground worked out various 

aspects of the ore?..nizational stage of the Project. 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES -- JAN. 1 - APRIL 15, 1971 

Adviser/consultant recruitment and arrivals 

During the first 100 days of the Project five more 

D.A.S. advisers arrived in Addis Ababa or were approved and 

programmed to come later in the year. The five men are: 

Clive s. Gray 

T. James Goering 

Alexander ter Weele 

Scheduled to arrive 

Bo Erik Thome 

William Dodge 

Project assignment 

Director 

Agriculture 

Education 

Monetary & Yiscal 

Transport & 
Communications . 

Date of arrival 

Jan. 6 

Jan. 16 
March 2 

May 17 
Late 
July 

At the end of the period recruitment was still 

underway in respect of the advisers on manpower and water 

resources and power. In addition, a project director was 

being recruited to replace Gray, who had been appointed to 

join the D.A.S. project in Indonesia in late 1971 before the 

question of his helping to launch the Ethiopia project had 

arisen. 

The first short-term consultant to visit Ethiopia 

under the project was David N. Smith, Secretary of International 

Legal Studies at the Harvard Law School, who spent a week in 

August 1970 advising the Ministry of Mines on mining concessions 

policy. During the reporting period Professor Raymond Vernon of 

the Harvard Business School and Professor Simon Kuznets of 
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t~1c !:I~rv~rC: Department of Economics were scheduled -tor visits 

of one to two we~ks in ~. ~~.y c.nd June. Discussion with potentin.l 

consul t antc for Gevcrr.l other assign.ilents sugecstcd by the I .E. G. 

was un.ierwc..y. 

hdviser situntions anc ~ctivitics 

Shortly ~ftcr the arriv::-.1 of Proj0ct director Gray 

tha :-Iec::-::. of the Plannin[; Commission Officn, H.E. /ito Bclai /;.bbe.i, 

errc.nc:;e ·-~ '- series of appointments for him with N1inistcrs, Vicc

~inisters, an~/or senior civil serv~nts in some twenty oper~ting 

minictries and statutory aeencics of the Imperinl Ethio?i~n 

(;overnnBnt. Through these appointments Gray w~s informed 

P"bout the status of the p lnnninr; anc~ programming units and 

relatec,. orsco.nizations of thc:;sc bodies, lee.rned of the responsible 

offici~ls 1 plcns for increasing the units' effectiveness anc 
c-.cqur_1n·c~ :~: tho officil'.ls with the objecti vcs nnd ·~ operandi 

of the u.n.D.F./H()..rvard rroject. Gray stressed pnrticulnrly 

the trainins focus of the Project, solicited n~cs of planning 

ntf1.ff H~,:) might be considered for Project-financed or other 

scholc-.rebip6 for foreign trainine in the near future, and where 

appro!:"'riate encourngec the officials concernec to undertake 

systemntic stnff development of their planning units <1nd rele.teC. 

organiz0tions, including but not limitec to recruitment of 

fresh economics graduates who would be nttractec . by favornble 

prospecto for training abronc after a year or two on the job. 

In nec-..rly a ll c~_ses Gr['.y founc <:'. highly favorable attitude 

towarc the strengt~enine of planning units and related organi-

zn tions, c ,:)mbine<i with n sincere belief in the imp<?rtance of 



sounc! econ,::~mic tr~ining for pl~nning st~ff, rcflec~cd in n 

gencrc~ willingness to e,ive st~ff members thc .nccessary leave 

in orc· .. 3r t:) follow post~raduate ntuC:ies. The names of eleven 

staff mGmbc rs were put forward for scholarships in 1971/72., 
and in-:-~.icGtions were the: t up to twice as many would be pro

posed in 1972. 

Tile lnrt;est a.l?..rc of Grny' s time in the perioc under 

review wa.D c~.evoted to putting together an integrated. training 

program for 1971/72, covering both the Planning Commission 

Office c.:n.-_-~ t La;.; ministerial/ c..gency planning units and rela tee 

organiz~tions. ITe prepared the necessary cocumentation for 

the P.c.o. Head, Deputy Head, and Training Committee, and 

carrie-.:~ ·:)Ut the functions of secretary to this Committee 

pendinc; the assicruncnt of this role to a P.c.o. staff member, 

which occurre'-~ .:1t the end of the period. 

In ether ~rc~G, Gray helped to coordinate P.C.O. 

evaluc:tL~n :Jf the manr>ower report published in February by 

the flhini :..> try of tic.tion~l Community Development anc Social 

Affairs unc?.er the title, "An /:..ssessment of Ethiopia's 

~anpower Requirements and Resources for Economic Development, 

19El-70 E.C." The P.C.O. staff members anc foreign advisers 

concerne.:: ~-&.Teed that subst~ntial further mnnpower investigation . 

w~s re~ired to provic~ the I.E.~o with the minimum of data 

necessary in order to plnn the future development of Ethiopian 

ec~ucation c .. nc: trainin3 . In t1'1e fielc, of project coordination 

c...nc evr.lun.tion, Gray l,rt:'..fted a propose:.! for n system of inter-



~g0ncy ::,r · 'j~ct committ .... es, which th\! P.CcO ~ ~ccopb:-=- -:1, along 

with oti1Br ~C:di tions su,:r:restccl by him for inclusion in the 

C.raft m1.'..!:'1Ut .. l on project p lanninc in Ethiopia., prepared uncer 

the directi~n of the P.C.O' s i~Jorl(_~ Bn.nk-secondec adviser, 

I~;:r. Colin 2ruce. Gr::-.y w:1s in vi tc -~ t o ~ ttenc:, in an observer 

cn.poci ty, msetin3s of t h_; Pl2.nninc e.nc·. Fro3ramrning Subconunittee 

of the Flcnnine Con~ission 7 and contributed to P.C.O. anc 

intcr-~3ency discussions of land settlement, incirect tax 

reform, t :1e forthcoming l~orlc~ Bank-sponsorec ngricul tural 

sector review, nnd policy papers for the ~·~ay inaugural 

mcethlE; c·f t ile Consultative Group on AiG. to Ethiopia. He 

~lso ~et on a number of occnsions with faculty members of 

the Derr.rtment of Economics and Collcee of Business at Eaile 

Sellassie I University (fi .S.I.U.) anc drafted proposals for 

coo~er~tion between University anc I.E.G. economists {see 

later Baction on the University). 

Inc~ustry adviser Mead hns worket.,_ in the Industry 

Di visi0i1 '::)f the P .c. 0. Agriculture Clnd In<..'~ustry Department 

since i:is arrival in /;.uc;ust 1970. Functioning as his counter

?t~rts nc.ve been th:-ec members of the Division, two with post

graduate c:egr e es from the Centrnl Institute of Planning uncl 

Stati.titics in Harsm~ unc one 0 . 1970 grc\(~uate of H .. S.I.U. One 

of the counterpc..rts has been eiven the ~ortfolios of tourism 

and mining , while the other two work on m,:,.nufacturing, 

foreie5fl trace and t~riffs (en<.~ one of these has been assigneG 

construction as well). Shortly after Mead's arrivnl Ato 

Philippos 1~olde Mariam returned from the u.s. with a 1'1illiams 

Colle:~e f¥.: .1;.. to become acting heaC: of the Department. 
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~e~:'s princi~~l ~ctivitics thus far cun be 

divi~e( i~t~ four bra~~ subj~ct 2re~so Firstly, he hns 

Cerri c~:~ out ? nc:ly~~is Df tl1c 19:-S C\nc~ 19Ll (Sb.i.Jpic.n 

culcn:_-.~_ r)- Surveys of Inc~u .stry by t~-K~ C ~ntr0l Stc.tistic(":l 

Offic~P c2~~ing to f ain insicht s into tt~ structur2 of 

Ethio·.~ i -:.!1 in-:1 u.stryo Sc conc~ly 9 L2 h c.. .s lo'Jkec~ at c:ucstions 

of pricin. ~_: e-n~ invcetn2nt ~_:1-:Jl icy in ti!e cat:8F of 2. nun~ber of 

E'p_:;cLc'ic :?inr.s .~nc' in.:::ustri2s., t .s one of two PoC.O. 

' rcprc:::.::;n'Ce1ti vc~: on an in.ter-~.c2ncy worJ-i:ng pnrty concer ned 

t·li th :_:'T·icing of petroleum proc~ucts, ~'lC <'(' - c:Jntri bu tee.~ to 

the c:nc·. lyBis Hhich convince~ tL:: Council of ~_,;ini.s crs in 

k1rch -t .-) '3:llc?.ct :- .substC'.nti2.l incrci" .. ? e: in thes2 prices, tbu.s 

climin<'ctiaE{ 211. unju.stifi(:; ('~ buc-1[;3 t subsic~y to pc r oleum u sers 

c.n( E'-i .-?,ni:ficcntly cnbc-:ncinr, (~ome ctic .sc:.vinr,s. ll. thirc1
• area 

of ~~ei'\/. v s focus h~2- been the formulC'ti cJn of ecnere l incusb .. ""ial 

-c.\::vclo·;ln:::;nt ~.)olicy 9 incluc~int.: th -2 inBtitutionc: l fr~nC1·70rk 

within H~-~icL such nolicy is c 1 cci c' 0 c~. In this connection f\'iec.c'. 

t.nr.-, c:.n:_ly?.c'·_ the role of the I.,s.,r;. T2chnicu.l A.ecncy in 

~ ppr2.iDin~· the fcasil::ili ty of pro8o.::.cc~ inc~uctri.:-1 inve stments ... 

Finnlly 9 ~c~~ has ~cvotcf cubst~nti~l ~ttcntion to 

in2ir2et t~xes ~n~ t2riffs, ~r~ftinc Dro?0s~ls for th2 reform 

o f th2 in~ir2ct tPx systcn <'11~ for the us2 of efficiency 

cri tcr.ir.'- in evZ"'.l.uc_tin£; inc~ us try 2. pr:>lic~ tions for to.riff pro

t~ctiono In this connection ~6~~ ~rc~nrc~ workin~ r2pers for 

the fir:::--:'c tH-:J · events in the P.,Co0° s n--H o~'cn semin<'.r proer2..m 

( see s::;cti.Jn on trC'ininr, belot·l )~ .:,nc~ lc~d tb ..,.! r_'_iscusE:don in 

both semin;",.rso The · b.,ro scmin.:-..rs <'..ttr<~Ct.2c.~ beb--.12Cn 2.~ C'.DC"~. 37 
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p~rtici':"'~-nts ?.nch from th~ P .c.o., th~ ~Ainistries of Finance 

anC.: C r,:_·n.:;rc.3 ~n<...: Incus try, the Technic;- 1 l:.gency, C'n'.' ti1c 

Univercity. Bvth sessions fe~tureL lively c~iGcussion of the 

rclativ3 merits for t~riff policy of ,_;fficiency criteria on 

the on-3 n?.n ···· c:'Jlc~, on the other hnnc: , an eclectric .set .of 

cri teri ::: , inclut~ ing some borrowed from material balc.nce 

theory, which c~nnot be quantifier in ~ single measure ·of 

welfare Lut must be applied in any given situation through 

the use of common sense. Between the two seminars various 

p~rticir~nts wrote ~ total of some 20 pages of commentary on 

Meac's workine papers, which m~terin.l was distributee as n 

workinB p~7~r for the second meeting. Subsequent discussion 

in the intar-agency technical committee for evalu~tion af 

tariff ; rO")OS".ls inGicates that f\l'eac. 1 s ?apers anc seminars 

have he:-. .:· considerable effect by wc..y of increasine awareness 

of efficiency criteria among I.EoG. technicic:ns anc accer>tance 

of the ~rinci~lc thnt efficiency c~lcul~tions s r oulc be made 

in eve ry case, sh-::>win~ the c.:>st in efficiency terms of usinc 

any ot~ar criteria to set rrotective tariffs. 

f .. t the enc 1 ~f the reportin~~ perioc·. t~ie ~-!cc.d of the 

P .c .. o. -~~csi :::natcc fviea<.· r:-.nc' two counter:x:rts to rcj_:}resent the 

Office in the Techniccl Committee on Tariff Protection. 

~i'acroeconomic nc!viser Sicherl has been located in 

the macroeconomic stucies section of the P.C.O. Depc.rtment of 

Economic fillGlysis since his ~rrival in ~ugust 1970. Working 

with him are two relatively experiencec counterparts with post

grnc~uc.t~ zconomics degrees obte.ined in 19t4 anc 1963 respectively. 
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The 0-:: ~.-,~rtm.::: nt c'oes not now h:::vc an Etnivi i~n hc~c~ t enc tl,\.::rO 

~rc no ::-'lans to confirm one for at lt.:?..st another yee!.r. Since 

the D.i1.S. fiscr..l c..n' m-::>nctnry ac:viscr, Thome, will work in the 

same unit ~ftcr his arrival in May, ann one of the counterparts 

leav·3s in the summer for forei2;n stucy, there is ?Jl urgent need 

to recruit ~t leaFt two, preferably three new stnff members for 

the section. 

I~:~m~ci~tely ~.ftcr his c.rri val in August 1970 Sicherl 

an( his counter~arts worked on a report on the Ethiopian 

0conomy ~s b~ckgrounc for ciscussion of both the revenue cnc 

expcnc~iture sices of the 1964 FX: buc,sct. A~· the P.c.o. 
sectorc:.l ::~ ep:\rtments wi:!rc not accustomed to takine ~n ~gsregnti ve 

look ~t their resDcctive sectors, their contribution to this 

exercine w~s ~isapoointing. After com~leting this report in 

Octob•~r Sicl 3rl c..nc2 his colleagues cooper['_ tee~ with the Department 

of Dev::;loy;-m3nt Procrnmrnins, which he.ndlec1 the ex!)enci ture , sid~, 

to proc~.uc2 a re~ort entitled "Bc:ckJrounG. anc: Framework of the 

19E.4 t.3u -~eet" presentine the P .C.O' s ~osition to the Buc'.get 

C.::>mmi tt·33 :>f the Flc;_nninr: Commissicm. Lu~ing November-

December Sieber! served on the ?Juc:get Committee's technical 

counh~r~}e..rt, which had t :13 a;,signment of reconciling P .c.o. 
ilnd lViiniFtry af Finance /ropos['.ls. 

T:1ercafter Sicherl examine<., the sensonal variation 

of tax revenue, showing that full implementation of the I.E.G. 

budget r e quires that public comestic borrowing be concentratec 

in t{ie first five months of the fisce.l year, curing which perioc~ 
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it so ~~t'·.?:.~)cns tli.;::t ::>riv2..te borroHinr.: is bc.L:n.; <-vcr.::- ,z;c.. In 

J2..nu2..ry, H·orking 0.s ~)C'_rt of <: FoC.Oo t(.;z:-.m t:J c~rc.:.ft the Io1~ .. Go 

tivc Gr~u~ ~2ctin: 9 Sicherl analyze~ econ:Joic trcn2s ~urine 

the first two yc2rs of the Thir~ Five Year Plan ~n~ projccte~ 

m2croecon~mic v2ri~blcs over the Pl~n 9 s finc:l three ye<-rs .. 

He lv.:t-2r scrvec, on <'- joint P .. CaO .. /fv.inistry of Finance r~rc:~ftint:; 

comrni tt.cs to prel)nre the p0:_;cr for transmi tt;::l to the Council 

of Ministerso Nith th2 bud~ct ~n~ Consultativ~ Group documents 

out of th~ H2.Y 
9 

Sichcrl h2.s rrroposec~ tL2t the macroeconomic 

Etudies .s.;2ction !:.-> houlc~ coorc'inc-tc 2.11 effort to construct c-, 

pragmstic m~dium-t2rm mo~el of th2 Ethiopi~n economy in uhich 

the prcc~ss acouirc <- mar~ glob~l visi0n of in~ivi~unl sectors 

nnd t t eir intcrrclationshi~s thnn 2xists at ~resent .. 

/ . .::;;ricu1 turc t:.dviscr Gocr,i;np ·Harks in ti1e 1\.c;ricul tur.c 

Divisi:::-:a ·:):i t;h:~ P.C.,Oo tAc,riculture zen·:~ Inc' .. u .s try Dcp2,rtment 9 

the he?:.,_.·, of the Lcpc:rtrne:nt o Tw;) of the c ')Unterp.:-_rt.s ~rc: 197C 

graC.u2.t8s (2.tS:o economics mo.jors) from the C;:)ller:;c of tlnricul turc 

t~.t Alelil:?.y2.o t~ fifth st2.ff nh.~mbcr w;:_,r:. tr::-: inc~: c.t <: locc-_1 

agricultur~l v~c~tion~l sc~o~l, ~n~ 2. sixth is currently ~t 

Oxfor::~ University work ins on 2. Fh .. D" in economics o 

Luring an initi~l orientat ion perioC GoerinG 

established contacts within the Mitiistrics of ~Jricultur? an~ 
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L~nc1 }.b~f ,)rral f: nc~ l .. ~ tr. inistrntion, the Gr(' in 3onrc~, tl e Livestock 

anc~ 1\~'~nt :Jo? r c: , the Institute for /4aricul turn! Research, F-.A.O. 

c.nc. u.s. l~ .I.D. In late February he preTJnred 2~ paper on 

sugGeGtzcl r 3saarch t()pics for 'his c~ivision. The p~.per stimulated 

discussi ::m ·:)n n divisional work ?rogrnm, which has yet to be 

finaliz~c- . Other activities incluclec participation in an 

inter-a[ zncy committee on mechanization in Ethiopian nrriculture, 

inter-ministeri~l ~iscussi0ns of national lane settlement policy, 

end initic.tion of an internal P.C.O. mathematics/statistics 

course (seG training section belaw). 

Ec:uca tion acviser ter ~1/eele, the only present member 

of t he i~~-rv?o.rc tec.m not loca teo. in the Plannine Commission 

Office ( t ~.1e trans""'ort :1nt:1. communic~tions adviser will eventually 

share t i .. i "' :~i r-tinction), serves ns acviscr to the planning unit 

of the ~inistry of Educ~tion. With the Ministry at present in 

the t i-troe.s of reorg~nization the ? Osition of this unit in the 

far~~~ 8r~cnizntional structure is y~t to ba cl2rifie~. It 

formerly s tJoC in a line rel~tionship ~arallel to several 

civisions within a cepcrtment tha t in turn bore the s~e 

relationshi ;-- to other c epartments, but consider~tion is now 

heine _si v~~n to placing the planning unit in the Minister's 

Office. F::>r the moment it reports <lirectl y to H.E. A to f\J~illion 

Neqniq, t h8 ~ole Minister of State in the tl inistry, which gives 

it a .~tr·:mc c ?_se from which to implant a planning approach on 

the 1'\finistry' s wide-spread opera tions. 
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/.:,'nrt from ter :-iecle tltc plnnninr.; unit now has fi V\7) 

members, two of whom arc cxp~tri~tcs -- an ex-school master 

anc~ sc~j.:),Jl r_(ministrator from Eng l:1nc, on .direct contrnct to 

the ~:inictry, anc' a IDJB:SCO L:(.1visGr with experi·2ncc in U.s. 

school fin~nce anC: c:dministrQtian~ Of th0 Ethiopic:..n counter

pnrtn, t he unit's c!irector-general has tcken courses a.t the 

:~orld i$ank ' s Economic Development Institute nne~ IDlE.'"':lCO' s 

Intern.;j;i onr.l Institute for &:ucational Planning ; the officer 

responsiple f:>r research and evaluation has a University of 

Illinci~. JJ.~ . i, .• ; anc'. the st?.tistician has ten years of expe rience 

compensatin2 in ~art . for lGck of ~ university cegree. Since 

two of t i· .. e Ethiv~ians ~re sch\:!dulec~ to leave for overseas 

trainin2: · in September e.n ureent need hns arisen to hire as 

quickly ns possible the new local staff tha t will eventually 

be require.--. in any case to replace the expetriate acvisers. 

In a rap.:)rt to H.E. Ato Million ter ~teele has made pr,oposals 

for ti·.r.e c!. i vision of responsibilities in the planning unit ancJ 

the hirin:_~ ~nd training of n~"w staff. Penc?ing consic~eration 

of these 1~roposals ter Weele does not at the moment have a 

direct c Junter?art. 

Tar ~·l~ele 1 s !?rimary activity in his first one c> .. nc.: 
C'. half m.)nths has been to develop n. form~l proposal for the 

construction of three rural education institutes, to be 

financ 8c: !::y the ··-iorlc Bn.nk under n recently nee otiatec; I.D.t ... 

ec!uce.ti .:Jn l oan to Ethiopia. The proposa l incluc.cs a ciscussion 

of t he institutes' objectives, suggestions for staffing, anc ~ 

scheJ~le fvr implementation. It is to be acted on shortly by 

the ~inistry's Ma jor Policy Committee. 
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f.:.nothcr Nor lc~ .Bcnk-rela ted ini tia ti ve r•~cei ving ter 

r.~ecle 1 s c-~ttzntio!l is the forthcoming ecUO<!ti-:)n sector review, 

in :~rc: .~: :T~_ti ·."Jn for wi-.. ich !1e hrs b0~un nn ovt~luation of imple

mentati -:Jn ·,)f the Third Five Year Plan's educ~ti -Jne.l tar~r:ets. 

In a Geries of evaluntion chc-.rts he has summarizec~. roue~1ly 150 

objectives anc targets stated in the Plan, nnd will now proceed 

to cst~blish 1968 baseline c!2.ta, estimate achievements up to 

the Pl~'s h~lf-way mark, an~ compare such progress with the 

rate required to achieve the Plan targets. 

Ter T'leelc has nlso startec an analysis of recurrent 

costs of teachine materi~ls in laboratory and workshop courses, 

with c vi~w t~ rationalizinJ buc'get allocations to schools for 

such ~urcb.ases. He hc:.s contributcc to the appraisal of the 

recently published m~n~ower report, and started to identify 

Raile ;S.:dl<!ssie I Uni vcrsi ty personnel of potential use in the 

sector r8view. 

Trainii"l -~-: 

DurinG the perioc unc~er review the Head of the P.C.O. 

establis ~.1er: C'.. P.C.O. Trc..ininc Committee, chairec~ by the D~puty 

H(;ad Jf t b.e P.C.O. with Department Heads anc the ·U.N.D.F./Harvard 

Project { irector ~s or~in~ry membe rs. The Committee met twice 

curin.:::; the ~_...,3ri0C: C'~nc formulr.tec~ n wic:e r?..neo of recommen<l~tions 

to the Head of the P.C.O., all of which were ~ccepted by him. 

A set of Policies and Procedures for TraininG of Staff of tne 

P.C,O. an:~ Ministerial/Agency Planning Units and Related 

Organizations wc.s adopted and circulated among P.C.O. staff • . 
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Ten F.C.O. 8trff rn~~bcrs, ~ Ius on~ alrc~~y stu~yinc in t~~ 

U.K., l·J-.!r~ aPpr~)vec~ f or inclusion in the 1971/7'2 f orei.zn 

trainint~ ·:·r .J::;r~m ( ~.n e leventh W(.'..S a?:.'r ·::lvecl but subsequently 

decic\:: ·. t;::, 7 ..)stpone his de:>~rturc t o 1972 .) U.S. A.I.D. 

a[;ree·.:: t o fin~nce sch~lnrships f or six P.C.O. canc' iC:.ates . 

Afte r r8viewin~ reports of interviews with eloven candid~tes 

from .::)th~r P..[encies (see preceding section), the Committee 

decic'.-3 :::~. to recommcnt'. eieht f:)r ~cnc.~.emic training in 1(}71/72. 

By mL·:-t.:~ril in(: ications from ciscussions with scholarship

financing ngencies were th~t suf:icient funcs would be 

availabl3 fr.:>m Lll sources, includinc a reasonable share 

of tl..e Project's three-year tr~inin.1 budget, to finance 

the stu:'.ies of ~11 19 P.C.O.-npproved candidates. At the 

same time , c~ocumcntation .Jn c.ll candic~ates hnc~ been forwarded. 

to th.:; D.I. .• S. trC'.ininc office at Harvarc, ancl candidate~ 

were c om:· leting c.pplica tion forms to training institutions 

recorr.men~:a.-~. by ::.~~rvarc~ anc~ other schol~rship-financing 

ngencies, or were expecting the blank forms mome:iltari~y. 
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Eekcl~ T ... ~na1_:.n:-ti) 
Gebre.s3lcs~ie Yosi ·-.f 

Kibret ~enJistu( 2 ) 
ri.ercss~. T~kle rv:nriam 

~:crsie ~jipu 

(3) 

Steph~n s Ocbnselncsie 

Ki tesc.~ Di ce-. 

~i;illion T~kie 

r;< i tik Bey3ne ( 4) 

Solom:-;n I{0.ile Mc:ric..m 

Tcsfayarus ~ahary 

Or&;Gnizc tl.on 

PCO-- D~?t• Econ. hnnlysis 

" 
" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Devel. DuC:ect Division 

Dept. Tech. Assistance 

Incustry Division 

Ree ional & Community 
rlanninr, Division 

Transp ·. & Communics. Div. 

AGriculture Division 
II " 

Nnter Resources Division 

A~riculturo Divisi~n 

Project Coorc. Division 

Aw~sh v~ .llcy ;,uthori ty, plannin,c 

" 
" 

unit 

~lin. Nat. Cornmun. Dev., f!h~.npower 

section 

Min. Nut. Commun. Dcv., Planning 
unit 

Centr~l Statistical Office 

" " . " 
Ethiopian Tourist Organization 

Central Statistical Office 

Im~eri~l Hiehwny Authority 

(1) c-..cc ·..) :- t~ .~~ in the Public Service Fellows proeram at Hco.rvard. 

(2) ~cce~tco in the M.A. program in development economics at 
~tJillinms. 

(3) alreacy enEaeec in study t0ward a Ph.D. in economics at 
Oxf·:>r::.· .• 

(1~) c-~cc3~ t3c,_ in the N.t .A. program in National Ecpnomic Planning 
ct University of Birmingham. 
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It is significant ton te that the P.c.o.•s 
c!ccision t :::> rclen.s~ such n lnrc,e prcporti :ln - close to 

-::>ne t~·.dr,~ - of its professionc> 1 staff for trc~inine in 

the c ,;min,s year mo~ns thnt the short-run tc.r[;..3t :Cor post

graduc.te tr<:'.inin,~ set in th<::: foll:.-,wing qu0tation from the 

report ,::>f the 1970 U.N. D.P. mission which npprnisecl the 

I.E.G. ~~~lication for this Project has already b~en 

" 3. Foroir=;n Tr.:1ininr; Fellowships - The seven years 

programma of foreign trainin~ cetailcG in Table 2 would 

provic1e the 60 man st~ff wi tb 41 man-years of advanccc 

trn.inin,s r,.l"'roac by 1977 (1970 E.C. ), not including the lG 

man-ycr.rc C ':)m;_~ letec. by the beGinninB of the ~roject. On 

tbc ::tSSUi11? ti :)n tl...c_t c.. Fi·1.Do tu.kes 3.5 yeG.rc. to com:'lcte and 

an rv~.J .. 1.: yec_rs on the ~var.::.,ce, thin tr2 .. inin~ proeramme 

coulc', :~ 'r ·:>vi ,~~e a tatal af r:: Ph.D! s anc~ 22. t:I .f~o 1 s by 197~ 

or Z7 ::>e o:: le with c(vn.ncec trainint5 out of a tot3.1 stc:ff 

0f 6c. Ot:'ler combinations L'..rc -_:.::>ssible, of cvurse, of 

Ph.D. 1 s, ~I •• f .. . ' s nnd short-term specialized tr2.ining courses 

"-broc:c: . 

At any rate, such a 9rogrammc woulc neem to be 

minimc-.lly necessary to arm su~·)ervisory anc other key staff 

with n~cer-sc.ry <'r'vCUlc~c~ trainin2. / .. lcr[;cr pro3rarnrne would 

be . clesird:'lc, but it is unlikely that mora than six qu~lified 

staff meml:-ers will be found each year to sene abroac~. To 

find a n,.'. releuse this number will require an effort beyonc~ 

anything the Planning Commission has previously undertaken." 
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Such i s t~'la enthusi asm of the lendc rshir' nne ontir~ "'ro

f c ssi :mc-..1 Cc.-2r c of the P.C.O. f or n policy of systematic 

staff ~-·~val01~ment mn.kinc; libernl usc ~f post t:_;r(!_c'uc:-..te 

<::.caccmic traininb , anc so forthcominc; r!re the bil\.tercl 

scholarshi ? -financinc; agenci ;es, thc::.t it will be surrrising 

if t he ~~ulk of the U.N.D.P. report's long-range tra ininG 

tarcetc r..r··3 n :)t achi e vec two -::>r thrGe yec.rs in <'~dvance of 

the rs~Jrt 1 s 1978 c eacll ine. 

Another mnnife station of the P.C.O.'s unequivocal 

su~port f or the Project's tra inin-3 objective~ is the cecision, 

mc::.C:.e c::.t t:ie enc'_ of the reportinc period, to r0~.r;sir,n the P.C.O. 

public rel~tions officer, ~ m~n ~f consicer~blc c::.bility ~nd 

post,?:;r r:. :,uate trn.inine ( thou3h not in econoi:-tics), full-time to 

a new ~--::-st :>f Staff Deve lo:-'ment Of Eicer, in 1_11hich vc>.ri~us 

functi ~)n,0 c :>nncctec with internC'..l anc' forci,:3n tri:!ining form 

fthe mL=" .. j r :- ~rt of t he job c~escription. This man will serve 

~ offici "J as s e cre tc::.ry to the Traininc, Commi ttec , anc~. will 

relie v8 t he U .N .D.F ./H.: rv~rc~ Project dircct ·· )r of e! clr.tinistrati ve 

tasks in res~cct of trainin0 t o which he unavoic nbly ccvotec 

consi ~'.erc: .')l e time c1urin.c~ the reportine perioc~ . 

Th~ :{cad of t he P.C.O. has approvec! n. p ropose-,! l::y 

the U. rJ . D.P ./aarvc.r d Project c~.ircctor f or n re(3Ul<lr program 

of pro~cssional semin~rs open to all P.CoO. staff ~nd, as 

np?ro:!ric:tc, staff of other I .E. G. aeencies and the Uni versi tyo 

The first tl-TO seminnrs helc unc er this proGram were described 

in th~ ::--recec~in,c; sectiono 1\;_:-art from making liberal use of 
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U.N.D.F./~-~:-:.rv~.rd consultc:nts 2.::-e. other vi.Jitin;J economists 

~s scmi:.."l.:-..r le~·.-: .'~r~? it in ~~l~nnc0 t . ..') _ u.sc P.CoO. st('_.ff nne.~ 

forci r n n.,·visor.s in thi s r :;lc o T~)f1ics ~'""roposec! for semin~rs 

in tb..; i1c~ .r future incluc~e th~ ~con0mic imi?lict'ti·::ms .:>f the 

C'.f\l'rovec'. 19(4 E.C. buc:eet, c.nc: current tr~nd.s in the Ethior'icn 

economy. 

Tl:-e trainin~ ~roerarr. approved by the Head of tl:.c 

F.C.O. envis~ges loc~l s hort courses in topics such ~s 

mr-..thernc~tics for economists and project evaluation, open to 

P.c.o. stc-.ff ~c.·. ;:_s n~pro~rit'..te staff :>f reln.tcC: I.E.G. a3encies. 

Tow~r·~": t ~.1e enc~ ·:>f the re::ortin3 :.'eriod D.I •• S. a0ricul tural 

c..dvi~er G..')erine inau,_3Urn..tec the first course on mathematics 

and st~tistics for economists, involvine twice-weekly se~sions 

of 1-> h0urs, on~-thirc1 of the time outsic,_e office hours~ over 

a thrc a-r.l :Jnth perioe. Attendance appearec to be stabilizing 

at over 20, incluc.~ inL~ most of the approved candidates for 

foreie:~ trr.-_inin_~~, two Vice-l'<inistcrs anc some P.C.Oo Department 

He:1c:s. I:ai ti~l r lans lvC l"C made durinc the perioc~ for a 

~reject evaluation course to eet unC..erway in IJ:<:'.y. 

Cooperc:.tiou 1-Ji th Haile S..;llz.ssie I University 

F .::·llowinc Hc.rvc.ro:-' 's general !_"'olicy ~ in line with 

its str,:,n,-~ ~olief in the mutu<:'..l benefits to be obtained, of 

encoura3in0 close cooperation between ~lcnninc aeencies in 

c~evel;:)~~~ inz c ·.:mntries nne: loc~l universities~ particularly 

through tne l~ttGrs' ccon~mics dcp~rtmcnts, the D.A.S. acvisers 

have tek3~ the followinG ste? s to promote such cooperation with 

Jaile Se llassie I University: 
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( 1) r:;ray and I<c"'c..: h~v·J unc.crt~kcn to 1~,~.:~ sevon discussion 

sessi :)110 1='etween them in th~ second semester of the Econ;)mics 

Department's 2con;)nic planning course for fourth-year stu(~ents; 

five· of these meetings were held G.urin.J the reporting peri ex~. 

Ter We~le is e ivine one lecture a week, partly during his lunch 

hour, 0n ~p9liecl statistical technique to thircl-yenr students 

in the Stctistics Department. On occ~sion he organizes field 

trips to acquaint the students more closely with problems in 

the collection and analysis of education statistics. All 

three cctvis0rs are using the contact to identify possible 

recruits for their respective I.E.G. agencies. 

(2) The Fr o ject director proposed to the Head and Deputy 

Head cf the P.c.o. a joint meeting between P.C.O. senior staff, 

foreie:;n ac".visers and the H.S. I. U. Economics faculty to c!iscuss 

possible areas for collaboration in research. The meeting ha~ 

been echeculec for the la~t week of hpril, anc the Project 

director has prepared a descriptive list of topics for dis-

cussi :>n. 

(3) The Project c~ irector also proposed to the Iiead and 

Deputy £~0ac-1 that t he ponsibili ty of officially enrol line a 

sm~ll num·_·-er ·:>f ~c·Xlomicc ~nc~ Dusiness f~cul ty members ns un-

pniu, pc.rt-time c0nsultants to the P.C.O. be explorec! with the 

Presic~ent e>f the Uni vcrsi ty. !~. letter to th~t effect has gone 

to the PrG.~i~ent. 

(4) T2r ~·Teele initiated a c~iscuosion chaired by the H.S.I.U. 

acacemic vice-president and attended by D deans, department 

he~ds , en~ 0ther responsible faculty represent2.tives, to 

investigate the potential involvement of faculty and students 
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in ·rcsec-..rch ~~cti vi tics connected with t 1e forthcoming 

ecucatio~ s0ctor survey. Tcr Weelc is now cx~lorinp, 

indivi~u~l expressions 0f interest arising out of the 

meeting . 

(5) 2.S.I.U. faculty members have been invited to and 

have attenced official and informal seminars promoted by 

D.A.S. ;:-.,::~viscrs. 

(6) Two D.A.S. advisers have counselled some fourth-year 

studentc on their thesis topics. 

(7) Sray ~nc: Mead have accepted an invitation to a weekenc 

conferonce in ee!rly ~/(!y to c1i scuss the gconomics Department's 

devclo~mcnt ~Ian, nnu nrc prc~aring two workinG papers for 

the meetine , which will bring together I.E.G. and f~culty 

rel_:'res•2ntati ves t .-:> c~ iscuss ways of making the Department's 

instructi0n ~nd rese~rch activities more responsive to 

Ethi01}i~ .. ' ~. clcvelopment neecs. Gray is also serving on the 

conference ?rZ~~rc..tory c·:>rnmi ttce. 

DEVELOPrvlEN'IS IN I.E .G. PU.NNING ORG/JJILJ:.TIOU 

Unser this heacinc it is relevr.nt to examine the 

situation in respect of certain recommendations made by the 

U .N .D.P. ~~"';?raisal mission in 1970. 

hppoi~·tment of Deputy Head of P.C.O. 

The appointment by His Imperial PJiajesty of I-I.E. 

Ato ft.fework Zclleke as Deputy Eead of the Planning Commission . 

Office with the rank of Vice-Minister was announced on 
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January 15. H.E. / .. to Afew~rk is an economist with post

graduate training at Syracuse University. After workine 

briefly with the Ministry of Community Development he joined 

the Econrxaic Department of th~ Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

anc~ evcn-t;uall y he~ced this De~artment before transferring tq 

the Plannint:; Board in 1962 as Geputy head with the rank of 

In this capacity H.E. Ato Afework was 

active in the implementation of the Second Five Year Plan. 

From 1965 to 1971: he served with Rthiopi~'s Permanent 

Mission to the United Nations in Geneva, event~ally as charg6 

d'affairec. H.E. ~to Afework took up his duties in the P.C.O. 

in early February and rapidly eased the administrative burdens 

of the Beac of the P.C.O. The improvement which the Deputy 

i-Iend' s a;:-:.:""' :)intment brouGht about in the functioning of the 

Office .:~.urine th~ rcportine period was marked, anc. complete! y 

justified the U.N.D.P. mission's rccornrnenc!c-~tion. H.E. lito 

t.fcwork hc-.s assumed responsibility on the P.C.O. end for the 

implementati()n of the U.N.D.P./!Iarvard Project, nnd his 

presenc~ h2.G expec~i tee the resolution of :Jreanizctional 

questions . nssociatec with it. Of p~ticular importance to 

Project ,)b jGcti ves has been ~I.E. A to 1\fework' s firm lcac!er

ship of t ha Tr~ining Commi ttce C!.nd prompt execution of the 

many st~~s necessary to overcome the obstacles caused by the 

late ~tart in implementing the 1971/72 training program. 

Diaposi~io~ ~f the Technical Agency 

The question of the future of the I.E.Go Technical 

Agency is at present in the hancs of a subcommittee of the 
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Planning Commission, and no definite prediction can yet be 

made with r espect to its conclusions. It seems likely, 

however, that the Agency will not be dismuntled ns the 

U.N.D.P. missivn recommended, but instead will be maintained 

with possible modificutions in its terms of reference. The 

P.C.O. has ndvanccd pr~posals with respect to organizational 

chant;e3 which would enable the work of the Technical Agency 

as well as other bocies concerned with different aspects of 

project identification anC: np!"'raisnl t-::> be integrated into a 

coherent system with consistent policy guid~ce in accordance 

with national development objectives. 

The Statistical ~ct. 

The Finance and Legal Committee of the Council of 

~inistcrs has rccommen~cc a draft Statistics Order and 

Proclam~tion to the full Council, and these are expectecl to 

reccivo C..)uncil approval within a few weeks. No further 

hurdles t o the enactment of this much-neeccd leaislation are 

nntici~.--atec:. 

P.c.o. st~ff recruitment 

In the summer of 1970 the P.C.O. hired an unpre

cedented number (eight) of new economics graduates from 

Haile Sellassie I University. Five of these are included 

among tha lg"ll/72 foreien training candidates. As of the 

present t he following seven professional staff positions 

authorizec:. under the 1963 E.C. budeet are vacant: 



D~pnrtmcnt/Division 

Econ:.)mic /.n :1lysis (mncro) 
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r~-- ·::.ition 

" " " Jr. expGrt, fiscnl 
r.nd tfone t ary 

Dcvel01lment .Programming (Project Coorciination) 

Aericulture & Industry (Industry) 

Infrastructure 

Technic.:.! l:.ssistance 

" " 

Expert 

Expert 

Engineer 

Deputy head 

Expert 

The post of Head of the De?artment of Development Programming 

is also vacant, though not ye t establishec, and the heads of 

two other -:-1 ·~partments - Agriculture and Industry and Social 

Services -- function in ~ acting capacity. 

Tc-~ken tocether with the existing vacancies, the 

cl~parture ":lf ten training CC'.ndiclatcs in September 1971 will 

l eave ~izable dUPD in tho F.C.O. staff; in particular, if 

trainins candidates arc not r eplaced, the Agriculture Division 

will be c~evoid () f acti vc loc~l staff, and the macroeconomic 

studies section of the Dcpa~tment of Economic analysis will 

have only one l ocal coun terr c-.rt for two D.Ii .So advisers. 

Howevs r, t he Office 's appr oved 1964 E.C. t:udget will enable it 

to staff abcut six new positions in adcliti0n t ·::> filline the 

cstabli~hed vacancies, and 1.;i th two staff members expected to 

return from foreien training in 1971, the P.c.o. will have 

the necessary financial resources to support a modest increase 

in the pr esent number of staff on the job in Ethiopia over the 

next y-:;ar. The principal constraint is likely to be the 
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availability of qualified recruits. As in the p~st two years 

the Office pl~ns to canvass the entire Graduating class of the 

H.S.I.U. Ec0nomics Derartment and the agricultural economics 

majorD fr~m the College of hgricul'ture nt Alemay~. The new 

Staff Development Officer has been given responsibility for 

professional staff recruitment, which will strengthen the 

P.c.o.•s capacity to identify promisine candidates. 



.. 

Clive ·':irq 
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1\PPENDIX - LIST OF 1\DVISERS' ME~-~ORANDA 

(t~ugust 1970 - i\pril 1971) 

Policies an8 Procedures for Training of Staff of the P.c.o., 
Ministerial/Agency Planning Units and Related Or3anizations 
of t t 9 I.E.G. 

Proposals for 1971/72 f oreign training program (5 tables and 
~ssociated memoranda). 

~ Strategy for Project Development and Implementation in the 
Imr,erial Ethiopian Government. 

Propose ~ adcitions to Graft project planning manual. 

Ethionia1 s Overall Development Strategy (draft for Consultative 
Group .. ? O.\"'er) • 

Work program for D.A.S. mnnpowcr acviser. 

~1ork proeram for P.C.O. Staff Development Officer. 
\ 

Donald rv:ead 

The Futur8 of the Technic~! Aeency (with C~lin Bruce). 

A Rer·ort on Refinery Price Policy and Other Related Matters 
(with Colin Bruce). 

Cost-Benefit Studies Accorcing to Little4firrlees· Method (4 
worl-:ine; :;;Japers). 

Notes on the 1959 E.C. and 19tl E.C. Industrial Surveys. 

Criteria for the GrantinB of Tariff Protection (2 working papers). 

Some Suggestions for Reforming the Indirect Tax System in 
Ethiopia (with Colin Bruce). 
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Pe.vle 3icherl 

Draft Econ.:.>mic Hcport and Projections for 1964 E.C. 

Backgrounc: t o anc~ Framework of the 1964 E.C. Bucgot 
(with Dept. of Dcvcle>pment Programming). 

Seasonal Variation anc Short-run Forecasting of Tax Revenue. 

Some Teci:mical Reasons why Development Budgets can never be 
1001 implemented under present conditions (with C. Bruce 
anc.~. :;1. lV.~ohl ) • 

Progress with Third Five Yenr Plan. 

Economic Prospects 1971 - 1974. 

T. Jru:nes Goering 

Comment on Plan of Operation of the Planning and Programming 
Unit ·:>f the Ministry of Aericultureo 

Comments for the Proeramming and Plannine Unit, Ministry of 
Asriculturc, on 'Questionnire for Peasant Farms in Ethiopi~' 

Some Th :>uehts on Possible Research Activities of the P.C.O. 
Aericulture Division. 

Some Preliminary Findings on Economic Implice..tions of Duty
free FuGl /.llowanccs f':>r Aericul ture (with I'ato Mulugcta 
T&ye ). 

Possible Follow-up Activities to Visit by the IBRD Agricultural 
Sector Study Preparatory Mission. 
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Pr:)pO~~ l f o r Construction of One Rural Education Development 
Iri~titutc (REDI) nne~ Two Rural Education Institutes (nEI's). 

Surmnc-.ry ~v~luation Charts to be used for Review of the Thirc 
Five Year Plan. 

A Pro~ JSC'.. l for Personnel Recrui tm2nt c.n<'': Training (for the 
Planning Division of the ~~inistry of ~c~uca tion). 

Overseas Trainine of Education~! Training Personnel. 

Commentc on the Recent Visit by F. Dunnill of the IBRD. 

Comments. on the published report, "/;.n Assessment of Ethiopia's 
Man? owcr Requirements and Resources for Economic 
Oav~lopment, 1961-1970 E.C." 



COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, INc. 
THE HAROLD PRATT HOUSE 58 EAST 68TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 

CABLE ADDRESS: FORAFFAIRS, NEW YORK 

AREA CODE: 212 LEhigh 5-3300 

June 7, 1971 JUN 11 1971 
o?· :fopn, 

Dear Hollis: 

We were all sorry that you were not able to come to the 
McNamara dinner on Friday. William Clark told me that 
McNamara said you had contributed so much to the speech 
that he felt it would be redundant for you to hear it, 
but it was a very fine occasion. Even though a bleak 
picture emerges when one thinks about population growth 
and the consequences thereof, the knowledge that men of 
your caliber are devoting their minds to it is one important 
reason to be hopeful about the future. 

William Clark said that this was __ '"'"""""....,_-~ .. -
McNamara had given in the U~ite 
months, an we were honored that 

' Many thanks for all your help in connection with the 
speech, both in terms of arousing his interest and in 
terms of the ideas you supplied for it. I hope that 
there will be a chance to see you one of these days 
before too long. 

All the best, 

Mr. Hollis Chenery 

Sincerely, 

~ 
David W. MacEachron 
Deputy Executive Director 

International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development 

1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20433 
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THE HAROLD PRATT HOUSE 58 EAST 68TH STREET 

Dr. Hollis B. Chenery 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10021 

CABLE ADDRESS: FORAFFAIRS, NEW YORK 

AREA CODE: 212 LEhigh 5-3300 

International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development 

Room A1221 
1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20433 

Dear Hollis: 

May 12, 1971 

j<:J : 3o 

>AAY 171 

Following our phone conversation about Mr. McNamara's talk at the 
Council on June ~' I thought it would be useful to put some of this 
on paper for you. Th~ occasion is tb.a Annual Conference of officer$ 
and members of the Council's affiliated Committees in thirty-four 
c~t1es. During the daytime on Friday, we shall draw on some of the 
people who attended the Trends Conference last December for talks 
centering around major trends during the next ten years or so that 
will affect international relations. Mr. McNamara's talk in the 
evening will be part of the Conference, but it is a somewhat sepa
rate event. We have invited some of the distinguished members of 
the Council to join in. I would guess that we would have an audi
ence of around 100, which is about as large as a Council nner can 
comfortably be. 

Carl Kaysen will talk in the morning, sketching out some of the main 
outlines of the world system as it now exists and then going on to 
talk about the changes deriving from economic developments. Robert 
Jastrow of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies will then talk 
about scientific and technological developments and how they affect 
international relations, undoubtedly with special reference to space. 
In the afternoon, Carroll lvilson will describe the major environ-

problems f cin the world and what this ma ... d 

re 
tutional franmwork. 

In light of the overwhelming importance of the population-food prob
lem and Mr. McNamara's strong leadership in this area, we thought 
that it would be immensely valuable for him to deal with this funda
mental factor in world affairs. I think it would be safe to assume 
that virtually everyone in the audience would be familiar with the 
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Dr. Hollis B. Chenery May 12, 1971 

basic situation and the prospects for the remainder of this century 
in broad outline. Therefore it would be most valuable if Mr. McNamara 
could dwell particularly on the policy implications of the food-pop
ulation problem and give his critique of present efforts to cope with 
it. What does he consider the suitable national and international 
response to this problem? What would be some of the consequences of 
failure to respond appropriately? A talk of this sort to such an 
audience at this time could be very useful indeed. Let me know if 
there is anything further that I could do to be of help. 

Sincerely yours, 

David W. MacEachron 
Deputy Executive Director 
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THE HAROLD PRATT HO L! SE 58 EAST 68TH STREET 
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AREA CODE: 21 2 LEhigh 5-3300 

March 29, 1971 

Dear Hollis: 

It has been suggested that we should make a 
distribution of the summary of the discussions 

<f.· I o 

8 

at the Conference on Trends Affecting International 
Relations to those who would have a serious interest 
in the topics. So far the summary has only been 
sent to the participants in the Conference, the 
members of the Council's Committee on Studies, 
and the members of the Board of Directors. 

I would appreciate your letting me know within 
the course of the next two or three weeks whether 
or not you feel there is any reason why the sum
mary should not be distributed to responsible 
people who are interested in this subject. If 
we are going to do this, are there any remarks 
attributed to you which you would like modified? 

Sincerely yours, 

~ 
David w. MacEachron 
Deputy Executive Director 

Professor Hollis B. Chenery 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
Room Al221 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
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